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FOREWORD
REC #1 HATONN
FRI., DEC. 30, 1994 9:39 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 136
FRI., DEC. 30, 1994
STRANGE THINGS A’COMIN’
The squeeze is on in Mexico as the nation wobbles on the brink of financial collapse. The parties who
refused to accept help from the U.S. banks have now been “put out” and the Peso is beginning to adjust
itself a bit. However, do not flaunt your newly gained advantage because, remember, the Peso devaluation
was against the DOLLAR. The dollar slipped in value against the Peso so you have a distorted picture.
The new parties in charge have now agreed to USE THE U.S. HELP.
You will notice a total lack of any mention of the Railway mergers, the Macy’s merger or other “mergers”
which give you a clue about the currency exchange. You will note, however, that a program has been run
on TV regarding the massive transfers of money from bank to bank or other places through “computer
hackers”. The amounts are into the BILLIONS of dollars. Do you really think the “Big Boys” are going
to allow this kind of shifting to continue? Something has to kick off the final stages of unification of the
world UNDER the “PROTECTION” (they will call it) of the New World Order. There is haggling and
negotiations taking place while the Republicans through Rush Limbaugh PRETEND to be somehow different from the Democrats. They ARE different—they are just another part of the Elite Evil Empire
wanting control. Just remember under all circumstances—they have the SAME GOAL: The World! They
will work together against you citizens of the world when it benefits them and they can accomplish the most
momentum—then the games get more and more evil as they vie for TOP position.
Who should you be for? Oh my, well, I would choose the side which respects and reveres Christ/God as
a reality rather than the side that denies HIM. There is “hope” with one while there is little “hope” with the
other. It is so mixed up at the moment that unfolding is about the only way to find the difference.
WHY AM I CONTINUALLY INVOLVED
IN THIS “TRUTH” STUFF?
Because the facts are that the REALITY of your existence is through SOUL and the “manifestation” of
God is the “stage” upon which the play is performed. Without soul recognition you cannot get off the stage
save to recycle on the same old wheel—which is your rightful privilege.
However, the master magicians are about to dump the bigger LIE onto you. The ALIENS! This will unify
the world right quick—but to defend selves and it will be the WRONG aliens you will get sprung onto you.
These will be hybrids of all kinds and temperaments—AND THEY WILL BE PROGRAMMED.
Why the implantation of microchips in so many “citizens”? So that the various programmed new-comers
will have associations already established with citizens among you. The ELFs and VLFs will have mel1

lowed you out and banished all ability to comprehend or REMEMBER. You will march right along and
ones already among you will become your drum-masters. These will become all but insane and without
either compassion or tolerance—they will be puppets in reality.
Later today we will begin to offer more on such goings-on called UFOS, THE GRAND DECEPTION
AND THE COMING NEW WORLD ORDER, by Norio F. Hayakawa. Yes, he contacted CONTACT
yesterday. I won’t tell you where to reach him YET—because I want you to have information and respect
the very dangerous position in which these “bean spillers” reside. In the process I will have to offer caution
regarding some who REVEAL information from first-hand knowledge and yet still march around like
nothing could be after them. Some respect God’s Hosts enough to serve in the shelter of our wings—but
most of the UFO tattlers are not in that league. YOU ARE BEING OFFERED EXACTLY WHAT AND
AS MUCH AS YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO KNOW—AND NOW IS THE TIME YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THESE STRANGE THINGS AND BEINGS!
I have told you before that these “masters” do not want us to actually STOP writing—THEY WANT
YOU TO KNOW HOW POWERFUL THEY ARE, THAT IS, YOU WHO MIGHT WELL “FIGHT”
BACK. If you are of GOD, they cannot fully program you and it is better for them if they simply let you be
and hope that not too many people get informed and enlightened while there is possibility of changing the
program.
WHAT OF THE MILITIAS?
The adversary certainly HOPES YOU FORM GREAT MILITIAS FOR THEY CAN THEN TAKE
OUT THE TROUBLEMAKERS WHO THINK GUNS WILL WIN THE WAR.
The groups, however, have great things to offer in survival, storage, getting through and in protecting selves
if there should be natural disasters and such. M.O.M., for instance, has books offering information on
Food Storage, how to bury your goods, what when there is no doctor and so on. Write them at C/O P.O.
Box 1486, Noxon, MT 59853. They also have a very good newsletter which is reasonable in cost. We
are in the business of information and journalistic credibility—we do not advocate any violence, subversion
or insurgency. You can accomplish a turn-about the right way if you have information upon which to
structure actions. We are going to do everything possible to remain totally neutral in order to continue with
information presentation.
We may often disagree with writers—we will print both sides to the very best of our ability with only
“Editorial” comment. This is not a journey or task of twisting your minds or forcing you to do anything. We
are here to present truth and prepare the way for God’s purposes as Hosts of GOD. Yes, I suppose you
can call us the “good guys” of the Cosmos. However, there aren’t any “bad guys” as such, in the Cosmos.
There are plenty of EVIL guys ON YOUR PLANET—ABOUT TO PUT THE SQUEEZE ON YOU.
The aliens who have lowered themselves to physical standards and levels of expression and experience—
are as bound up as are you for the most part. Most can’t now get back to their home planets—and they
ARE restricted to various planetary existence. If there are “bad guys” running around, you must also
KNOW that God sends “good guys” as well.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
December 30, 1994
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CHAPTER 1
REC #1 HATONN
MON., DEC. 12, 1994 8:42 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 118
MON., DEC. 12, 1994
RE: BANKS AND CURRENCY
URGENT ATTENTION
Act in wisdom and in preparation for that which MIGHT happen and you will always be ahead—for any
preparations are always like money in hand. If you have no need to USE THE SUPPLIES—you HAVE
them for another day—IF YOU PREPARE CORRECTLY.
BANKS
You have ALL come to accept “banks” as that which has been set as a trap for you. You cannot do
business well without being able to “bank” and have “CREDIT” accounts and thus and so. So, what have
THE PARASITES done to you? TRAPPED YOU!
WILL THE FED CLOSE,
THE BANKS CLOSE...???
Well, readers, one of these days it will all fall down ON YOU. The parasites PLAN TO AND “WILL”
HAVE IT ALL! YOU CAN SEE WHAT IS HAPPENING NOW AROUND YOUR NATION—
STARTING WITH ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. WILL THESE ACTIONS HURT THE
BANKS? NO, THE BANKS WILL SIMPLY CLOSE AND RESTRUCTURE THE CURRENCY—
SO THAT YOU LOSE.
TEN TO ONE
The changeover of currency has been projected by the “insiders” as to be ten to one. So, what does that
mean, “We get ten somethings back per dollar!” NO, you do NOT. You may well get some reasonable
APPEARANCE of getting back ten to one—but YOUR DEBT WILL INCREASE TEN TO ONE AND
THE VALUE WILL BE TOTALLY DEVASTATED AGAINST YOU IF YOU DON’T HANDLE
YOURSELVES RIGHT. The parasites are threatening to, OR WILL DO SO, catch you at your highest
spending time. It will look good to you to go on and run up more debt to get rid of assets into “their”
accounts. Don’t think of it that way. You may well handle FUTURE expenditures in “that” manner but
what is on the books in INTEREST OWED WILL BLOW YOU AWAY. THIS IS SET TO DESTROY
THE MAJOR MOVERS AND SHAKERS. IN OTHER WORDS, IF A COUNTY, OR YOU, HAS
INTEREST DUE AND OWING ON NOTES, BONDS, (ANYTHING “THEY” HOLD) THE RATIO
WILL BE TEN TO ONE—DUE AND OWING AND IN A CURRENCY EXCHANGE THERE IS
3

NO WAY TO KEEP FROM DEVALUING THE DOLLAR. NO WAY! YOUR CURRENCY IS
ALREADY WORTHLESS—IT IS SIMPLY PRINTED PAPER WHICH WOULD BE EXCHANGED.
IT IS BETTER TO, IF POSSIBLE, INVEST IN UP-FRONT INTEREST PAYMENTS TO STASH
CASH, SAVE “CREDIT” TO USE AFTER THE SHAKEDOWN. IF, FOR INSTANCE, YOU HOLD
VALUE AS COLLATERAL ON ANY LOANS—THEY CAN CALL INTEREST AND LOAN—
AND THEY WILL BE ABLE TO CALL IT AT TEN TO ONE, IF THAT IS THE WAY THE CURRENCY SHIFT OCCURS.
WILL IT HAPPEN?
YES, IT MAY WELL BE CALLED OFF FOR THIS HOLIDAY SEASON—UNTIL YOU ARE SUNK
IN ANOTHER FEW WEEKS, INTO THE PIT—BUT THEY HAVE TOLD YOU THEY ARE GOING TO DO IT, PRINTED NEW MONEY, FIXED OLD MONEY (CURRENCY), AND TO
CHANGE IT OUT THEY WILL HAVE TO HAVE BANK HOLIDAYS. YOU ARE ALL SET IN
“THEIR” PHONY MONEY. THE ONLY VALID WORTH IS IN CONSTITUTIONALLY MINTED
MONEY—COINS—SINCE THEY ARE NOT HONORING GOLD OR SILVER CERTIFICATES.
Look and LISTEN TO ME. I am NOT a fortune-teller and you are up against SHREWD PARASITES
set forth to GET EVERYTHING OF VALUE AWAY FROM YOU. In one day THEY CAN PUT THE
NATION INTO TOTAL COLLAPSE—ON INTEREST ALONE. You must understand, for instance,
that if you think you will just put off until after Christmas, the payment on the house mortgage. THEY
WILL NOT DEVALUE THE INTEREST—THEY WILL TAKE YOUR COLLATERAL—YOUR
HOME, PROPERTY, GOLD, CAR—WHATEVER IS COLLATERAL AGAINST THE NOTE
ITSELF! Worse, the value of whatever is that collateral if other than, say, precious metals (gold, silver,
platinum, etc.) WILL BE DEVALUED. How can you know? Because the Feds keep raising the interest
rates “to stop inflation”. This time you are headed for a “deflationary depression”. If you read our early,
early writings like SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER [#4]—YOU WOULD KNOW THIS. Your
corporations will HOLD and your GOLD will hold—because it is PLANNED TO INCREASE IN
VALUE—ACCORDING TO THE BIG BOYS! Outstanding interest will, however, push you into having assets seized.
I don’t know any other way to explain this. I DO NOT KNOW WHEN THEY WILL FINALIZE THIS
MOVE—BUT IT IS WRITTEN IN THEIR PLANS AND WITH THE FALL OF ORANGE
COUNTY—IT APPEARS TO BE UNDER-WAY LIKE THE FALL OF DOMINOES. THEY
WILL DO THESE THINGS AT THE MOST DETRIMENTAL, TO YOU, TIMING. THAT IS
THE ONLY SURE THING.
I certainly do not tell you what to do and I don’t know WHEN this will come down—the only sure thing
about PARASITES is that they never stop until they KILL THE HOST—AND YOU TAXPAYER CITIZENS ARE THE HOSTS.
STAY ALERT AND ACT
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If you are already “in” too deeply to act—then get some groceries and coins and pray for a delay—and
THEN, if you are given time—get PREPARED. THOSE EARTHQUAKES ARE GOING TO COME,
and when better—than in the midst of total economic disaster when the banks are shifting? That is called
double or triple jeopardy—and THEY CAN DO IT ON PLAN AND ON SCHEDULE.
THE ECONOMY IS NOT GROWING AS THEY TELL YOU. YOU, AS A NATION, ARE BANKRUPT (SINCE 1933 AND UNDER MARTIAL LAW). THAT MEANS THAT “ORDER” WILL BE
ESTABLISHED BY UNITED NATIONS TROOPS!
The changeout has been scheduled for at least three years with new currency paper already printed.
Disaster ALWAYS comes, FASCISM moves in, in TOTAL CONTROL with the collapse of the economy—
and you are THERE—NOW! The economists are stupid liars just as are your astronomers and scientists.
They don’t want to embarrass themselves and admit their TOTAL STUPIDITY.
You do not spring from monkeys or fish—YOU ARE “MAN” CREATED BY GOD AND SETTLED
FROM THE COSMOS. YOU HAVE ALLOWED THE ENEMY PARASITES TO DESTROY THAT
WHICH IS WONDROUS, HONEST AND BEAUTIFUL. YOU HAVE PROVIDED THE FOOD
TO FUEL YOUR OWN DEMISE. IS THIS DOOM AND GLOOM? MY GOD, WHAT DOES IT
TAKE FOR YOU TO HEAR?
I do not DO ANYTHING—SAVE WARN YOU. I suggest you take cash “paper” and convert it to coins
of your “Realm” (minted coins of the U.S.) and prepare for a changeover. If it happens not this week or
next—it WILL HAPPEN and you will have SOMETHING to work with—EITHER WAY.
If you wish to stay in “business”, then pay your interest. If you are prepared to lose to the parasites and
you plan to simply collapse WITH IT, then go spend, charge and use up your credit lines. It will destroy
your credit but so-what? In collapse, you will at least have something with which to work and the parasites
themselves will be caught with the deficit. They are going to take EVERYTHING THEY CAN WHEN IT
HAPPENS AND SO FEW FISH WILL GET OUT OF THE SWEEPING NET AS TO NOT DETER
THEM EITHER WAY. Mortgage collateral is what they are after—not the bits of cash loss in charge
cards. THEY PLAN TO HAVE ALL PROPERTY—EVERYTHING! AND, THE BLUEPRINT CALLS
FOR DOING SO AND BEING FULLY OPERATIONAL UNDER THE NEW WORLD ORDER—
IN YEAR 2000! THE LAST FIVE YEAR PERIOD OF THIS CENTURY IS THE SHUT-DOWN, IN
FULL CONTROL—PERIOD. So, if not today—tomorrow?
THIS IS THE WAY IT IS—WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO DO IS YOUR FREE-WILL CHOICE. IS IT
NOT TIME TO LOOK BACK UNTO GOD OF LIGHTED GOODNESS? THE PARASITES ARE
NOT JUST AFTER YOUR WEALTH—THEY ARE AFTER YOUR SOULS, AS WELL!
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CHAPTER 2
REC #1 HATONN
TUE., DEC. 13, 1994 8:23 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 119
TUE., DEC. 13, 1994
RE: BANKS AND CURRENCY
URGENT ATTENTION
The phone calls are pouring in as if a dam had burst, regarding the financial information. Oh, how wondrous it would be if this much attention were poured forth for God’s TRUTH. Actually, I jest, because I
certainly DO UNDERSTAND your urgency. You need security for, if the New World Order Kings have
their way—you will never again have a way to recover freedom and financial stability. I cannot, however,
predict your future in financial sugar bowls or coffee cans. I can draw from input and reach fairly accurate
projections.
WHAT IS COMING BACK
AND WHAT IS KNOWN
From various states all over your map—AND INCLUDING CANADA—the following information is
offered. Ones trying to get crisp NEW [“Old”] currency for Holiday GIFTS are denied same at the
banks—so it must be some sort of “blanket” bank procedure. Further, bank employees are on alert to be
prepared for SUDDEN changes in hours and holiday procedures and possible “extra time off”, this being
explained as possibly an agreement among banks that the employees “deserve more free time AT OR
THROUGH THE HOLIDAYS”. This is being presented, WHEN presented, to higher level management,
that it is to be kept QUIET from the general employee population and is simply a “good will” SURPRISE
to the banking “family”.
We did have rebuttal to this in that one lady went down to her local bank and got ALL new currency.
However, it turns out that the bank had ordered up the new currency some time ago in preparation for the
Holiday rush just as Postal Services prepare for Holiday stamps. So, there ARE clues, but you have been
THERE before! Please pray this does not come off for it will bring chaos and so much loss to the
American citizenry. However, it is more feasible NOW that this would happen with Congress away, new
and “fed up” congressional participants coming in—and would be a final push while there is any power left
in THIS Administration. This would be the favored favor in the Clinton disadministration disaster in confusion and TAKEOVER.
Be (OR GET) prepared TODAY and you will get through it—EITHER WAY. I cannot materialize anything FOR YOU—so do what is appropriate in WISDOM and whatever it is will have to suffice. So many
say they used up all their funds trying to get this or that Patriot movement under way and don’t have
anything. I’m sorry, people, what is done is done and I cannot change it. Do whatever is appropriate in
your own instances.
6

What I am mainly viewing are ones WHO FOLLOW EVERYTHING I SAY—UNTIL NOW—and sit
with LARGE amounts of assets IN BANKS. YOU STAND TO LOSE IT ALL. For, as the dominoes
fall (and it has started and the fall will be all over everywhere—and mammoth).
I say to get yourselves covered with gold coins—BUT, I REMIND YOU THAT GOLD IS PLANNED
AS A CONFISCATION ITEM. I also remind you that “from satellite” focus both GOLD AND CURRENCY (in separate amounts) can be identified WITHIN YOUR DWELLINGS AND UNDERGROUND. Far Fetched? Then you don’t carefully read the updates on “simple” technology as being
presented on your vidiot boxes.
So what can you do? I don’t know. The Institute was set up to utilize GOLD AS COLLATERAL.
Nobody HERE is in the metals business for the following reason: THAT GOLD CAN ALSO BE CONFISCATED AND IT IS PLANNED TO DO SO. The Institute uses money to purchase gold, borrows
against that gold for projects and keeping the paper going, etc. THAT MAKES THE GOLD “COLLATERAL”, and THAT makes it the LAST thing which will be confiscated—a bank’s “collateral”. This gives
working funds (a portion of which can be returned immediately if there is time to turn over transactions).
However, THIS IS ONE REASON THE PRICE OF GOLD HAS STAYED WHERE IT HAS.
IT APPEARS THAT FOR A LONG TIME INTO THE FUTURE—GOLD WILL ONLY MOVE
UP IN PRICE. IT MAY WELL FLUCTUATE AT PRESENT UP AND DOWN (THUS THE
RECENT “CALLS” ON MARGINS, ETC.). THE INSIDERS WHO MANIPULATE THAT
MARKET INTEND THAT GOLD MOVE TO $420/OZ BY MID-FEBRUARY AND THEN
STABILIZE, IF POSSIBLE, BUT ONLY BRIEFLY TO SEE WHAT CONFISCATION WILL
TAKE PLACE—AND THEN IT IS PLANNED TO SHOOT ON UP TO THE $1,200 TO 2,000
RANGE THEN ON UP TO $5,000 TO $8,000 AN OUNCE. I HAVE NO WAY TO ASSURE
YOU THIS WILL HAPPEN—PLANS CHANGE IN THE ELITE CIRCLES AS QUICKLY AS
THE WIND SHIFTS—BECAUSE THEY ARE PREPARED WITH AT LEAST A DOZEN ALTERNATIVES FOR EVERY SITUATION—WOULD IT NOT BE WONDROUS IF YOU
WERE?
It APPEARS to me to be the time for using gold in the above manner if you have some funds to stash. The
overall expectation is that no one in “gold” will ever lose. That is “pricewise”—they CAN AND WILL
confiscate whatever you have and if you turn up using gold “in the black-market” it will be called “treason”
with a death penalty. So use your heads, please, while still attached to your bodies. This Institute program
is set forth to lend money to the Institute, GOLD is purchased with those funds which ALSO covers YOU
and the agreement is that you will not CASH OUT until GOLD HAS DOUBLED IN PRICE. The funds
are then borrowed back on NOTES. This is difficult because, as interest rates increase, so does the
burden of usury—however, gold is expected to offset that cost by its GROWTH.
With the price of gold as it is standing, the loans must wait for an increase. However, if you just have funds
sitting in banks—you had better consider something of this type and I have no other circumstance (place)
with the ongoing reputation and ability to utilize this program as structured. The “participation”, however,
is not just for your benefit of metals holding—but if you pull your money back out immediately, you are
going to lose some of its value because of the intensive efforts to destroy the Institute (because it is valid
and it WORKS—thank you, E.J.).
7

Perfection?? Guarantees?? Come now—WHAT ARE THE BANKS AND GOVERNMENT OFFERING? I THOUGHT YOU WOULD SEE. NEITHER DO I PRESS-I AM SIMPLY TELLING YOU
OF THE “POSSIBILITY”. I WILL SAY AS TO THE RECENT “CALL”—TODAY IS THE LAST
DAY TO PROTECT THAT GOLD COLLATERAL AND COVER INTEREST TO PREVENT SEIZURE OF SAME. THERE ARE MANY PROGRAMS ONGOING ON THE SAME BASIS BUT
FOR GREEDY INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES—AND THEY ARE LOSING MASSIVE AMOUNTS
OF GOLD WHICH BRINGS THE GOLD ASSETS BACK INTO THE COFFERS OF THE ELITE
AT INCREDIBLE LOSS TO HOLDERS. In the Institute’s case it is simply to meet obligations and I will
tell you something, the people at the bank’s “home office” are doing everything they can to see that we do
not lose anything. The two-month interest call has been delayed until today to just remain friends and
potential business relatives. THE INSTITUTE, WHICH IS NOTHING IN THEIR “BOOKS”, IS NOT
A TARGET—BUT LIKE A MONETARY COLLAPSE, IS CAUGHT ON THE FRINGE. Liquidation
of a portion is all that is involved HERE—for some funds and other investors the loss will be INCREDIBLE. There is no “loss” here of anything, but any cash-in of gold at its lower price, unless absolutely
necessary, is ludicrous.
Now, readers, I am not selling anything—I AM RESPONDING TO A PILE OF FAXES, PHONE
CALLS AND SUCH AND HAVE BEEN ASKED TO COMMENT AND RUN ON THE PHONE
HOT-LINE FOR IMMEDIATE INFORMATION. I AM HERE TO SERVE WHEN AND WHERE I
CAN DO SO. I DO NOT LIKE INTEGRATING WITHIN YOUR ECONOMY—BUT WE NEEDED
A WAY TO PROTECT OUR PEOPLE—AND THIS WORKS AND ALLOWS WORKING
FUNDS—TRULY A WIN-WIN CIRCUMSTANCE—IF THE PARTICIPANTS UNDERSTAND
AND FOLLOW THROUGH WITH THEIR AGREEMENTS. IF YOU TREAT THE INSTITUTE LIKE YOUR LOCAL METALS DEALER OR YOUR LOCAL BANK (IN TODAY
AND OUT TOMORROW—WHICH, BY THE WAY, DOES NOT NOW HAPPEN WITH YOUR
BANKS) THEN “YOU” ERR. IT HAS BEEN TESTED BY INVESTIGATIONS (INCLUDING THE FBI) AND IT IS SOLID IN CONCEPT AND PRACTICE. THE {“ADVERTISEMENTS” IN THE PRESS (AP) ARE SIMPLY GARBAGE SPEWED BY GREEN AND HIS
BANDITOES. ANY FUNDS LEFT UNPAID ON REQUEST ARE TIED UP IN LITIGATION
AND/OR DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS—OR, IN THE LAST INSTANCE, THE WITHDRAWER IS NOT HONORING THE AGREEMENT FOR PRICE DOUBLING—BUT
RATHER, WANTS PAYMENT INSTANTLY ON GOLD AT ITS LOWEST PRICE IN THE
ENTIRE PERIOD INVOLVED.
This has been a way to have cake and eat it too on the projection of economists and management research
which indicates a major increase in the price of gold—AND A FULL RETURN TO THE GOLD STANDARD. It is also a place to “store” your funds as collateral allowing for borrowing to serve God and
Country during this tribulation time in your nation—AND EXPECT INCREASE IN YOUR WEALTH.
THERE IS SIMPLY NOTHING ATTACHED TO THE ELITE ONE WORLDERS OR BANKS
WHICH IS SAFE OR SECURE—EXCEPT THE KNOWING THAT “THEY” WILL GET EVERY
CENT AND EVERY PIECE OF PROPERTY YOU HAVE WHEN THEY TAKE OVER EVERYTHING. THIS PLAN OFFERS SOME PROTECTION, NOTHING MORE. THE INSTITUTE IS
NOT IN THE METALS BUSINESS!
I hope you do not feel that I have hedged in my response to the many inquiries. I do not wish to be
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evasive—and, yes, I do recommend this method of protection—WE SET IT UP TO GET OUR OWN
PEOPLE THROUGH.
At most, you who have not participated—but wish to, you may be required to incorporate for we will not
sit for more problems with anyone over this participation. We have had our bellies full of attorneys and
court-rooms. There were to be no further participations but it is not right that you who are supporters of
our work not have ability to secure selves also. If your assets are small and you want preparation working
funds—GO GET MINTED COINS OF THE U.S. THESE ARE THE ONLY LEGAL MONEY AND
YOU WILL NEED CASH TO GET YOU THROUGH IF BANKS CLOSE! NO MORE AND NO
LESS. I RECOMMEND SILVER OR COINS—BECAUSE OF THE CONFISCATION POSSIBILITY OF GOLD.
PAY YOUR INTEREST OUTSTANDING ON YOUR PROPERTY—BECAUSE IF CURRENCY
IS CHANGED OUT—IT WILL BE PROBABLY 10 TO ONE AT COLLECTION TIME. THE RATIO WILL BE FINE IN “LATER” INTEREST PAYMENTS—I AM REFERRING TO INTEREST
PAST DUE—OR NOW OWING. How do WE know it is serious? Because of the deadline of TODAY on holding the Institute’s interest payment at the current rate wherein next month it may well be that
for every $100 outstanding—it will take the equivalent of $1,000. No one and no city, county or state can
meet such obligations. So be it.
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CHAPTER 3
REC #2 HATONN
THU., DEC. 15, 1994 10:56 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 121
THU., DEC. 15, 1994
TO_______________________:
Dearest, dearest Mommie,
Of course I am the one to come to in your problems for one must have a “third” party upon which to reflect
the problem that the mind might find solutions.
The first thing you will do, precious, is STOP (STOP) finding “failure” in your own actions. It accomplishes nothing more than making a situation which seems hard and impossible all but immobilizing. What
“is” IS. Nothing more and, most certainly, not LESS.
Boy is only expressing his own self-denial as to feeling worthy and loved. Behavior and attitudes are
always but reflections of one’s own opinion of self and children have no way of expressing their pain and
low self-esteem except through improper or inappropriate behavior for they HAVE NO CONTROL
OVER THEIR OWN DESTINY. Think, instead, about this: If Boy’s full-time energy and focus were on
APPROPRIATE and honor-gleaning activities—you would be overwhelmed with pleasure for he does his
nasty little tricks with SUCH success.
Ah, but the only way to find what is in the little critter’s head is to confront the mind and allow it to express
itself—in recognition of the abiding love which will NOT be withdrawn if honesty is expressed. That
means that YOU (and Daddy) must make him comfortable and then allow him to tell you REALLY WHY
he is so insecure. Do not react with anger or denial—IT IS “HIS” OPINION YOU’RE AFTER—NOT
FACTS. I doubt, however, that you can get to the bottom of it so that you can begin the hard task of
REBUILDING. Boy is very, very bright and is, in spite of whatever circumstances he experiences,
BORED with all but the most expressive and “moving” interactions. And, yes, you as parents are the brunt
of the outbursts and also the major “cause” simply by the relationship of a child and parents. The cause
may not be your own functioning but a series of circumstances which are interpreted, perhaps even “correctly” so, by the child who has no outlet for his own frustrations and need for attention and loving care. A
child DEMANDS discipline, which in no way infers physical violence. But, so does an adult (parent). A
child can only believe ABOUT HIMSELF that which is presented—whether correct or incorrect.
Once a child has had to work from a stance of defending the self within—it does not change when different
locations are experienced. A child shunned or negated will CAUSE self to be negated elsewhere to make
SURE the conception of self is left intact—thus hard cold alienation of would-be new friends. The terror
of rejection causes the child (or adult) to precipitate exactly that which brought the pain in the first place. A
child is but a reflection, sometimes quite negative, of circumstances about him. Examples cannot always be
in perfection and a child must learn as much, as well.
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You say you thought you could work through the problems with love, but it hasn’t seemed to work. Oh
yes, Mommie, IT WILL WORK. But you, too, are a person with needs and one also experiencing
“effects” of the “causes” in your own life stream(s), as is also Daddy. You have no RIGHT to focus only
on the problem-child lest the other become worse. You must make the child(ren) understand that you, too,
are human and feel just as inadequate. Explain the frustration to Boy and offer him some responsibility for
YOUR happiness. Make him understand that as he thinks he is not accepted and loved—SO TOO
DO YOU, FROM HIM.
In this instance you perceive correctly that the problem is far deeper than meets the eye. You must be
prepared to receive the truth of HIS FEELINGS, no matter what may be the facts or the perception of his
accusations.
As for a psychologist, Mommie. Unless you get to the root cause you can only deal with the “symptoms”
(behavior presented). You may well get improvement but not a “cure” for what ails. We need to go within
and find the problem and allow the child to express it. I would not recommend a Psychiatrist (parasite) or
a Psychologist (do-gooders with bigger problems than the client). You could use a good hypno-therapist
to bring out the problem to the surface and then, only then, can it be dealt with in the conscious mind. The
child DOES NOT CONSCIOUSLY KNOW what is wrong or WHY he does what he does. THE
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND KNOWS AND THE BEHAVIOR OF THE CHILD-PHYSICAL—
PROVES IT.
I’m sorry, Mommie, to disagree with you—YOU CERTAINLY CAN HANDLE THIS. You may well
not realize that you CAN do something positive—but you can do SOMETHING.
Do not feel embarrassed to admit anger at the child. Frustration has caused parents to actually kill children
whom they dearly love. This is the human part of you—and above all things, Boy MUST COME TO
RECOGNIZE AND RESPECT YOUR RIGHTS AS WELL AS HIS OWN. The child does not need
“straightening out” as if he were “bent” or “broken”. He is perfectly fine—he just needs to recognize as
much.
By the way, Precious, the child cannot ruin YOUR life—ONLY YOU CAN DO THAT. I suggest that
before you accept that curse upon self that you immediately take control of self—and then you will find
taking control of the child will follow. He MAY not, has no right to, dump his burden on you. You may
HELP him carry his problems but he must come to realize that life within guidelines is far more pleasant
than without. Remember, also, that the child EXPECTS to overwhelm you—or he wouldn’t do the foolish
things to precipitate exactly that. He also must have the inner assurance that you will not LEAVE him when
he has overwhelmed you—but it must not be a soft “Patsy” thing—it must be hard love with discipline but
never based on LOVE withdrawal.
You had hoped and expected that things would be different and better with a move. It rarely turns around
rapidly, Mommie—RARELY. Almost always the BAD environment is preferable to a NEW set of circumstances because the habits and mind-set do not change. There may well be passing improvement and
more Joy but the stability takes a bit of “time”. It cannot be measured except in sequential improvement.
The child is not sick to need a doctor (Psychiatrist or Psychologist) but he needs to encounter and confront
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his own MIND presentations and directions. THAT may well require a “professional” but you may well be
able to do it as well when you REALLY “communicate”. A child TESTS constantly and the brighter the
child the harder and more constant is the testing. The very worst thing that can happen is that you fail your
tests because that means he succeeded in his warped intent—and all will eventually be lost to a productive
future if that is allowed. Why? Because a child will insist on precipitating more and more dangerous
actions and daring misdeeds. A psychopath does NOT BEGIN AS A PSYCHOPATH.
You are NOT failing anything save perhaps your own level of power over this situation. All parents are
guilty (a poor choice of words but accurate) of negative rearing or whatever. You will never hear a parent
in the midst of a child’s getting “A” in behavior insist there is something wrong with either themselves or the
child. You have an opportunity to restructure the directions of the child for HE IS BUT A CHILD. Boy
needs constant input and “strokes”—well, so do YOU. So work out a neat exchange system WITH
HIM—he gets good strokes but he must also give you some. It can be as simple as he compliments you
and offers his love to you in EXCHANGE for you being gracious and kind to him. He will soon learn the
merits of that behavior for he is receiving the “attention” but it will FEEL GOOD instead of getting attention
which only makes the both of you feel worse.
These ideas may well get you through, Mommie, until we can get moving here and acquire enough abundance to allow for relocation. YOU need input from other parties which support YOU as well as the child.
It CAN be done where you are—but let us consider the “ease” of working through. You are tired,
frustrated and “down”. The child is working out his own well-built fortress of protective misbehavior. Is
it ever easy to overcome such walls? Sometimes it is, mostly it is not. However, “easy” does not build a
child, a family or SELF. But again, I remind you that to function as a parent you must ALSO protect your
own resources for if your own foundation is struggling to remain stable—you cannot permanently stabilize
the child’s. You have a quick mind and dedication to those things which must be attended in the national
arena—and it makes it far more difficult for you to balance such great and important jobs. However,
remember that it is unto you who are dedicated to freedom and God—who are the load-bearers for how
else will a team be forthcoming later?
Do not allow your frustrations to be relieved incorrectly. When the anger and frustrations are too great—
go forth and write, talk—whatever is required to postpone ACTION for it is in the heat of anger that both
parents and children are battered physically and emotionally. This actually requires more discipline on your
part than anything—for the need is to lash out and relieve the pressure. Do not do it—for it becomes all
but impossible to “undo”. Just let him know you are pissed-off and he MUST be caused to sit somewhere
(I think possibly in the bathroom where he can’t as comfortably sulk) for a given period of time—never so
long as to allow the child to tear down the bathroom but cause him to “think” on the behavior and the
why—and then TALK ABOUT IT. A child knows when a parent is “acting” and/or “phony” with the
“gush”. It is better to be truthful and tell him that “Damn-it, I am to the end with you and I am flat pissedoff at you. I still love you and I am here but I, too, am a person and I am angry at you at this minute.” Admit
that you too do wrong things and, “I expect you to love me in spite of what appears here.” I suggest you
NOT try to hug the child in the midst of anger but assure him that when he comes out you will hug each
other—and THEN you will talk about it—and follow through. A child misbehaves to prove TO HIMSELF, his unworthiness—YOU ARE INCIDENTAL TO THE SITUATION.
Mommie, precious, I wish I could “fix” it for you—but it is not broken and does not need “fixing”. It simply
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needs redirection to relieve the stress which WILL, if not adjusted, break something. Don’t allow it to be
you or the child. Other adults must face responsibilities for themselves—a child only has the guardian upon
which to rely—good or bad.
Just as with Boy and YOU expecting and hoping for that love that accepts, so too do YOU need that
knowing of love beyond which all things are balanced. YOU ARE LOVED, MOMMIE, YOU ARE
SPECIAL AND IT IS NOT “OK” FOR YOU TO BE OTHERWISE AND WHEN YOU KNOW AS
MUCH AND CAN ACCEPT IT—THE PROBLEMS WILL BECOME OBJECTIVE FOR YOU WILL
REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE THE MOTHER, Daddy IS THE FATHER—AND THE CHILD IS
NEITHER—AND IF YOU ALLOW HIM TO BE THE CONTROLLER—HE WILL SURELY HATE
YOU. LOVE and recognition of that which has come to be can heal all things damaged.
In your world of today all support systems have fallen apart—INTENTIONALLY. It will be hard to
recover the systems of family, churches and truth for YOU ARE PEOPLE OF THE TOTAL LIE. A child
is no different from anyone else—save is closer to birth wherein truth began to be pulled from him. No, it
is not an easy reclamation—but indeed, it can and will be done. You may well wish to make more frequent
trips to “Mom” so that you can refuel a bit—YOURSELF. You cannot force another to participate—but
YOU need the break for SELF, in a loving environment where your own heart can heal.
You are not “just” a team player, Mommie, YOU ARE MY FAMILY and you must KNOW it for it is
through these wondrously loving connections that we can each and all “make it” no matter what appears
otherwise.
I will not belabor this. KNOW that I am here with you and YOU CERTAINLY CAN PREVAIL. THE
CHILD IS EXACTLY THAT: A CHILD IN NEED AND IN A WORLD OF HURT. REMEMBER,
YOU ARE THE ONLY BANDAGE HE HAS FOR HIS WOUNDS—AND GOD CAN BANDAGE
UP THE BOTH OF YOU—THE FOUR OF “YOU”.
In love beyond your words of expression,
I am Dad, and, NEITHER OF US NEEDS WINGS OR FALSE PIETY! IT IS DAMNED HARD—
BUT WE ARE WORTHY UNTO THE TASK.
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CHAPTER 4
REC #3 HATONN
THU., DEC. 15, 1994 12:13 P.M. YEAR 8, DAY 121
THU., DEC. 15, 1994
SCHEDULED EXECUTION OF
RICHARD WAYNE SNELL
Almost none of you will have any recognition of the man in point or his position. We have had petition from
a reader to attend this situation. It is because you have been able as readers to impact so many “impossible” circumstances, and win, that the requests pour forth from hearts in prayer, desperation and total
inability to stop the atrocities as they occur in your One World Order of destruction to citizens and the total
cooperation of the UNJUST “judicial” system. I JUDGE NOT THE MAN IN FOCUS—NEITHER
SHOULD YOU. MURDER BY EXECUTION OR MURDER BY MURDER IS THE SAME. I ask
you to see what you CAN and WILL do in behalf of a brother in terrible circumstances.
I will ask that the information EXACTLY as received be presented TO YOU. I ask for retyping for clarity
of print material quality and so Dharma also gets the information.
The petition has arrived from C.B. of Austin, Texas and I will simply present it as is for we actually have no
more information than which is offered here.
What do I then “suggest”? That you bombard the governor of Arkansas to the point that he offers a “stay”
for further investigation. Richard Wayne Snell is being railroaded to cover the atrocious illegal activities in
the State of Arkansas. This is how you change a nation—by protecting the citizens in trouble and demanding hearing—or politically destroy the Elite politicians involved. The Parasites understand no weapons
other than Truth and LIGHT. It is the only thing to save this man’s life, friends. Is it too much to ask to be
kept alive long enough to look into the matter? The system obviously wants to silence this man.
I also ask that you do one other compassionate thing—send your love, support for soul brotherhood and
spiritual input to the man himself.
I am not sure of addresses, BUT, we will offer a couple right up front here: Richard Snell SK897, 2501
State Farm Road, Tucker, AR 72168-9503. His wife can be reached at: Mary Snell, Box 6708, Texarkana,
TX 75505-6708. After all is said and done, it is truly she who needs the more support. Richard is “right
with God”.
The cover letter of the presentation here is from one who asks to not be publicly identified at this time. He
is not privy to all information but does receive Snell’s newsletter and may well have a lot more information.
We can get the Law Center onto the problem soon, but there must be more information gathered. So, all
information available needs to be forwarded INSTANTLY to Mr. Dixon at CLC.
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The following material will all be in the form of copy:
From: xx, xxxxx, Texas
To CONTACT
URGENT: RE THE SCHEDULED EXECUTION OF RICHARD WAYNE SNELL.
Please forward this information to the attention of the staff of Contact, especially attention of Hatonn.
Dear Editor, Staff & Commander Hatonn:
I am a relatively new subscriber to CONTACT. I am also a coin dealer in Austin, TX, and imagine my
surprise when I saw Dave Overton’s name.
I have a long time friend that lived at Mena, Arkansas, and found out some of what was going on and
began to try to do something about it, somewhere around 1980 or 1981 or thereabouts as I recall.
The Feds and “authorities” targeted and ambushed him. He shot back and killed an Arkansas
State Trooper. He was then wounded and captured.
His name is Richard Wayne Snell. I lost contact with him, and eventually discovered what had happened
to him and tracked him down. He is now on “death row” in Arkansas, scheduled for assassination/
execution in January, 1995. This past summer the news media told of Arkansas executing three men on the
same day. Those men were Richard’s next door neighbors and Richard is next in line.
Richard publishes a prison ministry publication called “The Seekers”. It would be generally considered to
be Christian oriented, although Richard’s focus is to seek the truth, whatever it may turn out to be. He has
discussions with people who tell him “thus sayeth the Lord” and he says “Are you sure?”
Enclosed is a copy of his recent newsletter. He writes the letter longhand, then his wife types it. He has
difficulty getting mail in and out, as the guards often delay it or throw it away.
Richard is considered to be a forgotten no-body “cop-killer” and a pain to the warden and guards.
Many of the guards and officials at the prison are involved in activities that they would prefer to be kept in
the dark (remember Mena).
Would it be possible for you people to use your resources to bring some light into Richard’s life? His
address is: Richard Snell SK897, 2501 State Farm Road, Tucker, AR 72168-9503. His wife’s
address is Mary Snell, Box 6708, Texarkana, TX 75505-6708. She can visit Richard once a week,
and to do so has to make a long drive in a barely-running car. She and Richard are probably in their late
50s or early 60s.
The “Seekers” newsletter is offering an extraordinary document called FIRE FROM THE SKY, about the
Space Shuttle program and some of the hoaxes involved. People that I know that have read it say it is a
“mind-blowing” document; one Admiral I am acquainted with said, “It nearly scared me to death” (his
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words). I know an Army and an Air Force colonel (both were in intelligence) who have expressed similar
comments about the document. It is over 60 (8 1/2 x 11") pages (depends on the printer and type size),
single spaced and is offered for a donation of at least ten dollars to cover cost of printing and mailing.
[H: I ask that a copy of this with permission to reprint be gotten by return mail, PLEASE. No
waiting, team, get it NOW. We may be able to bring enough attention through this to get a stay
and then we can really move on this. This information will scare you to death as well—but you
have got to start facing the FACTS.]
Richard is very knowledgeable about international bankers, Zionists, Khazars, etc. That is WHY he is
now on death row, and his time is running out. He is also a Seeker after Truth. Is there anything you
people can do to help this kindred seeker?
It would probably be best if you do not use my name publicly, but I am: XXXX.
END OF LETTER.
The next comes as excerpts from The Seekers newsletter and the author refers to the paper as The Last
Call Ministries.
Greetings My Kinsmen,
I was regretting the past
And fearing the future...
Suddenly my Lord was speaking:
“My name is I Am,” He paused.
I waited. He continued.
“When you live in the past,
With its mistakes and regrets,
It is hard, I AM not there.
My name is not ‘I Was.’
“When you live in the future,
With its problems and fear,
It is hard. I AM not there.
My name is not ‘I Will Be.’
“When you live in this moment
It is not hard.
I AM here.
My name is I AM.”
by Helen Mallicoat
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***
The theology of the above may not be lily-pure, that is, it may not satisfy the fastidiousness of a
persnickety professional Doctrinaire. But more often than not a philosophical approach will fill a psychological need, for those who have the need. Which is all of us most of the time, so what more can one ask?
I AM is able, if we are ready to be obedient.
For those demanding exactness, the fact is, we must trust I AM in the present or there will be no future.
We must do the things necessary to insure our future as the future begins now.
In the last issue of The Seekers (July/August 1994), in our ongoing effort to expose the contrived,
mind-numbing errors of our Bible, and the importance of correcting same, it was pointed out that to
dogmatically believe error was to block one’s mind to truth; how truth could not enter however much
evidence was presented, as it would not fit in with what one obstinately believes, so it is rejected. For truth
to enter one must keep an open mind, ready to consider any reasonable evidence. One must understand
that finite man cannot know all about anything, knowing “all” is reserved for an infinite God. Hence an
open mind is the only way one can be “transformed by the renewing of one’s mind”. “Behold I stand at the
door and knock...” Rev. 3:20, is true in many ways, but one must OPEN THE DOOR.
Someone replied with a question, perhaps with a touch of urgency; “We see the truth in what you
wrote, but where do we go from here? Time is too short to find all the errors, and even though we were
suddenly to do so, time has run out for the educational process necessary, which takes at least a generation, even if people cooperate; so what do we do? An appropriate question; also stunning. Is there an
answer?
We believe that there is, and it can be seen, shining like a beacon of hope amidst the fog of error in this
Book we call Holy. But to see it we must clear the junctions of our mind of a Jewish fable called Futurism.
It cannot be emphasized too much, the future really does begin now. We are now living in the future we
talked about yesterday. Yesterday we depended on the future to get better without doing those things
necessary for it to get better. As a result, here we are.
THE ANSWER
Every Sabbath around the world uncounted thousands of preachers and teachers will instruct from a
Book called the “New Covenant”. Almost all of them will insist that they are New Covenant teachers.
[H: Note Gritz with his Christian Covenant Community in Idaho.] With emotion in their voices and
tears in their eyes they will state that almost 2000 years ago the Son of God died a terrible death on a dark
stormy day, signing the New Covenant with His Blood. They will adamantly insist that you too must
believe this for salvation. To this point they are on a solid foundation.
From this juncture there are many variations of approach. The majority whom we call TCs (Traditional Christians), commonly known as Judeo-Christians, claim the Old Covenant has been nailed to the
cross and we are now in the Day of Grace, whatever that may mean; and it means so many different things
to different people as to become almost meaningless. And although these TCs say they are New Covenant
teachers they claim it will not be operative until sometime in the “future”. They are Futurists. [H: These
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same believers will continue to preach that you will be gathered unto God in the sky and dwell
with Him forever and ever! Then the more adamant will assure you that we are evil and blasphemous—because we suggest you might need a vehicle of some kind to get wherever you THINK
you are going. God has supplied VEHICLES since the onset of time—and it is presented in the
Bible. But, to get at me and my crew (Hosts), they proclaim that WE are blasphemous and LIE
and quote the Bible. I ask you: What are you going to do after you get into the sky? No one
ever answers me! Well, I can promise you that if you ascend to the sky thinking you are going to
dwell there in your physical state—you should think again. It is going to be very, very inconvenient and you will be in tiny, tiny molecular form OR you will fall right back down and you are
BROKEN and BENT either way! God expects you to “get with reason”, readers.]
There are small groups among these untold thousands, usually called Law Christians, British Israel,
Identity, Heritage, or whatever, who understand that an eternal God does not change eternal law, or rules
of conduct. (Rituals and ceremonies are only symbols and do not enter into this discussion.)
That we still must adhere to law, but that the special provisions of the New Covenant is yet to come.
They too are Futurists. Our following comments are directed to these, as few TCs will be reading.
It must be noted that all of these teachers are not ignorant and unlearned, many are the cream of the
crop in ecclesiastical training. Some have numerous degrees in other fields, as in Philosophy, Psychology,
Law, and even Physics. Yet at this juncture something irrational happens. This irrationality alerts thoughtful
people to the fact that these teachers really do not believe the Scriptures as they so hotly declare. We
suspicion there may be more atheists and skeptics in the pulpits than there are in the bar rooms. We must
wonder about their motives. Let us look at these two covenants in question and try to remove the confusion.
THE COVENANTS
The prophet declared that I AM, “...will make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the
house of Judah... not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers... But this shall be the
covenant that I will make with the house of Israel... I will put my law in their inward parts, and write it in
their hearts” Jeremiah 31:31,32,33. The prophet Joel also spoke of this new covenant, calling it a
“pouring out of my spirit” Joel 2:28.
When the writer of Hebrews (not Paul!) wrote his magnificent thesis on the fulfilling of I AM’s promise
in Hebrews 8,9,10, he quoted the prophet thus; “I will put my laws in their minds, and write them in their
heart...” (Heb. 8:10), using the word “mind” instead of “inward parts”. This did not violate the prophet’s
message. (See Bauser’s Greek Lexicon, pg. 187.)
It does not take a constitutional lawyer to tell us that the only difference in the Old and New, is that we
can now have them in our hearts and mind; that we have been granted the grace of knowing and understanding; “And of his fullness have all we received, and grace for grace. For the law was given by Moses,
but grace and truth by Jesus’Anointing” John 1:16,17. What was “Yahshua’s” [H: Pronunciation purposes only. Note that this is the name of “Jesus” or “Esu”.] grace of fullness of anointing? “...the
spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear
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of I AM” Isaiah 11:2. This too can be our grace if we so desire. Therefore we must ask a question of the
Futurists: ‘Just how long does it take for the benefits of a covenant to become available to those to whom
it was promised after it was signed?’ Legal experts would instantly reply; “After it was witnessed and
sealed!”
We could fill pages with Scriptural evidence and argument that the New Covenant indeed went into
effect shortly after Yahshua’s ascension to the right hand of His Father, when it was witnessed and sealed
at Pentecost. But we will only briefly note: the Anointed One had reaffirmed the ancient promise by telling
His disciples that ; “...if you love me and keep my commandments, I will pray the Father and he will give
you another comforter, even the Spirit of Truth... who will guide you into all Truth” John 14: 15,16,17,18.
Soon thereafter, “when the day of Pentecost was fully come... they were all filled with the Holy Spirit.”
Peter exclaimed: “This is that which was spoken of by the prophet.” Acts 2:1,4,16. Was this witness and
sealing only for those at Pentecost? Read: “For the promise is unto you, and to your children, and to all
that are afar off.” Acts 2:39. This is reaffirmed in II Cor. 1:22; “Who also sealed us and given the earnest
of HIS Spirit in our hearts.” Again, “...ye were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise” Eph. 1:13.
Likewise John, the brother of Yahshua stated, “it is the Spirit that beareth witness, because... the Spirit is
Truth”, I John 5:6.
Hence, we have the signing in blood, the witness and the seal. Will we deny them? For those who
doubt the authority of Scripture, let us use logic and reason, what science has found out about the mind,
and what human experience demands.
We now know the “mind” in Scripture represents that part of the brain (left side) that is the seat of
memory, and where one arrives at conclusions by reason and logic after considering the evidence. The
“heart” represents that part of the brain (right side) from which creative inspiration comes, motivated by
our desires which can be good or evil. Therefore, one can know and understand the rules of conduct, or
law, if one desires to know and understand. If one cannot comprehend (unless mentally retarded, which is
not our consideration here; we already know to “comfort the feeble-minded” I Thess 5:14) the fault must
be placed with one’s desires. Desire springs from one’s will and Yah refuses to violate our will. We are in
darkness because we want to be in darkness. Our desires require the cover darkness gives, while our
conscience slumbers. We cannot see (understand) because we do not want to see. Yahshua stated it
plainly: “And this is the condemnation, that light (understanding and insight) is come into the world and men
loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were evil” John 3:19. We can, and do, believe
anything we desire. Yah permits it. [H: This writer is only referring to GOD by the accepted term of
“Yah”. It is pronounced more like “Yaugh”, not “Yaah”.]
Hence we can only conclude that those teachers who insist that the New Covenant is yet in the future,
do so because their deeds are evil. As the “love of money is the root of all evil” I Tim. 6:10; could it be
they are trying to turn influence into affluence? Just asking, not accusing.
Honestly now, my Kinsmen, can we look our neighbor in the face, or anyone else, even ourselves and
say, “I do not know the difference in right and wrong, good or evil”?
Does a people, created in the image of a Sovereign God to be HIS family on Earth, destined to rule
and reign with Him if obedient; dare they say they do not know the difference between right and wrong?
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Does a people who have translated this Book in question, into every language under the sun, inventing
a few along the way for those too primitive or ignorant to have a written language; do these same people
dare say they cannot understand simple laws and rules of conduct gleaned and revealed to them from
thousands of years of experience?
Does a people who have walked on the moon, tiptoed on ocean floors, flown into hurricanes and spit
in their eye, who have invented 95% of all the marvelous things that are beneficial to mankind; and the end
is not yet—unless—does this people dare say they do not know the difference between good and evil?
It won’t wash!
These Futurists who would dare say we do not yet know, have stepped beyond a line called Unreasonable, and when one steps over that line there is no hope in this world or the world to come. We cannot
say that we should even pray for them, I John 5:16. Yes, time is short, we are entering that period when
we must heed Revelation 22:11.
The Truth is: If every Bible in the world were taken away and burned, we would still be without
excuse. We would, or could, know the law, or rules of conduct, if we desired to know. What is our
desire?
“We know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us an understanding that we may know
Him that is true, and we are in Him that is true, even in His Son Jesus’ Anointing. This is the true
God, and eternal life” I John 5:20.
The answer: we must desire it!
***
Rarely have we published letters. As you read you will see why we made an exception for the
one in this issue. The comments you will read are from an old friend and business associate I
knew before I ever became involved in the Patriotic movement. I know him as a man of integrity
and intellect. He knows of what he writes. He does not claim to be a prophet, but what he writes
is AS ACCURATE AS HUMANLY POSSIBLE. It will be obvious as to why we cannot use his
real name. As he does not claim to be a “Know it All”, we will simply call him “One Who
Knows”. God willing, perhaps there will be more later on.
To those who would like a copy of the article FIRE FROM THE SKY on the ‘Shuttle program’, we must ask for a $10.00 cash donation as it is a lengthy article and must be sent via
Priority Mail.: THE LAST CALL MINISTRIES, BOX 6708, TEXARKANA, TX 75505-6708.
[H: We will herein insert the letter from “One Who Knows” but I suggest that Editors place this
writing where it can be referred to often in the coming days. At this point we can’t help you with
the Fire From The Sky but would certainly be happy to run it all in the paper. That can be
worked out. The urgent and critical task is to get a STAY OF EXECUTION for Snell. PLEASE!]
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Quoting the “letter”:
Dear Richard,
I have sent my complete article on the Space Shuttle and trust you have received it all.
A friend gave a copy of the Shuttle article to Admiral John Shaffer, retired. He read it and said, “It
nearly scared me to death,” his words. He is a long time subscriber to Youth Action News, and loaned me
a file of back issues to read. I had heard of the publication but never read it. It obviously had materials that
lend support to what I was saying about Russia’s advanced technology. I will have to subscribe. Now I
learn that you also read it.
Bo Gritz was in charge of all Army Special Forces in Latin America. Some of his men were involved
in constructing navigation beacons for drug flights coming in from Columbia. They were hired by Ollie
North. Later they were all killed. North hired the runner who flew the drugs into Mena, Arkansas, where
Clinton covered up that end of the operation. [H: I suggest you refresh your minds with the Maholy
information.] The overall head of the operations was George Bush (ed emphasis). Bush was head of
CIA, and it was a CIA operation. The biggest illegal drug dealers in the world are George Bush, Willie
Clinton, and the CIA and they are protected by the corrupt justice system. There are thousands of people
who know about this, but what can they do about it?
I am assuming you know much about this. If we could somehow get someone willing to fight the
corrupt justice system or get some of the corrupt Arkansas officials thrown out, maybe something could be
done for you. I remember your address as Mena and know you were victimized by these crooked
officials and system. What can be done? This is a rhetorical question.
Wackenhut Securities [H: PAY ATTENTION READERS, PLEASE.] is in charge of many prisons
(owns and staffs them). Wackenhut armored vehicles are seen in all large cities. One of the major
stockholders of Wackenhut is Rothschild. Wackenhut is related to Rothschild by marriage. Wackenhut
has taken over security of all nuclear power plants. They have also taken over all nuclear weapons from
the U.S. military. The Navy, Air Force, etc., no longer have any nuclear weapons, except as rationed out
by Wackenhut. Wackenhut is taking over security at all airports.
Wackenhut also provides security for the CIA illegal drug operations. They provide the trucks, men
with guns, etc. This branch of the CIA/Wackenhut operation is code-named Black Rose. The head of the
Black Rose is code named the White Rose. [H: Do not confuse this with “White Robe”.] His real
name is George Herbert Walker Bush.
‘Larry King Live’ television program did a two hour special recently on Area 51 at Groom Lake
(Nellis Air Force Base), Nevada. The subject was the strange UFOs and advanced craft seen there, and
the rumors about extraterrestrials and little grey men, etc. He presented the program from a positive
viewpoint, saying that there really is something to this and we should seriously pay more attention to it.
Fact is, television is swamped with new programs dealing with aliens, UFOs, abductions, crop circles,
etc., and the government is getting us ready so that they can tell us that aliens from outer space are real,
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they are here doing evil things and we all need to unite in a new world order to protect ourselves from this
alien invasion. Steven Speilberg (who did movies Star Wars, Close Encounters, etc.) was given the
original footage and photographs of extraterrestrial flying saucers that crashed in Roswell, NM in 1947
and he is putting together a movie about it, due to be out in 1997, which says, yes they are real, and the
government covered it up to protect you.
A former member of my former church now gives tours to Area 51. He will take you to the edge and
let you watch UFO’s going in an out and doing things that aircraft as we know them cannot do. If you
cross the edge, then Wackenhut Security shows up and arrests you. Wackenhut is in charge of the most
secret of all the U.S. bases.
This talk of flying saucers may turn you off, but I figure that I may as well tell you the truth then leave it
up to you what you want to do about it. I am a member of the MUFON (Mutual UFO Network) which
is the world’s largest organization investigating UFOs and consists heavily of PHDs, physicists, MDs,
scientists and experts in various fields. Some of them say they have worked on alien, extraterrestrial craft.
There is a support group for people who have had encounters with these alien beings. One of my customers is a former Colonel in the U.S. Air Force. His Air Force outfit was involved in moving a crashed alien
flying saucer into a cold-hangar in Minot, NORTH Dakota. There were several “little grey men” in it,
dead.
EVERY astronaut that went into space said that there were UFOs following them on EVERY launch.
Neal Armstrong said that when he stepped on the moon, there were at least two flying saucers sitting there.
He later had a mental breakdown. Keep in mind HE said that, not me.
When you try to investigate this matter, you quickly learn that the people who should know the truth
about these things do not want you to know—it is the most highly classified thing in the government. Why?
Bo Gritz was talking to an extraterrestrial called Hatonn for a while, during the time when
George Green was going around the country telling everyone about Hatonn and flying saucers.
I have three video tapes of George Green talking about his experiences with UFOs and aliens.
Bo Gritz is in the audience in one of the tapes. (These tapes confirm this story.) Hatonn says
that the U.S. is being taken over by Ashkenazi Khazars and that the Zionists, Illuminati, and
CFR crowds are his (our) worst enemies. Gritz and Green ARE NOW DOING EVERYTHING
POSSIBLE TO STOP HATONN. THEY SAY HATONN IS A DEMON (GRITZ SAYS HE IS A
10-FOOT-TALL SNAKE). IT TURNS OUT THAT GREEN IS ADL. [H: Are you listening,
readers?]
I have about one hundred forty video tapes of UFO related subjects. I have dozens—hundreds of
books on the subject; I have been employed in the past on secret government projects in these areas; I
have up to 6,000 computer files on UFO subjects, and I am a member of several groups investigating these
things. The bottom line is: whether you call them angels or aliens, they are here and they are real and they
are up to their ears (woops, many of them have no ears. Up to their eyeballs—boy, do they have eyeballs!)
in much of what is going on. Jubilee newspaper and Spotlight newspaper have both had dealings with
Hatonn’s organization (CONTACT Newspaper, the PHOENIX LIBERATOR, etc.). A friend of mine is
working with Willis Carto (owner of SPOTLIGHT) on a court case involving something related. There is
so much I would like to tell you, but it would not be prudent to do so under the circumstances!
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On another subject, I have been telling people for two or three years that the U.S. was preparing to go
to war with Iran (Iran, not Iraq) in the spring of 1995. Right now, we are having massive troops movements over there, ostensibly to warn Saddam Hussein not to move all those thousands of tanks towards
Kuwait, tanks we earlier bragged that we destroyed, as I recall. This is to be a nuclear war; Iran has
nuclear weapons they bought from Russia. One of the men who arranged the financing of the nuclear
weapons purchases was on Trinity Broadcasting Network, being interviewed by Paul Crouch about it.
ALL patriotic and Christian groups have been infiltrated to some extent or other by the enemy.
THE “ADL” has programs to do that very thing, and the “CIA” has mind control programs code
named under MK-ULTRA to do such.
I started to write an article about the fact that the Catholic Church had been taken over by the Jews
and the current Pope is Jewish. However, Lawrence Patterson in Criminal Politics newsletter is using
some of the same material, his latest newsletter says Pope John Paul is a Zionist agent on the papal chair
and says Zionism seems to have achieved a final victory over Catholicism, and much more. He says next
month he will have “evidence of a false Pope”. My evidence is that the current Pope is a Jew and a KGB
agent. He has recently completed arrangements to take over the Old City of Jerusalem. The deal that the
Pope has made with Israel giving him control over Jerusalem (a done deal) is censored in the media, but I
have information on it from the Internet computer network and from the British Intelligence Digest newsletter.
I wrote a book on the inerrancy of the Bible, on which version is the best one to use, etc., and
expressed an “extremely conservative” viewpoint. However, I came across things in my studies that keep
nagging me, and as I study more I have finally had to admit that ALL ORIGINAL SCRIPTURES HAVE
BEEN DESTROYED AND WHAT WE HAVE LEFT WAS LEFT ONLY BECAUSE IT WAS ACCEPTABLE TO THE POWERS THAT DESTROYED THE UNACCEPTABLE VERSIONS. The
only exception is the Book of Enoch, which was discovered in the 1800s in Ethiopia. When it was
translated, it was ignored by claiming it was a middle ages forgery. Later, the Dead Sea Scrolls were
discovered, among which was the Book of Enoch, the same one that they already had. The Book of
Enoch tells of extraterrestrials (“Watchers”) and flying saucers and multiple universes and genetic crossbreeding and all kinds of hard-to-believe things.
You have asked me for input and what I am telling you is that the Universe is much more marvelous
than we ever dreamed. We are entering a “time of the end” when some major changes are taking place
and information is increasing at a tremendous rate. The controlling powers are trying to control and
prevent Truth from reducing their control.
People who say “this doctrine is the truth” invariably pick-and-choose scripture to support their own
viewpoint, and ignore those that conflict or confuse them. For example, some say that we should eat only
“clean” meats, never unclean meats. The fact is, you are better off health-wise to never eat meat at all. Or
if they teach to eat only the ‘clean’ meats, they never mention about beetles and grasshoppers being
“clean” (Lev. 11:22). Roaches likely fit into the same category. How can there be a food shortage, with
so much “clean meat” available?
Or take for instance the Ten Commandments, one of which says to observe the seventh day. The
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Bible clearly teaches a seventh day, and if you do your home work, you will find that they originally started
counting with the first day; that is, with the first day of the month. It is after the last day of the previous
month. Therein is another problem, some Biblical months are 30 days, some are 28 or 31 and every once
in a while the Jews threw in an extra month to keep their harvest festivals from occurring before the crops
were planted. And do you count from sunrise, sundown, midnight, do you begin the new month/moon
from the time you first see it (where, in Jerusalem?) or do you start in the middle of the dark period when
no-one can see the moon?
Wars are fought over these things, and Christ condemned the Pharisees for these kinds of attitudes.
Doctrines change and cannot be fully supported. Arguments over doctrine go on and on and on, it seems
almost as if they were purposely confused. I feel I can and mostly do out-study any of them; I have a major
storage problem with all my notebooks of notes. I at one time started keeping a list of the books I read
until it got into the thousands and became too much to bother with. I came to see that it was all “a striving
after wind”.
What is important is love, honor, truthfulness, patience, friendship, the things that never change. However, if you want to stay alive and free, you also have to know who your enemy is. Too often he is not who
or what you think. Satan’s favorite tool of deception surely must be religion.
I have just received the latest issue of The Prophetic Word Magazine from House of Yahweh Church,
PO Box 2498, Abilene, TX 79604 and it says that Lucifer was God’s (excuse me, Yahweh’s wife.) He
has many hard-core arguments that, well, let me quote him: “We read, in last month’s issue of The
Prophetic Word Magazine, about SATAN’S TRUE IDENTITY. We also read that Lucifer (translated
Hillyl) was given the POSITION as a WIFE OF YAHWEH. This proof was revealed in the meanings of
the Hebrew word Hillyl. Lucifer (Hillyl) was given a very HIGH POSITION by Yahweh. As a LightBringer, and being a Female she was to teach other FEMALES and CHILDREN the Perfect Laws of
Yahweh” (emphasis his).
There was originally a trinity of archangels called Michael, Gabriel, and Hillel and Hillel rebelled and
became the Satan, Lucifer. This much I knew and now he comes along with a whole book saying that
Hillel (as in HIllary?) was female.
You said you can’t help but wonder where we are at this moment. For starters, we have a Communist
President. People have written articles and books about Clinton’s Communist background. Others have
written that Clinton was really working for the CIA and that’s why he went to Russia, etc. I say, so what’s
the difference. CIA, KGB, they are just different locations for the same group of criminals. The head of
the KGB (Gorbachev) became the leader of Russia while the head of the CIA (Bush) became leader of the
US, then they both graduated to higher positions and were replaced by flunkies. Gorbachev now lives at
the Presidio in San Francisco courtesy of the taxpayers while on a grant of $300,000 a year from the
Rockefeller Foundation. He is head of a Moscow corporation called Kissinger Associates (I am not
speaking facetiously, I am stating simple facts). Gorby’s job now is to supervise the disarming of the US
and the transfer of all nuclear weapons to Pantex in Texas for dismantling or for transfer to Wackenhut for
secure storage. The President of the US is no longer the Commander in Chief of the military, he has
publicly stated that the United Nations has taken over that position. He no longer has access to the “black
bag” (also called “football”), the briefcase with the launch codes for nuclear war. All nuclear submarines
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have been recalled and have had their nuclear missiles unloaded. Joseph Stalin’s real name was Joseph
(from his Jewish mother’s side) Vissarionovich Dhugashvili and he was born in Soviet Georgia. Our
new Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is named General John Malchase David Shalikashvili
and was also born in Soviet Georgia and cannot speak good English. Stalin and General John
are both KHAZAR JEWS AS WERE LENIN (ULIANOV) AND TROTSKY (BORNSTEIN)
AND ALL THE REST.
Hang in there, you may outlast all the rest of us!
“One Who Knows”
END OF LETTER
I must give Dharma a break as we have been at this keyboard for many hours now. We can finish the
writing in point at the next sitting.
I ask that as soon as this is finished and ready that Rick make sure it gets to every newsletter and network
possible—THERE IS A BROTHER WHOSE LIFE IS AT STAKE—YOU CAN STOP IT. YOU CAN
DEMAND A STOP TO THIS INCREDIBLE EVIL AGAINST YOU—BUT YOU HAVE TO ACT
TIMELY AND PROPERLY. THE SWORD WILL NEVER STOP IT—YOU MUST STOP IT.
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CHAPTER 5
REC #4 HATONN
THU., DEC. 15, 1994 3:11 P.M. YEAR 8, DAY 121
THU., DEC. 15, 1994
NOTICE OF “CORRECTION” TO DISINFORMATION BEING SENT ABOUT THE COUNTRY
I apologize for interruption of this most important information regarding the execution of Richard Wayne
Snell to attend such garbage topics but today comes a need to correct disinformation of a PERSONAL
NATURE.
It is not enough that Ekkers must attend and confront the most horrendous lies and counterclaims but to
now have to encounter information from such as Dr. Ede Koenig in a well-recognized publication is going
beyond the brink of ethical presentation.
Whatever was the outgrowth of a questioning of Dr. Koenig’s article via Rayelan Russbacher in open false
information regarding the situation of she and Gunther Russbacher and their criminal use of credit cards
and false testimony against YOU THE PEOPLE, it eludes me to see WHY Ede responds in defense but in
open warfare with Ekkers—who did nothing either to her or against her. The facts are in the documents
sent to her and yet she now turns with venom to personal efforts to destroy “persons” with, again, false
information. Refer to her writing in The American Bulletin (or similar title).
She presents as evidence, somehow, that Ekkers are evil thieves and liars—a deed to property NOW
owned by Phoenix Church of Christ which WAS Ekkers’ property until seized and sold. Because names
are familiar which appear on documents it is ASSUMED—and pronounced by George Green—and now
those to whom he sent the myriad of documents (most of his own cases in court—not valid information as
to FACT) are furthering the lies. Ede even quotes from a “deposition” of Ekkers for the purpose of an
outstanding LEGAL FEE to lawyers for “contempt of court” claims—while GEORGE GREEN, himself,
was the one who DID THE SALES WHICH PLACED THE CONTEMPT CHARGE IN THE FIRST
PLACE. This is coming right back around to haunt him for THERE ARE ONES WHO PURCHASED
THE BANNED BOOKS FROM MR. GREEN AFTER THE INJUNCTION.
The most deceptive thing, however, is the claim that Sharri Yount provided the funds which bought the
property and then it is somehow hidden behind the Church of Christ, etc.
THE STORY IN TRUTH
Sharri, did, and with great appreciation, willingly and sharingly offer and send money for the purchase of
the property. This is NOT what happened.
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The matter was taken out of the hands of ones here to do very much of anything. However, the Phoenix
Church of Christ in Phoenix, Arizona, DID IN FACT PURCHASE THE PROPERTY.
The “Phoenix Church of Christ” is a small branch of the Eastern Orthodox Catholic Archdiocese and was
a struggling little group trying to get a home and sanctuary. That be as it may, the CHURCH asked
“FATHER” Ed Cleary to act in their behalf for he would be the Priest to set up the church branch in this
area. The arrangements were made THROUGH the Corporation Agency of Cort Christie who was also
asked to handle the business arrangements.
Many people contributed to the funding but two in particular (whom I will protect in privacy) put up most
of the money to purchase the property. THEY DO NOT LIVE IN PROXIMITY TO TEHACHAPI.
The Ekkers had no involvement in any arrangements or shifting and that entity OWNS, hook, line and
sinker—ALL PROPERTY PRIORLY referred to as “Ekkers’”.
As to this incredible publication of Mrs. Yount’s private business affairs, it is heinous that George Green
would continue his false offerings. He does not even come close to accuracy in his recounting. He does
not know the persons involved and in no wise is he correct in his projections.
Mrs. Yount decided she did not want a house as collateral and, in fact, decided to simply place her funds
into the Institute to purchase gold. This was done, and SHE RECEIVED THE BENEFITS AND PLACED
THOSE FUNDS INTO PRIVATE CORPORATIONS OF HER OWN. She, further, directed her interest funds into THOSE SAME ACCOUNTS—which are no business of anyone—save herself.
I would suggest Ede Koenig and ones at that publication check out these stories before printing more for
you are now LIABLE and GEORGE GREEN is in hot water with those attorneys who allowed him to see
unauthorized material BEFORE THE DEFENDANTS WERE EVEN PRESENTED WITH COPIES.
That same material has been used as court documentation right along the line in EVERY instance, when it
has NOTHING TO DO WITH ANYTHING! This is the evil manner in which the adversary works,
readers. You will note WHAT the writer in the ongoing presentation, just written, said: “It turns out that
Green is ADL.” Attending the Unity Church in Bozeman, Montana does not a Christ-being make!
Now, back to the work in progress. It is urgent to waste NO TIME in getting action going for Mr. Snell.
This man tells truth and he has a major place with our team for presenting same—HE JUST DOESN’T
KNOW IT YET!
TO CONTINUE DIRECTLY WHERE WE LEFT OFF.
BACK TO THE SEEKERS:
[QUOTING:]
This issue of The Seekers completes seven years of writing a newsletter behind the wire. Instead of
calling it a newsletter, a more fitting title would have been A Stay in Contact Letter and One Man’s
Concepts. We have never claimed absoluteness. We leave that to the Know It Alls. It has been a labor
of love under unique circumstances. Any mistakes blame on the writer; any good, give a Sovereign I AM
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the praise, as it is “in Him we live and move and have our being.” Acts 17:28. Do we believe in miracles?
We have no choice, as this project has been a living miracle. Prisoners will know what I mean.
Is the number seven symbolic? Maybe so, maybe not. It is a way to lead up to announce that this issue
of The Seekers will probably be the last issue as the editor. For those heaving a sigh of relief, don’t relax,
many thoughts, essays, etc., on paper so you may get a chance to read more from us, as an indirect
contributor, God willing.
Some of you are aware that on November 1, 1994, The U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear my
final appeal. There is no more. Or so it appears to this writer. This was not unexpected, nor
totally unwelcome, as this P.O.W. is tired. Do you know what I mean? When my Jewish attorney
(Hello, Rosie. Yes, he’s reading this. He loves me.) informed me on November 3 that it was over
and out, he also told me that due to the TIME OF THE YEAR, WITH X-MAS SEASON SO
CLOSE, AND BEING THE TIME FOR LOVE, PEACE, AND GOOD-WILL TOWARD ALL,
GOVERNOR TUCKER, AND ALL CONCERNED, DECIDED TO WAIT UNTIL JANUARY
1995 TO SHOOT ME THE JUICE. WASN’T THAT CHRISTIAN OF THEM? BUT OF
COURSE. JINGLE BELLS AND EGGNOG, AND DON’T FORGET THE MISTLETOE. [H:
Right! Remember mistletoe IS ALSO A FLUKE PARASITE!]
As this effort to share a candle’s glow with Kindred spirits, winds down, we would dearly love to
throw verbal flowers at the faithful who have made this effort possible. But Lady Prudence is tapping my
shoulder and whispering in my ear that it would not be wise to use names. Like our Kinsman Sister in
Florida who has been faithful in supplying information and documented facts on every aspect of our struggle.
Every week over the long years this Sister had kept us informed. She probably knows more about the
problems of our cause than most of our wanna-be-leaders. And the Kinsman Sister in Oregon who gives
sound advice when asked and shares her insight on various subjects along with words of encouragement in
time of need. Our Brother in Canada whose bright mind is ever seeking, and who is always ready to assist.
The dairy farmer from Wisconsin who has sacrificed and suffered for the cause. The nurse from the same
state who helped purchase our first copier way back when. The couple in Virginia, and others who are so
concerned about the legal aspects of our case.
We must not forget the elderly couple in Arkansas whose labor of love toward all prisoners has
become a legend. He is almost blind, she reads him the mail and he struggles at the computer. An
inspiration to all P.O.W.s. And—but we could go on and on, as words of comfort and reassurance have
come from all fifty states, Canada, South Africa, England, Ireland, Australia, France, Belgium, Germany,
Sweden and Italy. Space has run out. We love you all. [H: IF you readers do your usual good work—
they ain’t seen nuthin’ yet! Arm yourselves with pen and paper—and go make it happen—that
MIRACLE—and allow GOD TO LOOK GOOD THROUGH YOU! Would I not be happy to
have this man over on my higher team? Yes, but YOU NEED HIM and YOU NEED TO CREATE A MIRACLE!]
We salute the many warriors locked in deadly combat with our ruthless enemy. Wherever you are;
Heil! Heil HIS Victory!
To the many who have supported this work and made it all possible we say a very big “Thank You”.
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Last, and we saved you until last because you have been the most important; ALL who have prayed
for us—Oh yes! The Prayers! These prayers have placed us inside the inner-sanctum of the holy; the
genetic morphic resonance field of our Kinsmen. They have supplied the strength to carry on when ours
was low; they have given courage when fear would have prevailed; they have supplied the hope, even
amidst darkness, that a new day would dawn for our People. Even now, at this moment, I feel them.
Hallelujah!
Until later, I AM WILLING; PRAISE HIM! Richard Snell.
[H: I would like to share something else in that paper by C.S. Lewis and then wrap this up and
deliver it to proper places wherein the battle can be joined.]
THE LAWS OF NATURE
“Poor Woman,” said my friend, “one hardly knows what to say when they talk like that. She thinks her son
survived Arehem because she prayed for him. It would be heartless to explain to her that he really survived
because he was standing a little to the left or a little to the right of some bullet. That bullet was following a
course laid down by the Laws of Nature. It couldn’t have hit him. He just happened to be standing off its
line—and so all day long as regards every bullet and every splinter of shell. His survival was simply due to
the Laws of Nature.”
At that moment my first pupil came in and the conversation was cut short, but later in the day I had to walk
across the Park to a committee meeting and this gave me time to think the matter over. It was quite clear
that once a bullet had been fired from point A in direction of point B, the wind being C, and so forth, it
would pursue a certain path. But might our young friend have been somewhere else? And might the
German have fired at a different moment or in a different direction? If men have free will it would appear
that they might. On that view we get a little more complicated picture of the battle of Arehem. The total
course of events derived from two sources—on the one hand, from acts of human will (which might
presumably have been otherwise), and, on the other hand, from the laws of physical. And this would seem
to provide all that is necessary for the mother’s belief that her prayers had some place among the causes of
her son’s preservation. God might continually influence the wills of all the combatants so as to allot death,
wounds, and survival in the way He thought best, while leaving the behavior of the projectile to follow its
natural course.
But I was still not clear about the physical side of this picture. I had been thinking (vaguely enough) that the
bullet’s flight was caused by the Laws of Nature. But is this really so? Granted that the bullet is set in
motion, and granted the wind and the Earth’s gravitation and all the other relevant factors, then it is a “law”
of Nature that the bullet must take the course it did. But then the pressing of the trigger, the side wind, and
even the Earth, are not exactly laws. They are facts or events. They are not laws but things that obey
laws. Obviously, to consider the pressing of the trigger would only lead us back to the free-will side of the
picture. We must, therefore, choose a simpler example.
The laws of physics, I understand, decree that when one billiard ball (A) sets another billiard ball (B) in
motion, the momentum lost by A exactly equals the momentum gained by B. This is a LAW. That is, this
is the pattern to which the movement of the two billiard balls must conform. Provided of course, that
something sets ball A in motion. And here comes the snag. “The law won’t set it in motion. It is usually
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a man with a cue who does that. But a man with a cue would send us back to free-will, so let us assume
that it was lying on a table in a liner and that what set it in motion was a lurch of the ship. In that case it was
not the law that produced the movement; it was a wave. And that wave, though it certainly moved
according to the laws of physics, was not moved by them. It was shoved by other waves, and by winds,
and so forth. And however far you traced the story back you would never find the Laws of Nature causing
anything.
[H: I would say right here that this is a lesson and a hard one, for Dharma as well as all of you
who might put off action here. This paper came on top of so much work and personal conflict that
Dharma actually cried out to not have to handle it. If that choice were taken (and it could have
been more easily than the doing of the task) there would be NO CHANCE FOR MIRACLE—
IT WOULD HAVE DIED ON THE PILE OF OTHER PAPERS STACKED ABOUT. DO YOU
SEE? “YOU” are the difference and YOU are what creates a miracle. BUT YOU HAVE TO
ACT—YOU CANNOT WAIT FOR ANOTHER—FOR SOMETIMES, THERE IS NO OTHER.
IF YOU DO NOT TAKE YOUR STEPS—OTHERS CANNOT FOLLOW ON. IF DHARMA
HAD DENIED ME THIS HEARING—THERE WOULD BE NO THRUST FOR THIS MAN’S
LIFE—AND IT WOULD BE ALL OF YOU WHO WOULD LOSE A SOURCE OF TRUTH
AND MIRACLE. You must bomb the Governor of Arkansas with so much mail and faxes and
petitions as to bury him in conscience. Send a message every hour—no matter what it takes,
and do not think that because YOU have done one thing, or wrote this note, or printed this
writing, that YOU are not included in further action—WRITE, FAX, CALL AND LET US UNDER GOD DELIVER THIS MAN AND THIS NATION! Just “one” who does NOT act in
proper sequence—MAKES THE DIFFERENCE just as one who acts timely MAKES ALL THE
DIFFERENCE. Chelas, WE ARE OF THE HOSTS OF GOD and we must do our work—THIS
IS OUR WORK! I do, however, promise this man that if the thrust for his life fails, his work will
be published to the four corners of the world—for it is TRUTH!]
The dazzling obvious conclusion now arose in my mind: In the whole history of the universe the
Laws of Nature have never produced a single event. They are the patterns to which every event must
conform, provided only that it can be induced to happen. But how do you get it to do that: How do you get
a move on? The Laws of Nature can give you no help there. All events obey, just as all operations with
money obey, the laws of arithmetic. Add six pennies to six pennies and the result will certainly be a shilling.
But arithmetic by itself won’t put one farthing into your pocket. Up ‘till now I had had a vague idea that the
Laws of Nature could make things happen. I now say that this was exactly like thinking that you could
increase your income by doing sums about it. The LAWS are the pattern to which events conform; the
source of events must be found elsewhere.
This may be put in the form that the Laws of Nature explain everything but the source of events. But
this is a rather formidable exception. The laws, in one sense, cover the whole of reality except—well,
except that continuous cataract of real events which make up the actual universe. They explain everything
except what we should ordinarily call “everything”. The only thing they omit is—the whole universe. I do
not mean that a knowledge of these laws is useless. Provided we can take over the actual universe as a
going concern, such knowledge is useful and indeed indispensable for manipulating it; just as, if only you
have some money arithmetic is indispensable for managing it. But the events themselves, the money
itself—that is quite another affair.
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Where, then, do actual events come from? In one sense the answer is easy. Each event comes from
a previous event. But what happens if you trace this process backwards? To ask this is not exactly the
same as to ask where things came from—how there came to be space and time and matter at all. Our
present problem is not about things but about events; not, for example, about particles of matter but about
this particle colliding with that. The mind can perhaps acquiesce in the idea that the “properties” of the
universal drama somehow “just happen to be there”: but whence came the play, the story?
Either the stream of events had a beginning or it had not. If it had, then we are faced with something
like creation. If it had not (a supposition, by the way, which more and more physicists are finding difficult),
then we are faced with an everlasting impulse which, by its very nature, is opaque to scientific thought.
Science, when it becomes perfect, will have explained the connection between each link in the chain and
the link before it. But the actual existence of the chain will remain wholly unaccountable. We learn more
and more about the pattern. We learn nothing about that which “feeds” real events into the pattern. If it is
not God, we must at the very least call it Destiny—the immaterial, ultimate, one-way pressure which keeps
the universe on the move.
The smallest event, then, if we face the fact that it occurs (instead of concentrating on the pattern into
which, if it can be persuaded to occur, it must fit), leads us back to a mystery which lies outside natural
science. It is certainly a possible supposition that behind this mystery some mighty Will and Life is at work.
If so, any contrast between HIS acts and the Laws of Nature is out of the question. It is HIS act alone that
gives the laws any events to which to apply. The laws are an empty frame; it is HE who fills that frame—
not now and then on specially “providential” occasions, but at every moment. And He, from His vantage
point about Time, can, if He please, take all prayers into account in ordaining that vast complex event
which is the history of the universe. For what we call “future” prayers have always been present to HIM.
In “Hamlet” a branch breaks and Ophelia is drowned. Did she die because the branch broke or
because Shakespeare wanted her to die at that point in the play? Either—both—whatever you please.
The alternative at all—once you have grasped that Shakespeare is making the whole play. C.S. LEWIS
***
Someone thoughtfully remarked; “Say not that you have found the truth, say, ‘I have found a truth.’”
Beyond doubt there is more to come, and no thoughtful person would want it any other way.
Those who insist that we listen only to them, they alone have the answer, are those the poet wrote
about.
On the way to the Holy City I met another pilgrim and I asked him, “Is this the way to the Holy City?”
And he said, “Follow me and you will reach the Holy City in a day and a night.”
And I followed him. And we walked many days and many nights, yet we did not reach the Holy City.
And what to my surprise he became angry with me, because he had misled me!
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***
We will try to keep you updated on Richard’s legal process. Our mailing address will remain the same
for now. Thank you all for being supportive and caring through all the pain. Thank you for sharing your
thoughts with us and again thank you for your prayers. They as have been a great blessing to us. Your
financial support thru the years has kept this work alive and may God bless you for your faithfulness.
The Fire From the Sky will be available after December 1, 1994. Mary
[END OF QUOTING]
Beloved friends, is it not refreshing and also an example of truth in action, to see the example of these
beautiful people being grateful for even the tiny crumbs whilst others who received and took SO GREATLY,
through deceit and theft, turn and try to destroy the ones who so freely and lovingly gave for their perceived
needs. Is it not ever thus? Is this not what is happening with Dr. Koenig and Russbachers? Is this not the
full affront of one George Green? TRUTH shall “out”, dear ones—EVERY TIME. What may seem
costly at one moment becomes THE PRICELESS LESSONS FOR COMMAND OF ANOTHER.
YOU ARE THE MIRACLE! NOW, ALL WE NEED DO IS CREATE THAT WHICH IS JUST
AND RIGHTEOUS AND THE REST SHALL FOLLOW. SO BE IT.
In love and trust that you will DO YOUR WORK, I AM—that WE MIGHT ALL BE!
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CHAPTER 6
REC #1 HATONN
FRI., DEC. 16, 1994 12:04 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 122
FRI., DEC. 16, 1994
MONEY
FIRST: BREATHE RAPIDLY TO CATCH UP, THEN BE PREPARED TO HOLD YOUR BREATH
IMMEDIATELY—AGAIN.
Let me give you lessons in how to be pretty sure “what” is happening.
Remember what Jackson said about getting his orders and messages in the local paper of his various
locations? Well, all you have to do is pay attention several times a day to Headline News and CNN.
I told you that the bank closure and money changeout would revolve around Clinton and what he would
say—Last Night. I also told you the quietly announced merger of Morgan and Warburg was the BIGGEST CLUE of all messages. I also said if it is “debated” with “possible shutdown” it would indicate a
“waiting” and the bank closure would be off if they said “the merger will not happen”. This is ONLY for
this week. Why? Because, we told. Now they have to move to other items to get the message spread as
to WHEN.
Who else to watch? THE MERGER OF MACY’S AND FEDERATED DEPT. STORES AND HOW
THE INFORMATION IS WORDED!

WHY THESE TWO?
Because the one (Federated buyout of Macy’s) is using MONEY in Canada for the exchange and this is
the highest buying season. That focus would indicate a “between Christmas and New Year’s” rearrangement.
Why would that week be best in all cases for a bank closure and changeout?
Because Christmas and New Year come on Sundays. This allows easily for a basic four day week-end on
either end of a demand exchange with only three working days to concern about.
People would be as overextended as possible and everything “end-of-year” would be due and owing.
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Morgan-Stanley and Warburg dynasties would take the home-office basically to England and would escape the massive cash crunch—but that was ONLY a message so that the banks would all know what to
do, depending on the messages. It only meant it was shut down for TODAY. It may well be, as some are
saying, that it will be next week (Christmas week-end). I personally think they would be stupid to do-itto-the-people for Christmas—but stupid and MEAN is their game. It is NOT, however, good politics!
CLINTON
Clinton is only the puppet clown but his stance and presentation shows you that he and those bastard Elite
are HAVING A BAD GO OF IT. His orders were to quiet the waters, his speech was, as usual, written
FOR HIM and he DIDN’T SAY A THING.
NOTE THE QUALIFIERS: “IF” IT CAN BE PAID FOR—THERE WILL BE ALL THESE NICE
CUTS AND SO ON. What really happened was, as more usual, totally hidden except for the messages
to the network “hotline” for the next set of instructions and the next desirable “alternative”. Remember that
the big boys NEVER enter a plan without at least a minimum of ten workable PLANS! Everything will
bear code-messages which only THEY are supposed to know.
As a matter of fact, with the new money and basic economy structure—the code list was stolen off the
secured computer and now it is awkward because many plans must be restructured and it is not easy to
change plans which include THE ENTIRE WORLD.
If you have made security preparations then you are READY? They HAVE to do this exchange soon
because of the need for the one world currency and the changeout will require exactly OPPOSITE what
Clinton “promises” (he is a PRINCE of liars—he NEVER tells the truth for he is programmed to never tell
the truth).
DO NOT COME OFF ALERT STATUS! You must now consider what is going to happen in Herzegovina
with Carter’s visit. Remember the immediate changes in both Korea and Haiti—AS CARTER MADE
HIS LITTLE VISITS? IT IS SERIOUS!! It is doubly serious when the Elite “news” insists it is “a
personal visit” and has nothing to do with politics.
MS. MEYERS
Ms. Dee Dee is resigning as White House Press person?? Slowly but surely the trimming is taking place to
get more suitable and acceptable persons in slots. It is often not so much to get rid of the one in “power”
but to replace with “real” power.
THE BIGGEST BOOGY-BEAR
The “downing” of so many aircraft SUDDENLY has nothing to do with ice on the wings or anything else
save the fact that the American Eagle and three others are owned by the same massive corporation, AMR.
THAT is the target!
You can expect more problems of sabotage on the Tower Airline planes, also. THAT problem is because
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that line goes to Israel—YOU look it up.
BUYING “BACK” STOCK
Note that some MAJOR corporations are being allowed to “buy back” their own stock rather than pay
profits to shareholders and thus and so. This is another SERIOUS CLUE TO UPCOMING CHANGES!
IT MAKES TAKEOVER SO MUCH EASIER, DEPRIVES SMALL STOCKHOLDERS, UPS
VALUE—WHILE GETTING READY TO ALL BUT SHUT-DOWN.
Note that “Mr. Kerkorian” is going to be allowed to buy up another block of stock, for himself, from
Chrysler. He already owns 9% of the company. Remember the symbol of Chrysler is the PENTAGON—it is important to keep the players straight—if you can.
ORANGE COUNTY AND
THE DERIVATIVE DEBACLE
This big TRIAL BALLOON is still in the air! The fires are being set to “simmer” instead of “flame-out” so
you KNOW they are doing something dastardly! Remember the fact that the investments LOST will first
come from PENSIONS of Employees! The stuff is about to hit the fan—BUT NOBODY CAN DO
MUCH AT CHRISTMAS TIME—IT ISN’T NICE TO OBJECT OR FEEL OTHER THAN HOLY
FORGIVENESS. THE FIRST OF THE YEAR WILL EXPLODE. THIS IS ALSO WHY THE
SIMPSON TRIAL IS BEING HEATED UP. ONE DISASTER IS NEVER ENOUGH WHEN YOU
ARE TAKING OVER A WORLD.
MY UPDATED SUGGESTION: STAY PREPARED, STAY ALERT AND STAY ALIVE. IF YOU
ARE “READY” YOU WILL BE FINE.
How do I KNOW? I don’t—BUT YOU HAD A SHOW OF POWER TWO DAYS AGO (PASSED
LIGHTLY OVER) THAT TOLD IT ALL. YOU HAD BLANKET POWER OUTAGES (AT THE
SAME TIME) OVER ALMOST ALL OF THE WESTERN STATES! THAT WAS SUCH A
MASSIVE SHOW OF INCREDIBLE POWER CONTROL THAT IT WOULD BOGGLE YOUR
MINDS! THAT WAS JUST A “WARNING”!! AND, IT WORKED. WHO DID IT? WELL,
YOU HAVE SEVERAL POSSIBILITIES AMONG WHICH ONE OF THEM IS “US”, THE
RUSSIAN COSMOSPHERES, YOUR OWN “HAARP” GRID PULSE OVERLOAD AND
JUST ENEMY STUPIDITY. THE FACT THAT IT WAS SO BARELY MENTIONED ON THE
“MESSAGE NETWORK” IS PROOF THAT IT WAS VERY IMPORTANT AND BIG!
JUST STAY PREPARED—DO NOT THINK IT IS “OVER” SOMEHOW AND DOZE OFF—IT IS
CRITICAL TIME.
NOW TO IMPORTANT AND URGENT FOCUS
You have a brother who is going to be executed in Arkansas in January—IF YOU DON’T ACT AND
ACT “BIG” AND “FAST”.
***
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Put together enough information from yesterday’s writing to get the readers ACTING. Barrage the governor of Ark. and the White House. The reason the man is “in” at all is because he started spilling the “beans”
about Clinton and the massive DRUG OPERATIONS IN ARKANSAS. A lot of “Blackmail” is in order!
Snell’s very life is on the line.
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CHAPTER 7
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., DEC. 17, 1994 10:37 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 123
SAT., DEC. 17, 1994
PETITION FOR CHRISTMAS
BIRTHDAY MESSAGE
Now how can I do “that”? CHRIST was not born on any certain day—CHRIST IS! How about the
“man”? Well, there have BEEN MANY who were goodly enough to be considered a long way out front
ON THE CHRIST-PATH to qualify, but, of course, we both know of whom you speak. Esu (Jesus
Immanuel). There always comes the detailed thrusts and counter-thrusts but since Christmas is a day to
celebrate CHRIST, let us consider this incredible energy of LIGHT, TRUTH and LOVE.
It is easier today to speak of “birthdays” as a greeting to Marilyn M., E.J. and Paul who must account to
the shocker of presenting on the 17th, 18th and 19th of December—sometime, somewhere. I would
rather thank in appreciation their parents who gave so greatly to our needs and pathway—never mind the
children. There are others we can address today, but I hope you get the message.
I want Paul to know that Lynn sits with me and snikkers at you! Let us always remember, in love, the ones
who beat you to peace and understanding. But I will speak briefly about the transitions.
Lynn, for instance, had finally reached a point where living in your plane of existence did two things: bound
Paul as well as herself and she would never recover physically to the point of physical function. She had
more important things to accomplish and it is with LOVE that ones take leave to move wherein they and
the ones they leave can move on. If you think they are GONE somehow—think again! They who are
making this transition of a planet in this play, are better able to guide and understand than in your place.
They want wholeness for you who remain, in your physical expression—for over here there is no ego, no
jealousy, no pain as YOU experience it. The pain we feel is when you choose to do other than your
mission in LIGHT for we cannot reach out and physically push you in any given direction—only speak to
your hearts and minds. The most difficult thing is when we are closed out and disallowed the embrace of
brotherhood. If you can maintain the loving relationship with the departed in goodness and closeness, the
journey and choices of the physical expression are so easily made. The things YOU think important and
necessary for the flesh, ARE NOT! Those pronouncements otherwise are from the Adversary who would
bind you to the flesh to trap your soul. It has ever been thus for human experience.
NEWTON
I can wish Sir Isaac Newton a Happy Birthday on the 25th and that is nice—even if he was WRONG in
his scientific calculations and more inept when Voltaire was chosen to get the Principia Mathematica
translated. But the world advanced in some measure from his passage—it shall further advance through
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his expression NOW. Oh yes, he is running around doing pretty BIG things NOW. I hope they improve
over each expression up to now—we shall see, will we not? He did say something remarkably insightful:
“If I have seen further, it is because I have stood on the shoulders of the giants who came before
me.” I salute the wisdom for some of “those” giants were we! YOU DO NOT HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THE UNIVERSAL LAWS OF CREATION—TO LIVE THEM AND LIVE WITHIN THEM.
REMEMBER IT, PLEASE.
NOT ESU’S (JESUS) BIRTHDAY
We can certainly appreciate the thought and honor through soul appreciation the “celebration” of remembering a child born which represented goodness and wisdom. This is WHY you who know Truth must
celebrate in friendship, love, lights, and other traditions of such a Holiday—for it is the heart and soul which
is refueled at such times. It is not the kidlets who just demand more packages. But children MUST also
learn that giving and receiving is a precious thing and if it requires a day set aside for such expression, so be
it.
SANTA/SATAN CLAUS
Old St. Nick is both wondrous and dastardly, in concept. AS WITH ALL THINGS—IT DEPENDS ON
YOU. Santa represents the beauty of giving in love and the wonder of brotherhood. Satan Claws
represents the greedy commercialism and demand of more, more and more—which is the creed of the
anti-Christ. It is what you do with this that matters, not what is presented FOR YOU. Why would you
deprive self and the honoring of goodness by refusing to light your home and use the traditions? Already
you have allowed the enemy to outdo you who CLAIM to desire and honor LIGHT. GOD loves LIGHT,
colored, white—all of them. GOD loves giving for that IS GOD. GOD needs you to recognize HIM, not
grovel in tawdry pious ritual. GOD GIVES that YOU MIGHT RECEIVE. It is the GIFT which must be
discerned in VALUE. A “glow” within is more precious than the glow of a ton of gold! BUT, SILLY, THE
GOLD IS GOOD ALSO! IT IS THE “LOVE” OF GOLD BEYOND THE GOODNESS OF GOD,
WHICH IS THE DIRTY BOUNDER THAT DAMAGES—NOT THE GOLD. WHEN WE LEARN
THAT MESSAGE, THE JOURNEY IS WONDROUS. To, further, USE THAT WHICH IS ABUNDANCE IN SERVICE—ONLY BRINGS MORE ABUNDANCE—IF YOU ARE PATIENT.
“BUT, THINGS ARE TERRIBLE,” I hear. NO! THINGS ARE WONDERFUL AND BEAUTIFUL
FOR MAN IS CONFRONTING HIS EVIL—AND THROUGH THAT CONFRONTATION, LOVE,
BEAUTY, PEACE AND GLORY CAN EVOLVE. Each pair of eyes will see a picture differently, a
circumstance differently—all in life experience is PERCEPTION. I see your growth in wisdom as MY
GIFT FOR THE SERVICE I AM ALLOWED TO GIVE AND SHARE, FOR I, IN REALITY, HAVE
NOTHING ELSE TO OFFER OR RECEIVE.
The “things” of a given day become negligible but the interchanges of soul expression and human effort are
remembered in the Book of Life. When you save the very life of one Richard Snell in Arkansas, it will be
greater than any gift you could give or receive. Why? Because it will extend an allowance for further
service of the person who has focused on TRUTH—it matters not from where he serves. He gives YOU
the opportunity to CREATE A MIRACLE and one which now resides with the evil beings of human
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bondage.
I am asked, “But won’t ‘freedom’ from execution only merit him more prison?” Yes, in the onset—but
prison itself is a perception and while the physical functions there is HOPE for redemption and FREEDOM. When YOU of GOD take the reins of your NATION and bring TRUTH AND REVOLVEMENT
BACK INTO CONSTITUTIONAL LAW—THEN YOU CAN SET THE CAPTURED, FREE. Either
way, the MAN in point, lives—but you can give joy to your own SOUL by helping the “man”. When a
brother is slain a bit of “you” perishes also—for SOUL is but ONE.
ALL I CAN OFFER YOU, CHELAS, IS LOVE, FOR THAT IS ACTUALLY ALL THAT I AM.
WITHIN THAT LOVE I CAN TEACH AND PREACH AND GUIDE (IF YOU LISTEN)—BUT
LOVE IS ALL I HAVE IN REALITY—AND THROUGH THAT LOVE “YOU” CAN HAVE EVERYTHING! THROUGH THE SEEKING AND LOVING ONLY THE “THINGS” OF MANIFESTATION
YOU LOSE EVERYTHING FOR THERE IS NO REALITY IN “THINGS”—THERE IS ONLY REALITY IN MIND/SOUL—FOR YOU, IN CREATOR’S PRESENCE, CAN CREATE THE “THINGS”—
BETTER.
IF ONES, AS SOME PROCLAIM, SEE “ME” AS A TEN-FOOT-TALL SNAKE (as Gritz proclaims),
IT IS NOT “ME” THEY SEE! I might well suggest that the one he sees is an interesting beastie indeed. It
depends, EVERY TIME, ON WHO YOU ALLOW WITHIN. BUT I AM NOT A TEN-FOOT
LIZARD! I serve ONLY God of Light—I am a radiant energy form who, when manifest, most certainly
resembles nothing of a snake. I feel the snakes get a bad break as a matter of fact. Evil brought poison to
your place of wonder—NOT GOD CREATOR. GOD IS LIFE, NEVER DEATH—AND NEVER
PAIN. The opposing perceptions are manufactured by the Adversary of God who IS, after all, a Creation
of God of Light. The Adversary is the BEST “TEACHER” AROUND! He is a far better teacher than am
I—for he teaches by EXAMPLE OF EXPERIENCE and binds you to the physical perception of “values”. A hundred-year tour of duty on a planet in human expression is NOTHING—only a course in
making choices and growing in wisdom—or stupidity—depending on which teacher you attend.
THE REAL “BEAST”
You ponder, tinker, calculate, deduce and proclaim this thing or that thing, computers, numbers, etc., might
be “The Beast” of expression. NO, none of the above—NONE OF THE ABOVE. MAN MANUFACTURES ALL THESE “THINGS”—SO KNOW THAT “THE BEAST” BY WHATEVER INTENT—
IS “MAN”. It would be nice to allot to one “thing” the title and set it apart—BUT IT IS SIMPLY NOT
SO.
MARK OF THE BEAST
YOU ALREADY BEAR THE MARK OF THE BEAST—from before manifestation. How? Because in
every experience you are labeled as a target of the Beast. The MARK is that which is within soul in intent
and action. If you lust, war, demand of things, greed and on and on (of the sensing experience) you are
really MARKED and those senses will be played upon by Satan to pull you into his Kingdom of Darkness.
It is fine, you need to experience and GROW. Just remember, that each “thing” you attend or do that is evil
(def: that which pulls you in any way from your PATH TO GOD OF LIGHT) wounds (marks) you—no
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big deal. Human’s whole journey in TRUTH, however, is to seek and finally FIND the connection which
brings HIM HOME WITHIN HIS CREATOR. That requires goodness according to the Laws of God
within the Laws of Creation. It takes a long, long time of many experiences to grow into that perfection—
and therefrom come the “Christ(s)” of your passage. These beautiful souls within perfection ARE the
example of TRUTH experiencing their own journey into and within perfection, and achievement of that
perfection is described (defined state of being) as “Sananda”.
RULERS AND KINGS
It is through ignorance that you ask about “Kings” and “Rulers” as relative to GOD. God is not your “king”
or your “ruler”. GOD CREATED YOU TO RULE SELF AND HAVE KINGSHIP OVER SELF. It is
up to you if you relinquish your Kingdom to Satan OR TO WISDOM OF ACTION AND INTENT
WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD AND THE CREATION. He who sets himself as King OVER you, has
done it of HIS OWN PERCEPTION—AND YOU HAVE ALLOWED IT. IF ALL MANKIND
ACTED “EACH” IN WISE GOODNESS—YOU WOULD HAVE NO KINGS AND NO EVIL.
THEREFORE “YOU” ARE THE BEAST AND THE MARK.
The real sorrow of passage is the physical death which interrupts the lessons prior to fulfillment of knowing,
for the Beast then moves WITH you and you can do nothing save wait for opportunity to again express
and grow. If you are always reaching for God—YOU WILL FIND HIM. If you claim to be reaching for
God but are actually expressing in reaching for physical direction—you will not find God at the end of your
“rainbow”. God is the LIGHT at the end of the rainbow—not a pot of gold! YOU, TOO, CAN BE THE
LIGHT OR THE POT—YOUR CHOICE AND FORGET THE GOLD FOR IT IS A POTFUL OF
“TRAP”.
I have a fine example to share. Overton GAVE GOLD TO ME! George Green took that gold and hid it
from all and did, in fact, after stealing MY GOLD, bury it in HIS backyard. The gold was no longer
Dave’s and it certainly WAS NOT GREEN’S. It was and is not Ekkers’ (NEVER IN POINT OR
CONTENTION SAVE THROUGH GREEN). Now we have an impasse which dumps the problem
onto the COURT of injustice. It is assumed that the true one gifted has no RIGHT to anything physical and
then, likewise, having made “A” gift, the gifter “somehow” (by legal corruption) does not have right to the
gold either. How can this be? Is it feasible—REALLY—for the thief to, by law, be allowed to KEEP the
robbed and thieved property? You have come a long, long way from TRUTH and HONOR, dear ones.
Is Green with the ADL? Who cares, he is a crook in any definition. His intent was of greed, his thrust to
destroy TRUTH is blatant. Do I detest him? No, I appreciate his lessons and respect him in further
appreciation for that which he DID DO TO HELP US WHEN WE NEEDED HIS HELP. Gold was
simply THE TEST OVER WHICH GREEN COULD NOT MOVE BEYOND, NO MORE AND NO
LESS. It is seen over and over again—the clinging unto the physical “things” and turning to the Dark
Prince (who always pretends and presents as the bright and morning star—never the truth of his scales and
slitherings) which binds with a bondage beyond all others. Green is not the worst “culprit” in this play—he
is actually a rather helpless and drowning mouse in the play. He has simply provided for the unleashing of
the demons of the Arc. The attorneys who do not serve Green, but rather suck him dry—are the worst
culprits, by far, than is Green who is but trying to save his ego face and “stuff”.
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This brings up the best subject of all—Attorneys.
ATTORNEYS
It has been suggested, quite seriously, that the only way to get back to TRUTH AND CONSTITUTIONAL
JUSTICE IS TO FIRST KILL ALL THE ATTORNEYS—!
Since that is not really such a good idea as Judges are also attorneys, as are the majority of Congress, and
you will lose the battle in court, it behooves you to utilize other tools, like the original 13th Amendment.
In the meanwhile, there are jokes to share. It doesn’t change the situation but at least you can laugh on the
journey to prison or the poorhouse, whichever is reaped first at their hands.
“A stranger, arriving in a small New England town, approached the first native he saw and asked: ‘Have
you a criminal lawyer in this town?’ ‘Well,’ replied the native cautiously, ‘we think we have but so far we
can’t prove it on him.’”
“A boat is capsized and all the passengers are eaten by sharks. The only one who isn’t eaten is the
attorney. When he is picked up by another boat, the crew asked him why he thought the sharks left him
alone, to which he replies: ‘Professional courtesy.’”
“A lawyer is a learned gentleman who rescues your estate from your enemies—and keeps it for himself.”
“A lawyer is one who gets everything coming to you.”
“Mark Twain: ‘We have a criminal jury system which is superior to any in the world; and its efficiency is
only marred by the difficulty of finding twelve men who don’t know anything and can’t read.” [H: Alas, it
has become easy. The only problem NOW is that you have “criminal” jurors.]
[H: A real truth:] “Be frank and explicit with your lawyer...It is his business to confuse the issue afterwards.”
“Lyndon Johnson: At the swearing-in ceremony of U.S. Attorney General Katzenbach and Deputy Attorney General Clark, the President began the ceremony by remarking that in his part of the country there was
a saying: ‘A town that can’t support one lawyer can always support TWO.’ Washington DC, Feb.
13, 1965.”
“What’s the difference between a lawyer and vampire bat?” “One’s a bloodsucking parasite and the other
is a mouselike creature with little wings.”
And a few parting proverbs:
It’s no accident that all the people one truly despises are called “in-LAWS”.
Better to be a mouse in the jaws of a cat than in the hands of a lawyer.
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“Virtue down the middle,” said the Devil as he sat down between two lawyers.
Lawyers and painters can soon change white to black.
Ignorance of the law does not prevent the losing lawyer from collecting his bill.
As well open an oyster without a knife, as a lawyer’s mouth without a fee.
Fond of lawsuits, little wealth; fond of doctors, little health.
Judges are lawyers who knew a governor. Or: Definition of a judge: a lawyer with something on the
governor!
He who is his own lawyer has a fool for a client.
Law is common sense as modified by the legislature.
What a country! Only in America do they lock up the jury at night and let the lawyers go home.
Have you heard about the ethical lawyer? Neither has anybody else!
I know a lawyer who had a real fright last night. He dreamed he was dead. The heat woke him up!
And one last timely point to ponder: “I’ve got good news and bad news. The bad news is, the world’s
going to end on Friday. The good news is, there’ll be no more lawyers.”
***
I wish to thank Art and Phyllis for this foregoing research from First Kill the Lawyers and Lawyers from
Hell Joke Book. There are, by the way, hundreds more informative tidbits in each.
AH YES, A HOLIDAY MESSAGE—
Remember at each juncture and choice: When you think you have exhausted all alternatives—you haven’t.
And, when we reach an impasse or a mountain which must be traversed—we shall hang in there until we
tunnel through it, fly over it, or get around it. Sometimes it even requires moving it. And, by the way, we
certainly CAN.
The greatest thought by which to realize LIFE is that EVERY DAY GOD CREATES AND RE-CREATES, GIVES AND RE-GIVES—IT IS FOR YOU TO DISCERN THE DIFFERENCE AND ACCEPT—BOTH OR EITHER. IF YOU ARE BUSY CREATING THE WAY THROUGH IN LIGHT
AND GLORY—YOU WON’T BE SO DISTRACTED BY THAT WHICH IS TERMINAL AND
ILLUSION.
Since we are “on a roll” I would like to share something which is more expressive than anything I could
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conjure regarding “Jews” which is not to be confused with “Hebrews”. It is about Henry Kissinger and
you will be given to see the difference in “Jews”, “Zionists”, “Parasites”, and those who think themselves to
be “Jewish” but are NOT. How can you know? Because this group expelled Henry Kissinger from being
a “Jew”—while Henry Kissinger is the shining example of a “JEW”. See, it helps to KNOW what you are
talking about—or you are going to be “had” EVERY TIME.
This is shared by a reader and it comes from that infamous inquiring mind, THE NATIONAL ENQUIRER,
10/26/76:
[QUOTING:]
ANGRY RABBIS EXCOMMUNICATE KISSINGER
“His Behavior as a Jew is Unforgivable”
Henry Kissinger has been branded an outright “traitor” by a high court of rabbis—which has angrily
booted him out of the Jewish religion under a writ of excommunication.
In a blistering condemnation, the court bitterly charged that the Secretary of State’s activities “posed a
clear and present danger to the Jewish people and the Jewish State of Israel”.
The Supreme Rabbinic Court of America further accused Kissinger of blasphemous behavior, such as:
ordering ham—which Jews aren’t allowed to eat—at an Israeli hotel; showing utter disrespect for sacred
Jewish holidays, and using a Christian Bible when he was sworn in as Secretary of State.
“We heard a lot of dirt about him and found out that it was true,” said Rabbi Marvin S. Antelman, chief
of the five-man court.
The prestigious rabbi explained that the excommunication “completely excludes him (Kissinger) from
the Jewish faith. He cannot be admitted as a citizen of Israel under the Law of Return, which allows any
Jew to become an Israeli citizen.”
A spokesman for the Israeli Consulate in New York confirmed: “A person excommunicated by an
American Rabbinical Court cannot become an Israeli citizen under the Law of Return because he is no
longer a Jew.” [H: Wrong, he has just proven himself TO BE A JEW.]
Rabbi Antelman continued: “Kissinger cannot be part of a minyan.”
A minyan is a group of not less than 10 Jewish men who must be present in a synagogue before
worship service can begin. The rabbi added, “He cannot be given any synagogue honor—or be employed
directly or indirectly by any Jewish organization. [H: Wrong again—he CAN be given highest honor
and be (and is) directly employed by JEWISH organizations. He doesn’t give a damn about
YOU GENTLEMEN—HE IS ONE OF THE HIGHEST RANKING “JEWS”, HE JUST
FLUNKS HEBREWISM AND TORAHISM. HE SERVES, PERFECTLY, THE PROTOCOLS
AND THE TALMUD.]
The court, which announced the excommunication June 20, spent a year investigating Kissinger—and
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was outraged at what it found.
“When Henry Kissinger would go to Israel, he’d stay at the King David Hotel, which is kosher,” Rabbi
Antelman emphasized. “And he would order ham and eggs for breakfast.”
“Why should he do something so insulting to his own people?” [H: Because you/they ARE NOT
HIS OWN PEOPLE.]
And when Kissinger was first sworn in, he took his oath on a Christian Bible. “It was blasphemous!”
fumed Rabbi Herzel Kranz, spiritual leader of Maryland’s Silver Spring Jewish Center, one of the largest
and most influential synagogues in America.
The newly appointed Kissinger then further angered Jews by calling a meeting of State Dept. officials
on the sacred holiday of Rosh Hashanah.
“Those (Jews) who objected privately noted that it was the first time at the State Dept. that they were
forced to work on a High Holy Day,” said Gil Alroy, author of The Kissinger Experience.
The most serious charge against Kissinger was that his activities as Secretary of State undermined the
security of Israel.
The angered rabbis excommunicated Kissinger—even though it is a rare and extreme punishment
under Jewish law. [H: Has anyone noted Hank “suffering” under this penalty?]
As Rabbi Antelman summed up: “Kissinger’s behavior would be bad enough if he wasn’t Jewish, “but
as a Jew it is unforgivable.”
[END OF QUOTING]
This doesn’t, somehow, seem like a Christmas message? Oh? I think it is EXACTLY the kind of message
you need at CHRISTmas. If you don’t get focussed on the reality of circumstances—you have no way to
go except to the evil drummer beat. When the very leaders of “a” religion, a people, a race, a creed and
so on, don’t KNOW anything about FACTS—this is what you get. Kissinger is THE Jew—the rabbis of
whatever order they THINK they follow ARE NOT. I told you that the Zionist Bastards (I use this term
EXACTLY AS ITS DEFINITION) have stolen the very heritage and legacy of those who were simply
seeking TRUTH. How could they find truth if it was not “shown”? So the drifting and the indirection and
dispersement of the people of a given location in the “Holy Lands” has NOTHING to do with the thieves
and robbers, cheats and imposters who chose to call themselves “jews”. These ones, in fact, are the
FIRST PENALIZED AND DESTROYED AT ALL COSTS. THESE ARE THE PHARISEES OF
BIBLICAL MYTH. THERE ARE NO CHRISTIAN JEWS. There can only be Christ-living people with
lineage back to original Hebrews. I remind you that evil does NOT mind being EXCOMMUNICATED
from anything goodly—especially a “church” who would honor GOD. When you learn these things—then
and only then, can you REALLY DISCERN the meaning of a Christmas message.
The message of CHRIST(mas) is ONLY within the HEART THROUGH SOUL. The rest are simply
ritual trimmings of a “day”—certainly not a “Holy” day.
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I have here a bit of a card sent from someone with a “Reward” offer. It reads:
$1,000 REWARD
I, Hans Stueven, offer to anyone who can find any scripture in the Old or New Testament of the
King James Bible, that states that the Jews are God’s chosen people.
Send your claim to:
Circle Bible Study
P.O. Box 313, Tahoe City, CA 95730
***
About all I can say as comment on this is that I am relieved the reward is not for more than a thousand
dollars—or the Bible would be rewritten by evening, to include the tale. That is THE WAY the “Bible” has
been handled through the generations from its first compiling. Some truth is in it but you REALLY HAVE
TO SEARCH FOR IT!
I would offer this suggestion as a Christmas Message: Let us honor TRUTH and that of Christ shall
take its place.
GOD WINS!
I, myself, would, as a Host of God, have a message for you: May we walk in Light and within Love, that
we help our brethren into the Light of Truth in Love. We cannot force change upon mankind—but only
through the changing of “mankind” shall harmony and balance be wrought.
May we, however, realize the truth of Yesterday only being a memory, Tomorrow only a hope, and TODAY—our only time. The moment at hand is the only fleeting expectation in actuality. THE SPIRIT,
HOWEVER, HAS A PAST, A PRESENT AND FOREVER A FUTURE. WOULD YOU GIVE AWAY
ALL THAT FOR THE FLEETING MOMENT WHICH IS ONLY PERCEPTION AT BEST? WE
SHALL SEE!
Salu—and may you choose GOD.
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CHAPTER 8
REC #1 HATONN
MON., DEC. 19, 1994 10:45 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 125
MON., DEC. 19, 1994
FOR PHONE-LINE INFORMATION
MONEY CLUES
We have had lessons on “clues” as given through the “message networks (NEWS)” regarding the anticipated currency changeout by attending the codes utilized. For instance, the merger being on for MorganWarburg, then the “possible” demise of same—followed by the “call-off” of the merger. This was a long
clue as to what would be happening LAST week in the new currency: collapse, take-over (whatever) and
ratio of changeout. The call-OFF [of the merger] called off the tampering for last week but indicated there
would be further information on Monday, before Market opening, of expectations of actions THIS week.
(Week just prior to Christmas.)
And, it is THERE in a BIG way.
Number one: Tuesday there will be appearance by Greenspan to up the interest rates and the expectation
this time is a full one-percent increase. This is catastrophic for big borrowers, i.e., this will be a full
$4,000 increase in interest for, say, the Phoenix Institute.
Number two: The focus of the coded message is revolving around the “hostile” bid of Union Pacific
Railroad for Santa Fe Railroad. Now this doesn’t say much in itself—for that is all that is offered in the first
announcement on the “message network (CNN)”. BUT, it will by tomorrow tell you (and the working
network of One Worlders) the plan and the amount of changeout. There will be announced “ratios” of bid
vs. settlement price. BUT again, the more important thing is that so far the announcement does not include
any of the more important clues—this is just an “opening” clue as stated above.
The facts are that the takeover or “merger” (a nice word) will, or could, result in a Southern Pacific suckin and, basically, total control by Union Pacific. Ah but that is not all—if you listen carefully. Actually
“listening” will NOT be sufficient—you will have to attend the papers as well. However, it is the connection of Union Pacific to BURLINGTON NORTHERN WHICH IS THE MAJOR CONSIDERATION. The CNN news did not so much as mention Burlington Northern in its first announcement.
Follow along—your enemy is writing the script and playing to THEIR players.
You will find that a major focus of changes will really affect the rail network in Colorado AND ARKANSAS.
There is so much information in what I have just pointed out that I will cease and desist further discussion
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for each time the Parasites are revealed they come up with alternative plans of which decoding takes time.
Just know that the changeout or total takeover is still very, very much alive. There is simply an ongoing
battle over the possible gold-standard and “values” of new currency. See what the takeover bid is and
match it against what the Santa Fe will offer to “hang-on” and so forth. It would appear that a ten-to-one
changeout didn’t quite fly—YET—so a new ratio is being studied. Unfortunately for the Big Boys it
requires a ten-to-one ratio of exchange to meet OBLIGATIONS to prevent FORECLOSURE of the
nation.
Watch the “timing” of the interest rate increase—which is usually later the SAME day of the announcement
(request in Congressional committee meetings) or on the very day following. Then you can begin to
calculate the relationship of the interest rate increase to the bidding prices and get a good picture of timing
AND amount of damages.

BUY OUT OF CAESAR’S WORLD
BY ITT
This is also a “biggie” and is giving “side” information so watch it also.
BE PREPARED and it can be a fun game. Don’t be prepared and leave your interest unpaid and you are
going to LOSE BIG TIME.
TAX BREAKS
The announcements of TAX BREAKS are planned and announced in order that the people do foolish
things. The Democrats and the Republicans are OFFERING cuts—but they fail to announce at the
SAME TIME in such a way that consumers HEAR—that the effects will not be actually established until
year 2,000.
Now what have you? People who have delayed mortgage payments until AFTER CHRISTMAS to allow
for more cash for shopping—ARE GOING FORTH AND PURCHASING THROUGH EXPECTATION OF NEXT YEAR’S TAX BREAK ON TOP OF THE LACK OF CURRENT PAYMENTS.
This overextends against something not available and interest outstanding will be adjusted to the new
currency value AND THE NEW INTEREST RATE. It will literally wipe-out hundreds of thousands of
people as to property (homes, etc.). The Doench Dume accepted new law will facilitate EASY taking of
the property—WITHOUT LEGAL RECOURSE OR EVEN A “HEARING”.
DISTRACTORS AND SECURITY
The incidents around the globe are heating up to distract you and to cause increase in shipping your
soldiers to foreign lands. At home you will be in confusion and have no actual protection by your own
military. Your military is already under rule of the United Nations—Clinton already did that job.
SHARE AND TELL
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What is planned for you by your military? Let me offer a memorandum which is now distributed BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY to all its subdivisions.
[QUOTING:]
Subject: Draft Army Regulation on Civilian Inmate Labor Program. [H: It reads “draft” but it has
now been distributed which means that it becomes ratified upon “distribution”.]
1. Enclosed for your review and comment is the draft Army regulation on civilian inmate [H: At
first glance the “understanding” is probably that it refers to prisoners in a prison—NO! IT
MEANS “CIVILIAN” (CITIZEN).] labor utilization and establishing prison camps on Army installations.
The draft regulation is the compilation of all policy message, Civilian Inmate Labor Oversight Committee
policy decisions, and lessons learned to date. The new regulation will provide the following:
a. Policy for civilian inmate utilization on installations.
b. Procedures for preparing requests to establish civilian prison camps on installations.
2. The regulations will not be official until the printed copies are distributed. [H: That has
happened. This draft was sent out 29 August 1994 and dated 27 July 1994 for the “draft”.]
3. Please forward your comments on DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications and
Blank Forms) to HQ TRADOC, ATTN: ATBO-KM/Gerri Rumbough, Fort Monroe, Virginia 236515000 NLT 29 August 1994. Further request you provide the name of your point of contact to Gerri
Rumbough upon receipt of this memorandum (DSN 680-5189/COMM (804) 728-5129 or PRCFS
MCN1 (RUMBOUGH).
FOR THE COMMANDER:
Charles D. Spruill
for:
C. DEAN RHODY
Director
Resource Management
[END OF QUOTING]
[H: Remember, the term “resource” indicates YOU are a “product”. You, for instance, no longer
have “unemployment” offices—you have Department of Human Resources.]
Let us hope and pray that you can unravel their plans before they can unfold them. Thank you for your
attention.
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CHAPTER 9
REC #1 HATONN
WED., DEC. 21, 1994 9:51 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 127
WED., DEC. 21, 1994
UPDATE
Squeaking through until the first of the year on interest rates is good news and bad news. Part of the bad
news is that there have been increases in credit card purchases during this “late” holiday season of over
$29 billion and growing.
The good news is that “doom’s day” is postponed (for some) until after Christ(mas) Holocau—er, Holiday.
More bad news is that the Feds WANT to reach a 11% to 12% prime rate and had planned on no later
than February to accomplish the task. The underground now leaks that a full percentage rise to that
amount would happen in one bounce after the first of the year. They had also planned to have the stock
market level at 4500 by the first of the year and it looks like it will have to be a major surge to accomplish
such an outrageous thing—but “they” are noted for their outrageous actions.
YOU ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE. WE ARE AMONG THE MANY UNCOVERING EVERY
ACT AND EVERY CLUE. EVEN TO THE “RAILROAD” MERGER CODE—YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THAT THE MORMON CHURCH OWNS ONE OF THOSE MAJOR RAILWAYS
AND HAS AN INTEREST IN THE OTHER!!!
Better, today, to attend the other little dabbling in the buy-sell arena.
The Sultan of Brunei has made an incredible offer for Mr. Trump’s Plaza Hotel. Now “there” is a nice idea.
The Sultan of Brunei is a good source of funding for we-the-people! The Sultan is not a very good
“adversarial” product. He is simply a greedy Sultan—but would actually like to “getcha” the parasitic ratpacks. So, if you of “the People” have entree to the Sultan—please ask him if he would like to assist the
CONTACT AND A FEW OTHER NICE PEOPLE! YOU MIGHT WELL BE SURPRISED.
In the “By-the-way” Department:
MR. GOLDSMITH
We wish to thank the GOLDSMITH FOUNDATION for producing and presenting a film about the
“Elder Brothers”, a high altitude tribe in South America who has told you how it will be down among the
Younger Brothers (check out the tale in the Video store). There are ones among the Elite Barons who are
not on the “other” side—if you continue your petitions to ones such as Goldsmith. Continual contact is
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wondrous in obtaining eventual “hearing”.
[Editor’s note: The remarkable video tape to which Commander Hatonn is referring here is called
“The Heart Of The World—The Elder Brothers’ Warning” and, if you can’t find it at the local video
store, it can be ordered from Mystic Five Video at 1-800-727-8433.]
BUT WHO IN AMERICA?
Well, let me share an answer received by J.B. James FROM AN INTERESTING SENATOR IN
WASHINGTON. I MAKE NO JUDGMENT OR EVEN DISCERNMENT ABOUT THE PERSON
IN POINT—BUT LET US JUST RECALL WHAT THIS GENTLEMAN HAD TO SAY, AND DID,
ABOUT THE HORRENDOUS ART FORM DUMPED ON THE GARBAGE HEAP OF PUBLIC
ART FORUMS PAID FOR BY YOU-THE-PEOPLE. HIS NAME IS JESSE HELMS.
November 17, 1994
Mr. J.B.J.
P.O. Box 5000
Oakdale, Louisiana 71463
Dear Mr. James:
Thank you for your letter concerning United States funding and support for the United Nations.
I do not believe that the U.N. is an organization capable of establishing peace in the world. Unfortunately, the U.N. is rife with mismanagement, waste, fraud and abuse. Until the U.N. manages itself the way
any competent organization would, it has no chance of ever achieving its goals and objectives.
The U.S. is the largest monetary contributor to the U.N., funding 25% of the United Nations regular
budget. We have the right, if not the duty, to demand that the billions of dollars sent to New York and
various international destinations are spent wisely. When the U.S. signed the Charter of the United Nations, we agreed to support the U.N. through contributions. These contributions were to have been tied to
an econometric formula in which countries would pay their “fair share”. Unfortunately, the U.N. has
abused this understanding by assessing the U.S., in dollar value terms, far more over the last few years
than it should have been. I doubt that any of the member nations of the U.N. would ever have
agreed to an annual assessment seemingly unlimited in size and for which there were no guarantees that the money would be spent wisely and efficiently.
Since the Executive Branch seems to have had little luck in driving change at the U.N., it is the responsibility of the U.S. Congress to effect this change, especially since such massive payment is born by the
American taxpayer. The only effective bargaining tool in bringing about this change appears to be the
threat to withhold funds, and I wholeheartedly advocate using this tool.
Sincerely,
JESSE HELMS
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UNITED STATES SENATE
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, DC 20510-6225
***
I SUGGEST YOU MAKE YOURSELVES KNOWN AND SUPPORT THIS MAN. HE HAS POWER
FROM “SOMEWHERE” BECAUSE THE PARASITES HAVE TRIED UNCEASINGLY TO GET
RID OF HIM.
ANOTHER CONTACT
Bombard Warren Christopher with your displeasure at what is taking place in your nation and world.
Demand his participation in helping get you stable instead of serving Clinton. It doesn’t matter what he is
doing, he IS YOUR SECRETARY OF STATE—MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD—HE IS ALSO A-5
OF THE “POWER COMMITTEE”. [Warren Christopher, Secretary of State, United States Government, Washington, D.C.]
“2x6” (It required a 2X6 to get his attention—a 2X4 wasn’t enough) went to a library and looked up
bunches of “Committee members’” addresses. I believe we should dig up the information and run it for
you readers—the pens can do mighty work if you stay right with it.
PARASITES AND ZIONISTS
I see no differences in any various groups referring to themselves as Zionists. They are all parasites,
including the ones who have FORMED CHURCHES! They are more disgusting, in my humble opinion,
for they FEED OFF THE BLOOD OF THE GOYIM (ALL THAT ARE NOT SO-CALLED “JEWS”).
The term is a full-blown lie, “jew”, so I do not even know HOW to explain the term itself, except the
Zionist Elders decided to call themselves by that term like the Head of the Mormon Church decided to call
themselves Mormons. In the Asiatic-Oriental nations the WORD “MORMON” means “Satan”. I did not
make these terms—THEY DID. The Mormon “religion” is based entirely on the Luciferian Jewish
Freemasonic BIBLE.
FULL DISCLOSURE
Full disclosure is coming about—it just takes a while, for those who KNOW, to get brave enough, or
make the right connections, to get their information spread around. I had hoped to devote my entire
attention to Jesus and his true “gospel” but the things that “Happen” seem to be the things that come up
“while we are making other plans”. We are flexible and will have to stay right on top of the most current
information being spread about. Remember, the ones who are researching various topics and ongoing
conspiracies—are not FULLY INFORMED—THEY CANNOT BE. WE OFFER ONLY THOSE
THINGS ALREADY OFFERED—BECAUSE WE OFFER TRUE “JOURNALISM” AND THAT
MEANS “ALL” VIEWPOINTS. SOME DETAILS WILL BE IN ERROR, SOME MORE THAN
ADEQUATE FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES—AND SOME DOWNRIGHT MANDATORY IF
YOU ARE TO RECLAIM FREEDOM.
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IN EVERY INSTANCE—YOU WILL FIND THE FLUKES AND PARASITES BEHIND THE
ACTIONS, RULES AND LAWS. THEY HAVE SET UP THEMSELVES TO DESTROY NATIONS AND TAKE THE WORLD.
YOU WHO DON’T BELIEVE,
AND THINK US ANTI-SEMITIC
You must realize that we are not for WE ARE the “Semites”. We are anti-parasitic. If you bother to learn
FACTS you will realize a lot of things—one being the murderers of ones in the Simpson case—to have
been KILLED BY FALSE-KOSHER MURDERERS. THE METHOD OF MURDER WAS SACRIFICIAL IN FULL INTENT—WITH THE CUT THROAT METHOD OF KOSHERIZING “MEAT”.
KOSHERIZING MEAT
How many of you nice environmentalists REALIZE that to make any meat or animal KOSHER, demands
that the animal be slain in such a manner wherein the BLOOD IS DRAINED FROM KNIFE SLASHES
WHILE THE ANIMAL IS ALIVE AND IN AGONY??? THE METHOD OF SLAUGHTER IS SO
BRUTAL AND HORRIBLE THAT IT IS OUTLAWED IN MANY “OTHER” NATIONS. HOW
MANY OF YOU KNOW THIS? How many of you nice “practicing” people thinking yourselves to be
Sacred “jews”—know this?
An animal is bound and when it is totally terrified and tortured—its throat is cut and it is left to an agonizing
and SLOW tortuous death while the murderers are standing around it to terrorize it further by dancing and
singing, chanting and noise-making. Don’t lie to yourselves and say this is not so—IT IS SO, PHOTOGRAPHED, AND EVIL. If untethered, the animal stumbles around until it slowly dies with its throat
cut so deeply as to only allow the spine and neck bones and muscles to remain intact enough for it to move
its head. And you ones think this is OK? You are blind and foolish that God will continue to forever allow
this brutality from a bunch of parasitic rodents who live off others and despoil everything beautiful and
wondrous. Do I speak too harshly? No, there is no way to SPEAK OF THIS ATROCITY TOO
HARSHLY!
I’m sorry, nice readers, if you think I come here to soothe your brows and “allow” without confrontation,
forget it. These evil characters from the cosmic dung-heap are MY ENEMY! This has NOTHING to do
with ones who happen to be birthed with so-called “Jewish” blood—these are LEARNED, TAUGHT
AND DEMANDED TRAITS RIGHT FROM THE RULE-BOOK WHEREFROM THEY ARE
TAUGHT TO LIE, CHEAT, DEBASE AND ESPECIALLY, LIE, LIE, AND LIE! They are so
slimy and without moral fiber that they never even do their own fighting—THEY SEND THE GOYIM
CHILDREN AND PEOPLE TO FIGHT AND DIE WHILE THEY GRASP MORE AND MORE OF
YOUR VERY LIFE-BLOOD—WHILE YOU ARE LIVING AND TORTUOUSLY DYING. THEY
SACRIFICE THEIR OWN WITHOUT BATTING AN EYELASH—THERE IS NO HONOR
AMONG THEM.
LYING
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I am reminded right here to note that of the last documents entered into the court as declaration by George
Green that of the 12-to-15 numbered statements—THERE WAS NOT EVEN ONE TRUTH—NOT
ONE. I am also reminded that Green worked for his father—WHO WAS A MEAT MERCHANT. I
AM CAUSED TO WONDER ABOUT KOSHERIZING POSSIBILITIES! We are caused to recall
that all of his friends were and are of that same general parasitic group of takers. Ah yes, they are shrewd
and sly—and the hapless ones, which could include Green, DON’T EVEN KNOW IT.
I do not say the above things are true—they are presented because they have been fully presented to me
with demand for comment. I have no comment. If you do not wish to be painted with such a bloody
brush—then it behooves ones to change their stance.
RONN JACKSON
Readers, STOP! You continue to bombard us with questions about Jackson and denials of his ability to do
what he says. I have told you that he has no accurate accounting of the number of letters or separate
pieces of mail received. He now says another two trucks of mail went to the central handling location for
accounting. My ONLY comment is exactly THAT. He has no way of measuring the mail except BY
WEIGHING and averaging. This is not “ME” saying his numbers are not correct. I respond to inquiries,
nothing more—”I” am “not” Ronn Jackson and the numbers of letters is NOT THE ISSUE. Can the man
serve? YES! Now please, attend these other inquiries with HIM. I note that he has responded to The
American Bulletin REGARDING RUSSBACHER—and he speaks TRUTH. Why don’t we just GET
RONN OUT AND FREE—AND ALLOW HIM TO GET ON WITH HIS WORK? You are struggling
to preserve what is left of your nation and regain CONSTITUTION. Do not miss the tree for the forest.
You must remember several things—if monies are touched from gifts, donations or petition made in direct
measure to assist, say, CONTACT—THE SYSTEM WILL COME DOWN WITH NICE NEW
CHARGES—OF DOING BUSINESS OR EFFORTING AT DEFRAUDING AND MONEY-RAISING WHILE INCARCERATED. This is SERIOUS and would keep him locked away FOREVER.
Remember that Maholy had to ask you to disclaim any “business” possibilities.
The best thing to do is just to GET HIM OUT and then, if he does “not perform” on his promises—that
becomes a different matter but must we always “pre-judge”? You must have someone who KNOWS HE
CAN BE EFFECTIVE—LET US ALLOW HIM TO BE SO. Thank you.
RUSSBACHER
E.J. came up last evening with a return of charges to his credit card in a massive way. There was interchange with Austrian police. Gunther is said to still be incarcerated and the officer has mailing information,
an address. Gunther is NOT the major betrayer in this game. There were criminal elements at the hotels
wherein the scam was pulled-off as well as other attachments to the man himself. It may be a long while
before the facts are all known and proven. I suggest everyone be wary. The man (Gunther) knows too
much and became a total embarrassment to the government of Austria. He has a background which
“checks out” and activities have proven the facts, but addiction and parasites to his own being have cost
him dearly. If this is somehow construed as being disloyal—I suggest you check with the Police Department in Austria and you will find that there are many from whom funds were stripped—listed right at the
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police department—and you readers will recognize a lot of them. Why Rayelan continues to spread such
false statements is obvious—to get more sympathy and “take you” for even more. Ede Koenig is simply
another “victim”.
If this is considered an “attack”, so be it. You who are struggling to just dig out of their escapades aren’t
so amused by the garbage dumping.
Am I somehow abandoning Gunther? NOPE! But you have to understand that the gold and assets in
point with Gunther Russbacher are a part of the ongoing “misplaced” metal and the Philippine gold has little
to do with the “Gold Standard” DIRECTLY—as involved Gunther and his shenanigans. It is not important—there is enough gold to get you back on a gold standard and it is back in the U.S. in a quantity large
enough to pull it off by manipulation of pricing, etc.
GRANDMA?
Gold certificates sound good and may very well be valid instruments. Getting funds of any amount is
doubtful, however, especially if the New World Order continues its sweep. In fact, if the New World
Order continues the vacuuming of all ASSETS, there is not a prayer of any payments or bequeathed “will”
honoring. This does not mean that the intent or validity of same is incorrect—it simply means that there is
such power in the high places that you can’t enforce anything. This does not mean that you stop trying to
validate and gain your sovereignty as States and please continue to press the government for honoring the
debt. Each step is a step toward “survival”—so take every step. We love and appreciate Vina [Grandma]
for she has walked through Hell and back—but it changes not the circumstances. To get anything done—
you have to stick with it until it is accomplished for nothing works on “honor” in the system of the Power
Elite. And, the get-something-for-nothing parasites are always right there to collect the blood FIRST.
When the intent is simply to further material goals or ego acclaim—it usually falls of its own destruction
because the people at the top will make it so.
Do I object to her outbursts, insults and total disrespect? No, I find it pathetically amusing and “telling” of
personalities and pressures being applied. CONTACT is NOT HER PAPER and the staff has spent
absolutely appalling numbers of hours rewriting and “cleaning up” the massive piles of papers sent in and
demanded to be printed in the paper. They are not happy with her but that is not surprising when she sends
more and demands printing while degrading everyone at the paper, and me, who is NOT at the paper nor
has anything to do with the printing of CONTACT. She told me to “get my ass from over the dash board
of my ship and back to the controls” where I belong—so be it. The “staff” will do that which it decides.
What it sounds like to me, however, is the planned back-down of promises and programmed announcement that there was never intent to produce anything and this is the manner of “kiss-off”. When you GIVE
something and then use it as a lever—it rarely works well. To take back a gift which has not been seen is
hardly a shocker to the would-be receiver. Don’t hold your breath, for the lady has been brought under
control of “managers”. Remember the “Cosmos” debacle? Well the same ones are involved again and if
it was bad then—it is worse NOW. I do, however, believe the “bequeathing” was DONE BY RUSSELL
so it is quite difficult to see how the rules change with the winds of “others”. So, if there is actually a
“bequeath”, how does another just up and snatch it away? Well, I guess no bequeath has been forthcoming—yet. So, please keep on keeping on and good luck. Just, please, stop asking me to “DO SOME54

THING” about it for I have no intention of doing ANYTHING about it—I have been told-off in no
uncertain terms for simply responding to her own request for input. I am out—and kissed-off with explicit
terminology that I can understand. She has said she would bestow no more of her priceless wisdom and
expertise to CONTACT and therefore they honor her wishes. Perhaps Treasurygate Green-Light will pick
up the offerings but we have no alternatives save honoring demands. Again, I do not speak FOR CONTACT but have met with the Chief Editor, Chief Journalist AND the Board of the paper, at their request.
So many of the papers have been mammoth because of the massive amount of material which Grandma
demanded be run that the paper can no longer AFFORD to even continue the paper. They also have to
make decisions as to how to continue with all drain and no return. OUR PEOPLE ARE WEARY OF
PROMISES WITH ONLY PITS AT THE END OF THE PATHWAY.
TREASURYGATE
So, the barrage now comes as to Treasurygate and will that ever happen and thus and so. I DO NOT
KEEP UP WITH IT—I HAVE NO INTEREST IN IT AND IT APPEARS THAT NO, IT WON’T
BECAUSE OF THE SAME PRESSURES AND POWERS PREVENTING REASONABLE FUNCTIONING OF ANY CITIZENS—EVEN IF DOCUMENTS ARE VALID AND AUTHENTIC. TOO
MANY PARASITES GET INTO THE PICTURE AND KILL THE CROP BEFORE HARVEST! No
one REALLY wants REAL help because they might have to admit that God is VALID and possibly
involved. I think “names” do not nullify GOD, however—or HIS Hosts. If you think ripping God’s troops
or HIM apart—is going to serve well, I would suppose that there might well be surprises in store. The
POINT is to bring back Constitutional LAW—UNDER GOD—not just replace the parasites with the
even more egotistical “saviors”. THERE IS NO GET-SOMETHING-FOR-NOTHING—EVER! THAT
IS SIMPLY ILLUSION! YOU WILL, FURTHER, GET BACK YOUR SOVEREIGNTY BECAUSE
IT IS RIGHT AND CONSTITUTIONAL—NEVER FOR THE PURPOSE OF COLLECTING
SOME MONEY. THE MONEY IS NICE—BUT IS NOT THE POINT.
“But,” you say, “isn’t that what is coming from Jackson?” NO—HE ALSO GETS SOMETHING IN
RETURN OF INCREDIBLE VALUE! WHAT HE CAN PRODUCE IS FAR MORE VALUABLE
THAN MONEY—SO, FUNDING WOULD ONLY BE A FRINGE-BENEFIT FOR OUR INVESTMENT IN HIS WELL-BEING. HE CLAIMS NOTHING MORE THAN HE IS—AND THAT IN
ITSELF, IS QUITE REFRESHING TO ME.
SNELL
What about Richard Wayne Snell? The Constitutional Law Center is hot onto the trail and collecting
information. The point here may well be misinterpreted if you do not carefully READ the full story on this
topic in the last CONTACT. There is not much information yet and certainly NOTHING upon which to
base release or freedom—at this time. THE POINT IS TO GET A FULL STAY OF EXECUTION
FOR THIS MAN SO THE NEXT STEP CAN BE EVALUATED. IF HE IS MURDERED—THERE
IS NO TIME TO INVESTIGATE. HE SEEMS TO BE CHARGED WITH TWO MURDERS, NOT
ONLY THE ONE. IT IS SAID HE IS IN FOR A LIFE SENTENCE AND AN EXECUTION SENTENCE. THIS IN ITSELF IS INDEED STRANGE. The point is to keep the man alive and out of the
death chamber so that investigation can take place. The Law Center cannot do this without help—from
resources to information acquisition. Much depends on how much the Patriot community will support their
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own. It is not the job of the LAW CENTER—OR ME. However, if the parasites can simply kill off the
victims—there is NO HOPE FOR RECOVERY OF THE PATIENT (NATION).
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
I need to be elsewhere now but I will tell you before I close that there are two documents sitting here of
such value that we must diligently get the information to you. One is UFOs, THE GRAND DECEPTION
AND THE COMING NEW WORLD ORDER by Norio F. Hayakawa, Director, Civilian Intelligence
Network, but we have to get permission as the document has copyright protection. I would however
suggest that this is a major contact and one which will prove beneficial to “Dave” who visited this area last
weekend.
The other is a military MANUAL known generally as the Concentration Camp Manual.
May God walk with us constantly in HIS Light of protection because the battle heats and the flak is hard
to sidestep. When the ones at the top who see the destruction ongoing AS IT IS (for they don’t know),
then and only then will the battle be fought and won. Perfection will not follow—but a chance at perfection
will be gained along with freedom and a ridding of the parasitic infestation of such extent as is now leaking
out your lives and souls.
I bid you peace and brotherhood and especially at this loving time of the year—may you have insight and
appreciate the full GLORY of that which is hidden from you by the curtain of lies. We are not the parasitic
“Flukes” in this picture, dear ones—your enemy IS. May you come to see TRUTH—in spite of the
training and mind-control used against you.
Do I HIDE my presence? No, in fact I have met long ago with ones, Eisenhower, Baruch, McIntyre and
others. Carter has seen my ships and KNOWS—and THESE ARE DOCUMENTED. I only name
these incidents because YOU ALL KNOW OF THEM. I am alive and REAL, why should I hide from the
parasites that have destroyed “my” brethren? I have bigger “guns” and TRUTH shall serve me sufficiently—as it will YOU. I don’t look like THEIR snakes, of which they called themselves “Serpent
People”. I am LIGHT and I AM OF GOD. I am of the HOSTS sent forth to attend and prepare. You
don’t have to believe ANYTHING except that you have problems and they need attention—the rest will
be revealed.
Salu.
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CHAPTER 10
REC #1 HATONN
SAT., DEC. 24, 1994 9:48 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 130
SAT., DEC. 24, 1994
CHRISTMAS EVE
Dear Ones, on this holiday eve—why would you not enjoy the wonderful feelings of brotherhood and
beauty? It matters in no way “who” might be what—can you not pause for a bit and renew?
People complain that I only bring bad news of things buried and “it is bad enough already without bringing
the rot out of the closets”...and so on. I UNDERSTAND YOUR FRUSTRATION AND WISHES—
BUT, IT IS MY JOB, CHELAS. IF I BE BUT ANOTHER PRESENTER OF NOTHING SAVE
PLATITUDES AND FURTHER COVERING OF THAT WHICH CAN BE YOUR EDUCATION,
I AM NO FURTHER AHEAD THAN YOUR WORST ENEMY. The facts are that I know your
enemy and you do not yet all KNOW.
I had a note yesterday which objected to my always making you readers feel “stupid”—and then a petition
to stop running all the insulting garbage and get on with running the rest of the Ronn Jackson material.
Would it not be wonderful to be able to do that—just run a “novel” without true names and tales. Oh, the
writings are BASED on activities but any intelligent writer would NEVER give information which will get
himself silenced. We do what we can with limited funds, time, personnel and space. Ronn will get his
stories into print—already “Camelot” is moving into the hands of Wally Gentleman, the motion picture
producer, writer and director.
I get complaints that Ronn cannot be what he claims to be or he would certainly “do” things differently and
yet gets furious when confronted. Well, he is in prison, what more is there to be said? You want my
confirmation when I have nothing more than do you—for we try to keep you updated.
These complaints are backed up with such as arrived this morning from AN ANONYMOUS “faxer”—
and I would share. I have no idea from where it arrived. It is typical of the frustrations and we also go
through the pits of despair at seemingly endless thwarts, angry brothers who, like this one, announce that
he/she is going to “stop faxing to you people as of today!” Is this to CONTACT, Hatonn, Ken Vardon—
who? I suppose that is OK with me. But the “faxers” and “writers” obviously do not mean what they say,
i.e., Grandma wrote scathing and abusive letters and said that her writing of that day was the LAST. We
honored that and yet, yesterday, came pages upon pages of stuff to be run in the paper as her “holiday”
package. Thank you but no thank you. I do not run the paper and when I am told in abusive and
unprintable language to “kiss off”—I do. What the Editors do is their business but since they are included
in the abuse—they don’t feel too hot about the connections. People who do this to us—DO NOT READ
THE MATERIAL AND ASSUME THEMSELVES TO KNOW IT ALL—SO BE IT.
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This letter from “no name” is obviously intended to be sent forth so all of you could “shape up” and go to
war. Moreover, the war should be fought over a handful of patriots or hapless victims being damaged.
How many would be damaged if you went to a gun-battle war? And “I” am supposed to be the dullard.
What have we here? Ones willing to push you off into WAR with mass murder to selves? Yes indeed.
I do not think any of you “stupid” and certainly if you are ongoing readers you do not think of us as either
bigots or superior thinking, stupid pronouncing judges. For my people I offer the following, not to confront
the writer, but to allow you to see the frustrations dumped on this crew, the insulting arrows and the justas-quickly demands to run MORE of “their” stuff and “get the stupid people moving”.
[QUOTING: (as received)]
I SAT IN MY HOME THE PAST FEW MONTHS ABSORBING A FEW POINTS OF FOOD FOR
THOUGHT!
WACO, TEXAS: 86 PREMEDITATED MURDERS:
JONESTOWN, GUYANA: 914 PREMEDITATED MURDERS:
GORDON KAHL, PAUL WILCHER: MURDERED:
RANDY WEAVER’S TRAGEDY. WIFE, SON AND DOG MURDERED:
W H O S E N E X T???????
W.W.1&2, KOREA, VIETNAM OR ANY OTHER WAR OR POLICE ACTION. ALL PREPLANNED! WITH THE AFTER THOUGHT OF USHERING IN THE NEW WORLD ORDER
AND TAKING OUT CHRISTIANITY, THE BILL OF RIGHTS AND OUR BELOVED CONSTITUTION!!!!!!
WHAT IN THE HELL ARE YOU WAITING FOR AMERICA? I AM GETTING REAL SICK AND
DISGUSTED!!!!! SO I WILL JUST SAY KISS!
KEEP IT SIMPLE STUPID
DOES THIS RING A BELL WITH YOU SO CALLED PATRIOTS? ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS, MARCHING OFF TO WAR!
THESE MORONS SHOOTING AT THE WHITE HOUSE IS A BAD JOKE!
DID ANYONE EVER HEAR OF A HIGH POWERED RIFLE AND SCOPE? IN VIETNAM WE
WERE CALLED SNIPERS, NOT TERRORISTS!!!!!!!!
FIGHT FOR CHRISTS’ SAKE AND OUR HUMANITY AND FREEDOM! OR JUST LAY DOWN
AND LET THE ATF KICK YOUR DOORS & TEETH IN!
YOU ARE WASTING TIME AND PRECIOUS LIVES WITH THIS LEGAL BULLSHIT OF RECALL, C.G.C., COMMITTEE OF WHOEVER, OR CHARGES OF TREASON & IMPEACHMENT!
LACK OF ACTION IS THE BIGGER CHARGE OF TREASON IN AMERICA!
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I STOP FAXING TO YOU PEOPLE AS OF TODAY! DO ANYTHING TO TURN THE N.W.O.
AROUND AND SPELL IT N O W N O W N O W
[END OF QUOTING]
“In Christ’s name...”??? Hasn’t enough foolishness taken place and enough lives poured out on the battlefields in “Christ’s name”? Christ has nothing to do with war, blood-letting, murder, shooting, stabbing,
starving, beating and thus and so. Christ was called THE KING OF WISDOM! He did not spend his
“months” pondering his navel and working up murder in his heart against the enemy. But his people did and
got HIM HANGED FOR IT. You play right into the enemy’s hands by such rousing and calling to arms!
It appears the writer would have all of you “so called patriots” and “Americans” go to war and get killed
but he/she is too frightened of the enemy, even perhaps “me”, to append a name? Come on, readers. This
is not to chastise the writer—but, rather, to cause you to “think”.
I agree that all the activities going on so far, are pretty useless EXCEPT FOR ONE MAJOR THING—
you are communicating, working and BECOMING INFORMED. With an informed public and citizenry—YOU CAN ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS—AND LEAVE THE BLOODSHED TO THE ENEMY! DO YOU WANT POSITIVE RESULTS OR DO YOU WANT WAR?? IT BOILS RIGHT
DOWN TO THAT CHOICE—FOR IF YOU HAVE WAR YOU WILL SURELY BE DESTROYED.
YOU CANNOT POSSIBLY IMAGINE THE TECHNOLOGY READY TO BE USED AGAINST
YOU. IF WE BORE YOU WITH ONGOING INFORMATION, SEEMING TO SINGLE OUT
GROUPS OR ACTIVITIES, PLEASE ALLOW SOME INPUT AND RESEARCH ON THE SUBJECT INSTEAD OF WORKING INTO A FRENZY OF VIOLENCE.
What is IN this CONSTITUTION which YOU WISH TO SIDESTEP IN VIOLENCE?? RECLAIM
WHAT FOR WHOM?? IF YOU BREAK ALL THE LAWS OF GOD AND CONSTITUTION ARE
YOU ACTUALLY BETTER THAN THE ENEMY WHOM YOU KNOW NOT??
This person was in Vietnam? Who knows! But I suspect so for these are the very things which WERE
BRAINWASHED INTO THE MINDS OF THE PARTICIPANTS IN THAT NON-WAR. THE TRAINING WAS “TESTED” FULL-BORE IN VIETNAM FOLLOWING KOREA EXCHANGES. EACH
ENCOUNTER HAS BEEN A TESTING GROUND FOR INTRODUCTION OF DISEASE AND
MIND-CONTROL. If you don’t know WHO has precipitated this evil on mankind—you might as well
shoot everybody—for it will be the very last ones suspected of such atrocity. You will find that the most
unlikely culprit is the very CHRISTIAN CHURCHES which are infiltrated and the teachers/preachers are
fully hoodwinked or outright involved.
Did anyone watch ANCIENT MYSTERIES last evening about the birth of Jesus? Even the quotes at the
beginning were wrong. “...and his name will be Jesus” is not even remotely so—even Isaiah said his “name
will be Immanuel”. The whole story is only fragments of myths and tales abounding in the day—70 to 300
years AFTER JESUS. Do I bash this as total lie? I could—but why would I do so? It is important for
man to have something to cling to in his growth. The nativity is mentioned in only two gospels and never
from “first parties”. Even at best it would be recollections of stories told by the participant himself and
2000 years can dull the memory—or replace it.
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STOP it, people. The CONCEPT is that which is at point. A “virgin” in those days was not even considered anything save a “young woman”. BLIND faith is exactly “that”—BLIND. IT IS THE CONCEPT
OF GOODNESS WHICH IS IN POINT HERE. The fact is that the ENEMY of mankind and Christ
WROTE the stories for your further blinding. Can you not accept Christ and God NOW and stop living
2000 years ago? The name of this game is “getcher soul” and the enemy is a long way out front!
To get the immoral, egotistical scoundrel in the White House is only to worsen the problem—you have to
GET THE CULPRITS BEHIND THE SILLY THRONE. AND NOBODY WANTS TO BE ACCUSED
OF BIGOTRY IN NAMING THEM—JUST GO TO WAR AGAINST THE SILLY “FRONTS” AND
PUPPETS.
DO I MEAN JEWS?
No, no more than I mean that all whites are as insane in warped thought as is Clinton. He is simply the
“picture” of a “white” goyim (gentile) even though he is certainly not a Christian or anything else worthy of
the name. He is the worst example of a PARASITE feeding off power and your blood.
THE VERY POINT HAS BEEN TO ESTABLISH SUCH CONFUSION THAT YOU CANNOT
HAVE ANY WAY TO KNOW YOUR ENEMY—HE LOOKS, TASTES, FEELS AND EXISTS LIKE
YOU—SO YOU HAVE TO LOOK AT ACTIONS, ASSOCIATIONS, LINEAGE AND COME TO
RECOGNIZE THE SIGNS AND SYMBOLS WHICH SLIP THROUGH FOR REINFORCING THE
POWER STRUCTURE. You must have “hate-laws” which disallow anyone telling you truth under the
guise of bigotry, etc. If you can’t learn truth—you will blunder and they have excuse to destroy you. It is
your privilege to do as this patriot would incite you to do—but a Christmas massacre of the Elite would
simply be bad press at the “Holy” season.
Since it is Christmas and the subject focus is on Jesus, may we consider another writing from The Journal
of Civil Defense: Winter 1995. I will reprint it and let us look at the presentation and REALIZE that the
opinions are by one man, Pastor R. Dean McNeese, of the First Baptist Church, Lawley, FL. This was
also printed in the papers and is accepted as valid truth. I will comment along for it is so filled with garbage
that it behooves the trash man to gather it into his dumpster. But THIS is what is happening—through full
intent or purely erroneous and blind foolishness.
[QUOTING:]
JESUS: PSYCHIC OR PROPHET?
[H: I can assure you that HE was NEITHER!]
Alarming Propaganda or Astonishing Predictions? by Dr. Jack and Rexella Van Impe, Produced
by Jack Van Impe Ministries, Box 7004, Troy, MI 48007. Two-85 min. VHS tapes.
Reviews by Pastor R. Dean McNeese, First Baptist Church, Lawley, FL.
THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON
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The prevailing question in the twentieth century, among philosopher and scholar alike, is centered
around the end of the world. Many scoff and scorn the idea that the world will come to a catastrophic end,
yet even in their ridicule, a twinge of doubt and fear is present in their souls. Novels are written and movies
are produced portraying various suggestions of how it all may end. However, the Word of God, the Holy
Bible, presents us with a clear picture of that final story. [H: Clear picture?? For 2000 years or infinity
(whichever seems to come first) nobody has had a “clear picture” of anything written in that
“Holy Bible”—especially the dreams of John the Revelator who never even SAW Jesus. What
was it that made that man “John” so all-fired believable? He spoke in visions and today you
would string up the villain with electric wires. Why has this story come forth? BECAUSE THE
ENEMY OF GOD WANTED YOU TO ACCOMPLISH EXACTLY WHAT IS PRESENTED
FOR YOU TO ACCOMPLISH—AT ANY FOOLISH COST.]
The question was recently posed to this writer concerning the Battle of Armageddon, mentioned
mainly in Revelation 19:11-21 and Ezekiel [H: And just “when” was the Book of Ezekiel written and
much less, when was it printed? AND BY WHOM? THE SAME ONES WHO PRINTED
REVELATION!!! THAT’S WHO!] Chapters 38 and 39. Will the world end soon? Will there actually
be a great world battle between the forces of GOD and Satan? [H: YEP, RIGHT NOW! YOU JUST
DIDN’T KNOW WHAT THE WEAPONS WOULD BE—DID YOU? YOU STILL DON’T.]
Revelation 21:1 prophesies there shall be a new heaven and a new Earth, because the first heaven
and first Earth shall be passed away. II Peter 3:7,10 declare that God will soon destroy the universe
because of the wickedness and rebellion of man against God. How does the terrible awesome Battle of
Armageddon fit into the picture?
Firstly, what is the Battle of Armageddon? Revelation 19:11-21 at the end of the tribulation period:
the terrible seven years of Satanic rule on planet Earth, when God has taken the believers of Christ to
heaven and has withdrawn his powerful restraining hand on the forces of evil. (Study Daniel, II
Thessalonians and Revelation.) At the end of those seven years (described in Revelation 6-18) the devil
will have gathered the armies of the world to come against the Jews at Jerusalem. At this point in time, the
LORD Jesus Christ will emerge from heaven with his angelic army (II Thessalonians 1:7) and with all his
saints (Jude 14) and utterly defeat the armies of darkness. That, in a nutshell, is what the Battle of
Armageddon is all about. [H: And you think you have problems now? This is going to be God of
Light—with His “saints” and do these dastardly deeds? You “voted in” things which the “enemy” does and now claim RIGHTS for their behavior—so just WHO is the “bad guy”? Now
God of Goodness is going to come down and “utterly defeat the armies of darkness”. WHO
ARE THE ARMIES OF DARKNESS??? WHO ARE YOU GOING TO SHOOT AT?? THE
EARLIER WRITER CALLED “YOU” THE “ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS”...! WHO
ARE YOU GOING TO MURDER? WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EVIL COME UPON
MANKIND? ARE YOU PURE IN THOUGHT, HEART AND SOUL OR DO YOU ALSO
WANT TO GO TO WAR AND MURDER THE BASTARDS THAT “YOU” DECIDE ARE
THE EVIL CREATURES? WHO IS THE WORST CRIMINAL—THE ONES WHO FOLLOW ORDERS OR THE ONES WHO ORDER—AND ALLOW THE MAKING OF RULES
AND LAWS WHICH ALLOW EVIL AND PROTECT THE EVILAND THE PERPETRATORS
OF THAT EVIL?]
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Jesus Christ will bind Satan and cast him into the bottomless pit, at which time he will clean up the
planet and reign and rule for one thousand years (Revelation 20). [H: How are you going to recognize
this master magician? We come as Hosts and after eight years of full disclosure—you denounce
me, for instance, as a reptilian snake from outer space cadet school or a fake or a liar or, or, or....
JUST HOW ARE YOU GOING TO KNOW WHEN THE DAY ARRIVES? OH, I SEE—CHRIST
WILL BE ON THE CLOUDS AND SUCK YOU UP AND MAKE EVERYTHING HAPPY EVER
AFTER—EXCEPT FOR SATAN, OF COURSE, IN THE BOTTOMLESS PIT. BUT HOW
ARE YOU GOING TO DECIDE WHETHER THIS ONE OR THAT ONE IS TOSSED IN
WITH HIM? WELL, LUCKY YOU—PASTOR MC NEESE AND THE VAN IMPES WILL
DO THAT FOR YOU.]
At the end of the one thousand years God will judge all sinners (Rev. 20:12, Hebrews 9:27). [H:
Well, I guess YOU don’t have to worry much—you don’t even know the day to celebrate this
Jesus’ birthday and didn’t even after less than 70 years had passed. JUST WHO IS GOING TO
BE JUDGED—AT THE RATE YOU ARE BEING DESTRUCTIVE THERE LIKELY WON’T
BE MANY SAINTS OR SINNERS AROUND THAT DAY—AFTER A THOUSAND YEARS—
IF ANYONE CAN COUNT CORRECTLY—NO ONE HAS THUS FAR. I am not making fun
of anything—THIS IS SERIOUS thought material, readers. Please use your brains while reading for GOD did not create a bunch of suckers—you did that job all by yourselves!] and then
dissolve the world with fire (Rev. 21:1-5). Those who submitted to the Lordship of Christ and obeyed the
gospel message will be spared, but those who rejected Christ will be condemned eternally (Heb. 10:2629, Matthew 25:48). [H: Matthew who? If I said, “Well, Matthew told me that you are going to
be drowned again”—would you believe it? Well, why do you believe someone whose name you
don’t even KNOW from 2000 years ago? Because you are supposed to believe the lies, friends!
SOMEBODY has kept the myths going in spite of the non-truths, half-truths and instructions for
your behavior. Every year those tales are given “revelation” and updating, retranslation and on
and on and on and you paddle along after the perpetrators as if they were authority. They are
foolish and you become most foolish in the processing.]
Secondly, where is the location of this great battle? In the Valley of Megiddo (Ezekiel 38 & 39), not
far from the city of Nazareth, in the Palestinian area. [H: Anybody want to bet?]
Lastly, when will this battle take place? We have already noted the specific time will be at the close of
the seven years; which thought presents a second question: when is the time of the seven years? Again, we
go to the Word of God for the answer. In Matthew Chapter 24, [H: Looks to me like you are going
to the word of Matthew again—what does that have to do with the Word of GOD?] the 12 disciples [H: You mean those good buddies who didn’t even bother to STAY AWAKE WITH JESUS
THE NIGHT BEFORE HIS MURDER?] questioned Jesus, “What shall be the sign of thy coming,
and of the end of the world?” Jesus gave them an extensive answer (study Matthew 24). [H: By the
way, there are at least 29 KNOWN GOSPELS while only 4 were CHOSEN by German-Hebrew
scholars a zillion years after the so-called fact.] He told them when world crises would arise (earthquakes, wars, famine, diseases, etc.) to beware. [H: Do you think those things were NOT ongoing?
How do you think the great mountain ranges formed other than by massive earth upheavals?
How about famines and wars? Has there EVER been anything else?] He told them when false
prophets would arise to also beware. [H: Didn’t seem to cause anyone to note the false prophets
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right then in writing the false documents!] He said it would be a time of sinfulness abounding as it was
in the days of Noah (drunkenness, adultery, fornication, no moral values, sodomy, fleshly pleasure, social
corruption, murder, stealing). [H: This would all seem pretty easy to identify, wouldn’t it? Well,
what about the laws against sodomy that were prevalent in all the U.S. until recently? Well, good
people—there aren’t laws made unless something is going on!] He also said that when the Jews
returned to their homeland and became a nation once again, that the Second Coming of Christ would be
very close, even at the door (Matthew 24:33). [H: The term “Jew” did not take place until the late
1700s A.D. so it is obvious that this cannot refer to the modern “jew”. The “homeland” was not
in what is now PALESTINE—it was PALESTINE so what do we mean here? It means, obviously, that it is ASSUMED that when the United Nations Security Council would give Palestine
to the Russian Zionist “Jews” that something would happen? Ah, but today the Zionists in the
U.S.A. say that the United States is the Israeli HOMELAND!! CHECK IT OUT!] Jesus then
stated that the generation who saw the Jews become a nation would not pass away until they saw the end
of the world. [H: At best, Matthew may have stated this—Jesus DID NOT.]
To answer the question of the nearness of the Battle of Armageddon in the end-time, a clear study of
the Word of God reveals that the time is soon, very soon.
[END OF QUOTING]
Well, good luck—JUST WHERE ARE YOU GOING TO GET THE WORD OF GOD? I THOUGHT
SO. Just wait until next March, 1995, when “they” toss a little Project Blue Beam all over you via Billy
Graham’s “crusade” out of Puerto Rico. How many of you watched LAST NIGHT and saw the equipment which was set up to initiate Operation Blue Beam?? Oh it was hidden under the charade of “extraterrestrial communications” systems—but it was right there with hookups to satellites all over—in Puerto
Rico. You know, that system they “shut down” to keep you from knowing anything and giving you time to
forget what you might have overheard.
May we get back now to reality? You have problems but they are right in front of you. You can begin with
any of the things on the PROTOCOLS OF ZION listing but let us just consider the Judicial system and
attorneys at the moment.
From Florida comes an article worthy (almost) of sharing—picked basically at random.
VAMPIRES IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM?
Exploring the Dominant Lawyer culture.
...”One inmate sued a prison warden for serving him chunky instead of smooth peanut butter...”
[H: You think this couldn’t be? Come on now—Gunther Russbacher AND Ronn Jackson were/
are both in prison—and yet they have CONSTANT communication. There is one party to whom
Jackson speaks, in addition to here, some 2 to 5 times a day! He also says he writes some 700
to 1,000 letters a day and speaks to attorneys, politicians, committee members and on and on. I
do not remark about this save for one reason—prisons may be nasty and dank—but the prisoners seem to have unlimited time and resources for a lot of activities. Prison? Dharma is in
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prison—she has no time, is under total surveillance every minute of her life even into the shower
and spends her time in a tiny corner of a basement room. She cannot travel because it is too
dangerous (you know, people shoot at her) and we work 24 hours a day—which is prison? She
has no privacy, no life pleasures, rarely has visitors and the load of responsibility is INCREDIBLE. She is victimized by the judicial system and the more incredible legal system of lawyers to
the point that all assets, all probable assets and all freedom have been taken by the parasites.
Which is PRISON? It is not “just” Dharma—she is simply a good example. If you have not
tangled with the system—you must be already DEAD because the hounds of hell do not leave
any LIVING thing alone.]
This article comes from the “The American Federation of Police”. Circa December, 1994.
By Chief Jim Kouri, CPP. Special Report, 1994 Police Times Magazine.
[QUOTING:]
According to Legal Watch, a violent crime occurs every 22 seconds and a property crime is committed every three seconds. Why is there so much crime and violence in America?
Liberals claim the underlying causes of crime are economic in nature: poverty, racism, lack of job skills,
compounded by an uncaring society. On the other hand, conservatives believe crime causation has more
to do with cultural considerations: a growing underclass population, single-parent homes, value-free education, a lack of stabilizing institutions within many communities, moral relativism, and a failure to hold the
individual responsible and accountable for his/her actions.
But a recent poll of our nation’s police and security executives indicates that a majority of law-enforcement officials blame the judicial system for escalating crime rates. They believe that it is the inability of the
U.S. judicial system to deal with crime that actually contributes to the increases in crime.
And why are judges, prosecutors, and the courts in general unable to operate effectively? Author
Sammy Jenkins thinks it’s due to the attorneys who control our justice system and government in general.
In his informative, sometimes humorous new book DRACULA IN CHARGE OF THE BLOOD
BANK: An Exposé of the American Justice System, Jenkins offers a number of explanations for crime—
all of them involving the saturation of lawyers throughout the country. He blames lawyers for out-ofcontrol crime; for the thousand upon thousands of frivolous lawsuits; for the overall breakdown of American democracy; and for the dangerous deterioration of constitutional law.
Jenkins begins his treatise with a detailed description of what he calls the Dominant Lawyer Culture, a
powerful group of men and women who, unchecked, control this nation, its wealth, and its resources.
One-hundred and seventy-five members of the House of Representatives and two-thirds of the U.S.
Senate are lawyers. The Clinton Administration boasts more lawyers than any other recent presidency.
For instance, of the 17 cabinet members, 13 are attorneys. Even the First Lady (or co-president) is a highpowered (??) lawyer.
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Of course all nine members of the U.S. Supreme Court are attorneys, as are all of the federal and
regional judges, U.S. Attorneys, state attorneys general, district attorneys, appellate court judges and
other so called officers of the court. Add to the list governors, mayors, state legislators—mostly all lawyers.
This dominant lawyer culture, while controlling most of federal, state, and local governments, enact
laws which ultimately benefit lawyers in the public and private sectors. Jenkins claims this is a dangerous
situation for all Americans and the commonwealth. To him, our justice system “has become a private tool
of (the dominant lawyer culture) in a giant business... making business for itself.”
Besides the violence and crime that threatens all of us, hordes of attorneys practicing nationwide cost
taxpayers directly and indirectly over $300 billion annually through the most frivolous litigation imaginable.
For example, a recent National Review story described the enormous number of suits brought against
correctional departments and facilities by prisoners. One inmate sued a prison warden for serving him
chunky instead of smooth peanut butter. Another sued a state corrections department because of the
inferior quality of his prison-cell pillow. Although comical, these ludicrous actions were seriously entertained by judges.
America’s “law factory” has passed, and continues to pass, thousands of laws and yet crime soared
550 percent over the past thirty years. In fact, each year legislatures at the federal and state levels pass
new laws that actually add new crimes to the list of offenses punishable by incarceration. Therefore,
Jenkins states, when faced with the reality of crime in America, the denizens of the judicial system point an
accusing finger at the attorney-dominated legislatures, who in turn pass more laws. He points out that it is
not the law-makers who failed to use the thousands of laws on the books, it is the judicial system that fails.
And who is responsible for overseeing this monolith we call the legal system? Lawyers! State disciplinary panels are comprised entirely of lawyers. The powerful American Bar Association is almost completely staffed by lawyers. Jenkins rueful observes, “The system is controlled by lawyers and lawyerjudges (and) smacks of a closed membership club dictating volumes of legalese to the masses.” He quotes
Charles Dickens’ reference to English law—”a system making business for itself”—and observes that even
some law professors are concerned over the enormous control exercised by lawyers—control that continues to increase during a presidency eager to expand its power and the power of American attorneys: A
bloated bureaucracy that is swollen with millionaire lawyers. President Bill Clinton, a lawyer and former
law professor, and his mate, display an obvious passion and insatiable appetite for government expansion,
which is really an expansion of the dominant lawyer culture. If ever an elitist body existed, it is certainly the
hundreds of thousands of members within the legal profession.
So it comes as no surprise to any law-enforcement officer that cops are the only ones within the entire
criminal-justice system who are held accountable for their actions. When accused of malfeasance or
misfeasance, officers must face the criminal and/or civil courts. However, when a judge knowingly releases a killer back onto the streets, and he kills again, whom does that judge have to face?
Suing police departments and officers has become a growth industry, and many of these suits are
lawyer-instigated. These cop-baiters act as private district attorneys of sorts.
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A related growth-industry is legal action against private security departments and agencies. Today,
many security companies face lawsuits not only for actions taken but for inactions.
This writer’s brother, a San Francisco-based attorney, who’s currently defending a property owner
being sued for his inability to prevent crime on his property, puts it succinctly: If the government cannot
prevent crime, how is a private citizen supposed to do it? Better ask the lawyers.
Suggested Reading: Dracula in Charge of the Bloodbank: An Exposé of the American Judicial
System, by Sammy S. Jenkins. Jr., American Trend Publishing, Las Vegas, Nevada / 1994 - 392 pages,
$9.95.
[END OF QUOTING]
This is such “old news” that it hardly is worthy of taking the space to repeat such as the above—unless of
course, you are being eaten alive by this system of parasites who enforce the parasitic laws made by the
higher ranking parasites, the Elite AND THE CONGRESSIONAL POLITICIANS.
It will not do you any good at all to go march against anybody and do anything until you KNOW THE
PROBLEMS and get ready to implement the CONSTITUTION as it WAS RATIFIED and get rid of the
scoundrels who MADE THE LAWS AFTER REMOVING THE 13TH AMENDMENT!!
Along the “legal” trail I am asked about Richard Wayne Snell and his plight in Arkansas. Well, the facts are
that he has been used as a scapegoat. There was a murder committed prior to the encounter he is “in” for.
He was sentenced to murder in this latter incident—but the “records show” that he was accused and
sentenced to “life” prior to the death sentence. Now, one or the other—HE COULD NOT HAVE
DONE! IF HE WAS “IN FOR LIFE” HOW COULD HE BE OUT SHOOTING AGENTS AFTER
ONLY A YEAR OR SO?? DOESN’T MAKE SENSE? NO, AND NEITHER DOES ANYTHING
ELSE THEY DO.
It is obvious that the prisons are filled to overflow with the WRONG INMATES! FIX “THIS” SYSTEM
OR YOU CANNOT FIX ANYTHING ELSE WRONG.
If the ones who make the laws and enforce the laws are the criminals—you can’t very well “march on
something” or “shoot” something or somebody and fix anything, can you? The culprits removed from the
Constitution that which they chose and replaced it with myriads of other “stuff”. You no longer have any
resemblance to “Common Law”; you are watching a go between lawyers, judges and whatever—at the
expense of YOU—while YOU, as a party in trouble, are not even RECOGNIZED IN THE COURTROOM. Ekkers are into a property case for six years—AND HAVE YET TO BE RECOGNIZED IN
COURT, MUCH THE LESS BE HEARD—WHILE THE LAWYERS HAVE MADE HUNDREDS
OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS QUARRELING WITH EACH OTHER!
I agree with “Anonymous” about the wasting of time with the “legal bullshit” but how do you change that??
Believe me, there aren’t enough bullets to get rid of the lawyers. They have plagued mankind since time
began! And these days, WHO makes up the majority of the legal profession? The word “profession” is
sullied by the very description. I would note that back in Germany in the days of Adolf Hitler—67 out of
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a hundred lawyers were Jews. This was just brought to our attention last evening—on the non-news
Historical Society presentation written and presented by the Jews. They presented it in such a way as to
be “abused” but there it was. What do you have now? Ah, but the “Jews” aren’t “just Hebrew” citizens,
are they? No, they are like the Communists they INVENTED—they bear no relationship to that which
they manufacture. They are the epitome of the parasites sucking dry your world and all within it.
I am constantly invited to get out of your lives and SHUT UP. I am called a “hisssss lizard” and other cute
labels. I recall they did this with Jesus also, when he told truth—it runs in the species. So be it. I AM NOT
A SERPENT but there is THE GROUP WHO DID LABEL THEMSELVES THE “SERPENT PEOPLE”
AND THEY, TODAY—CALL THEMSELVES “JEWS”. YOU GO RESEARCH IT. I LIKE
“SNAKES”, IT’S THE PEOPLE WHO CALL THEMSELVES BY THE TITLE THAT I FIND ABHORRENT FOR THEY DEFILE THEIR OWN PEOPLE. I FIND IT DEGRADING IN ITS UTMOST
EVIL TO BETRAY YOUR OWN FAMILY.
So much has been kept from your knowing that I wonder that you are not at the doors beating them down
to get the TRUTH. But no, you deny and continue to follow the lies. You are actually more interested in
the tales of an assassin and escapades of that which is unlawful and demeaning than in finding truth of your
heritage or your plight today. I would say “dream on”, precious lambs who are being kosherized (your
throats cut and the life-blood oozing out upon the altars whilst you don’t notice that which is afoot save the
annoying sore-throat). Well, those “dreams” are becoming “nightmares” for you who continue in the
“passive dream”. I can hear your pleas and complaints—but you have to make the choices—I can offer
truth and write the truth but, if you turn it off and refuse to see and hear, I can do nothing more.
I salute you who, on this Christmas Eve, 1994, can find some balance in the beauty of God in the midst of
HELL. It is there if you but accept.
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CHAPTER 11
REC #1 HATONN
MON., DEC. 26, 1994 9:55 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 132
MON., DEC. 26, 1994
MOVING ON
Each day that you have to move on—please do so. Do not be lulled by the media to rest on your
awards—for the enemy goes right on with ever increasing diligence.
KWANSA
If you do not believe it then I suggest you take a big look at what is celebrated “this week” for the
traditional seven days with a seven-candle candlestick as the logo. It is an “African-American” (whatever
in the world that term could possibly mean) celebration. Unfortunately that term singles out the most
forward thinking, racially distinct group in the world and labels them something THEY ARE NOT. So,
from where would such a label come, do you suppose? Ah indeed, the candelabra tells you EXACTLY
who suggested and then implemented the various “names” for a race of mankind—which changes with the
wind to be politically correct or as a selective set-up for full racial segregation under the GUISE of unification.
The seven days of celebration with candle lighting is called Kwansa (sometimes called Kwanza) and
reflects so-called African lineage background. However, it is a NEW celebration “for the Americans” of
“native” culture. “Native”??? Native “what”? Native slavery whose foundation for same (slavery) was
built originally and ongoing by the people NOW CALLING THEMSELVES “Jews”.
This group of people, the Khazarian One Worlders WHO RUN EVERY COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE IN THE WORLD, THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM OF EVERY NATION, THE POLITICAL SYSTEMS OF EVERY NATION AND THUS AND SO—ESTABLISHED ANOTHER FALSE HOLIDAY TO SUCK YOU IN. THE FOCUS FOR THE GREAT SUCKING SOUND—IS AMERICA,
CITIZENS!
This has NOTHING to do with PEOPLE of given areas or backgrounds—it has EVERYTHING to do
with control of the WORLD by the Elite people who follow the very adversarial god of CHRIST—the
anti-Christ—WHILE UNDER THE COSTUME AND FACADE OF GOD OF HOLY LIGHT.
There is hardly anyone or anything more hated by the false-”chosen people” than are the BLACKS.
Why? Because the Blacks “think” they are Godly people and, because they BELIEVE so, they ARE. The
very ignorance foisted off on a segment of mankind which disallows for equal justice, equal opportunity
and equal REAL education—has literally allowed the setting up for riots, chaos and loss of millions of the
very race with which the anti-Christ CLAIMS to have brotherhood. Worse, the ones involved ARE NOT
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ALLOWED TO KNOW TRUTH AND ARE BOUND TO THAT INABILITY TO QUESTION BY
THE LEADERS OF THE TRIBE. These puppet-MASTERS are cunning and deceitful and come from
every color, race, tribe and segment of human. “THAT” is why you cannot find them among you for they
head the government, the churches and all commercial activities. THEY HAVE LITERALLY STOLEN
YOUR WORLD, YOUR HERITAGE AND YOUR FREEDOM.
NO REASON FOR NEW REVELATIONS
Why do I not bring new and marvelous revelations? I am taunted, as are my people, that we only give
what is already around and “why do you not bring new truth?” we are constantly admonished. Because
there IS NO “new” truth. Truth is truth, has always been in front of you and shall always be there—you
just don’t look and when you “find” you DENY UNTIL IT IS TOO LATE TO REGAIN CONTROL.
EUSTACE MULLINS
Why do I continually return to the “bigoted” Eustace Mullins? Because he IS THE LEAST BIGOTED
PERSON I KNOW ON YOUR PLANET! His very best friends come from among the scoundrel tribe!
“They” just simply KNOW THE DIFFERENCE. Eustace, and Ezra Pound before him, TELL YOU THE
TRUTH, WILL TELL YOU TRUTH—AND HAVE ALWAYS TOLD YOU TRUTH—BUT THE
ELITE SCOUNDRELS HAVE TRIED EVERY WAY KNOWN TO MAN TO DESTROY HIM—
J. EDGAR HOOVER, THE BARON OF THE FBI, HAD A PERSONAL CONTRACT ON
HIM. THEY STILL TRY BUT TRUTH IS GAINING RECOGNITION AND THOSE OF SUCH
AS THE BRITISH INTELLIGENCE GROUP, ADL B’NAI B’RITH, ARE GOING TO BE
UNCOVERED—IT HAS ALREADY BEGUN.
You must understand that all “service” “groups” form under the guise of “right principles” and “service” in
brotherhood. The true PURPOSE is never recognized at onset and, as the membership grows—THE
DIVERGENCE FROM GOODNESS IS MISSED BY THE PARTICIPANTS WHO CONTINUE
RIGHT ON WITH THEIR GOODLY COMMUNITY SERVICE. This is NECESSARY to allow for
the cover to remain intact. BUT THE MEMBERSHIP IS STARTING TO TURN AGAINST THE
USURPERS WHO THIEVE THE GOODNESS AND USE IT AND THE MEMBERSHIP FOR FOUL
INTENT.
ONES WHO CENSOR
Censorship is in its most effective mode by “copyrights”. Truth can bear NO COPYRIGHT. So, attorneys and courts MAKE THE RULES THAT TRUTH IS COPYRIGHTED. They mislead the writers into
believing their “stuff” is safe and secure under the guise of such “LAWS” (???). WHO MADE SUCH
STUPID LAWS? That’s right! And WHY would these laws be made falsely? That’s right, again! To
censor YOUR FREEDOM OF INFORMATION SPREAD and to gain FIRST INPUT FROM ANY
NEW IDEA, PLAN, TRUTH AND/OR PATENT FOR NEW PRODUCTS. PONDER IT. If you mail
your work DIRECTLY to the Usurpers—WHO GETS THE INFORMATION FIRST?? Interesting
isn’t it?
I would share a small note, in part, from Eustace Mullins to Brent at CONTACT.
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Bankers Research Institute
P.O. Box 1105
Staunton, Va. (24401)
Eustace Mullins, Director
Dec. 20, 1994
Dear Brent;
I have just received the Dec. 13 1994 “Parasite” issue. You are the first to have the courage to deal
with this vital aspect of the world problem. Please send me 50 copies....
With very best regards,
(E.M.)
We present this note because we honor this writer beyond others who have written on the same subject
materials—about a wide variety of topics—but all dealing with the world in downward spiral. I repeat that
this is NOT a bigoted man and the attacks of the “ADL” against him PROVE AS MUCH. The ADL does
not bother to continue years of attack against anyone UNLESS THEY ARE TELLING TRUTH!
I hope that within the year we can have a full section of CONTACT allocated solely to Eustace Mullins,
and, be able to pay him handsomely for the service. You must understand that one does not HAVE to
believe in aliens, little or big, to believe in TRUTH and opening up that truth to the multitudes. I would
guess, however, that just in KNOWING GOVERNMENT AND NEW WORLD ORDER LIES AND
COVER-UPS, that certainly Mullins KNOWS there are “friendly aliens” around as well as dastardly
aliens. Please remember something more obvious and most often missed: The ones calling themselves
JEWS have kept themselves segregated from the American community by failure to simply define themselves as “Americans”. This, readers, means that THEY ARE ALIENS. Does this make the term “Aliens
among us” more easily understood? Thank you. Citizens of a bloodline from the Middle East or Holy
Land who are citizens of the United States of America—CALL THEMSELVES AMERICANS—AND
LIST NO QUALIFICATIONS! You have ones RUNNING your GOVERNMENT in the most important positions known to a government—who do not even speak good English—they are primarily RUSSIAN-JEWS (BOLSHEVIKS). I do not “make up” this information—IT IS WELL-KNOWN TO
ANYONE WHO READS OR HEARS. THE SOVIET-COMMUNISTS CAME AND CONQUERED—SO BE IT!
***
RONN JACKSON
There is no “new news” from Ronn over the Christmas days. This is fine as time for phones are limited as
so many try to get through to loved ones through such days.
We are pleased to note that Ronn’s “room-mate” was released last Thursday and did immediately contact
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CONTACT.
There was a major snafu afoot, however, as he claims Ronn told him it was prearranged for him (Wade) to
contact ones in Las Vegas and/or CONTACT and living facilities and a job would be arranged. Wade
waited at the bus terminal all day for someone to pick him up and when no one arrived he contacted Rick
Martin.
There was nothing to do for the gentleman save give him a bit of assistance in Las Vegas for a trip to his
own home-state. So, information gets scrambled. At any rate, we will follow up as the man is from
Nevada, obviously, and if Jackson gave him this information, he must plan to stay in CLOSE touch.
Unfortunately, Ronn says he never gave Wade such information. Is this just oversight or entangled webs?
It is hard to know but I don’t want you readers to come back to CONTACT as if our stories are “far-out”
misinformation. I am quite sure that this man will know Ronn Jackson just about better than anyone around
and confirmation of activities can be verified. At Ronn’s request CONTACT purchased typing equipment,
etc., for Wade and therefore it is reasonable that such hopeful arrangements would have been offered at
some point. The facts are that with the financial changes of this month—the parties here are unable to be
of much help. Follow up is underway.
As for Ronn himself, the Constitutional Law Center is full-bore ahead on the case. Old court transcripts
will be personally gathered by Mr. Dixon and filing of a “writ” should be accomplished by Tuesday afternoon—if the transcripts uncover what is expected. Would it not be nice to find “freedom” by the First??
ADDRESSES OF
“COMMITTEE” MEMBERS
A dear friend in Florida has gathered mailing information for MANY of the members of that Committee. It
is being provided elsewhere (See end of chapter). Please feel free to continue your writings to these
individuals.
RICHARD WAYNE SNELL
Please do not let up on your contacts to the Governor of Arkansas on behalf of Snell. We are finding more
and more probable miscarriage of justice in all relationships to this case. YOU must not allow that man to
be executed—he is innocent of the charges. Know that this Season BUNCHES of obscene arrests,
confiscations and actions have been taking place against others who KNOW about Clinton—AND, AS
WELL, PATRIOTS DOING NOTHING AND/OR MAKING TAX PROTESTS.
I would share a letter from a Florida reader that you might well consider as a format by which to correspond with said Governor of Arkansas:
The Honorable Governor,
State of Arkansas,
JIM GUY TUCKER
State Capitol
Little Rock, AR 72201
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Dear Governor Tucker,
It seems that I will be asking for a miracle, and yet I must ask anyway. It is in regards to Richard
Wayne Snell, who is now on “Death Row” in Arkansas in a Federal (actually it’s a STATE Prison)
Prison. What I have read recently concerning him is this:
1. He was researching corruption in Mena, Arkansas.
2. He was targeted, set up and ambushed by Federal Agents, using Arkansas State Troopers.
3. He returned fire in self defense, thereby killing one Arkansas State Trooper, and was finally
wounded and captured.
Of course, I don’t know all the facts, and, if the foregoing is TRUE, a case of self defense was
surely warranted. This gives rise to questions that should be investigated, if justice is to be administered.
The questions that arise are:
1. Did his defense attorney truly represent him without collusion?
2. Was he targeted because of his research of the corruption?
3. Would his death serve to further cover-up ongoing and, now, unfolding investigations of
corruption in Mena, Arkansas and elsewhere?
Dear Governor Tucker, I must ask: if there is even an iota of doubt in your mind about any
single facet of this case, will you PLEASE SIGN A STAY-OF-EXECUTION SO THAT THE
MATTER CAN BE RE-EXAMINED? If you do not act quickly, and Mr. Snell is executed, it will
be too late for him. If however, you grant a Stay-of-Execution, and the ensuing investigation reverifies the worst case scenario (of his guilt), will you not still be recognized as a man of mercy and
conscience? And as a man who leaves no stone unturned in the cause of distributing justice?
Dear Sir, his life hangs by a thread, and the cutting knife is in your hand. May you allow our
FATHER to guide you in this matter, as well in every decision that you must make.
If you find me to be incorrect, misguided or misinformed, PLEASE take the time to correct me.
N.H.Mc.
***
Thank you for attending this brother who is about to be slain to protect your bastard president in his
incredible criminal escapades.
Readers, these actions cannot wait until you are through with the ball-game or sipping your Holiday Egg
Nog. They must be attended FIRST and the game will seem far more worthy of your respite.
RAIDS AND CONFISCATIONS PLANNED
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One family in Florida was raided and property taken from within the dwelling right through the Christmas
Tree and packages. This was an average family who declined to file tax papers “because they believed the
Income Tax to be Unconstitutional.” It is—but I remind you—the LAWS NOW STATE THAT YOU
WILL DO THESE THINGS—OR LOSE EVERYTHING! This is going to happen more and more as
Tax Day comes (for example presentation) AND more and more vehicles will be confiscated from you
who feel the Driver’s License is unconstitutional. YOU WILL BE ARRESTED IF DRIVING WITHOUT
THAT LICENSE AND YOUR VEHICLE IS SUBJECT TO IMMEDIATE CONFISCATION! Think
carefully for that which SHOULD be is NOT.
I believe that we have offered THE BEST ways, for protection of selves, available. I have told you over
and over again that even the most plausible methods of privacy, etc., will likely become unavailable. I note
that you will be offered opportunity through this information sheet for some alternatives as to privacy and
business. BE CAUTIOUS—I DO NOT SANCTION THE METHODS OTHER THAN AS POSSIBLE VERY SHORT-TERM POSSIBILITIES. I don’t even sanction them for short-term if the facts be
recognized.
The BEST way to secure some assets is still through the Institute with gold as COLLATERAL for gaining
immediate currency AND having the bank hold the metal as security against those notes. These values
remain able to increase while the notes offer working funds for this work and projects which will ultimately
offer you participants JOBS and a place to live when the going gets REALLY bad. I won’t push further
but some people simply KNOW NOT WHAT THEY DO WHEN THEY FAIL TO SECURE THEIR
COLLATERAL. No bank in the world will secure the collateral for a citizen when there is call against
same or pay the interest as the rates increase—why do you expect the Institute to do so? You complain
about “misuse” of funds? That would be the most grievous form of misuse and abuse of “everyone’s”
assets.
As to privacy and protection of self, Nevada Corporations used and maintained PROPERLY are the best
shelter you can obtain—ANYWHERE. Do not let the smooth salesmen tell you how secure and readily
available foreign funds and trusts ARE—they [the funds] will soon not be obtainable and the costs, fees
and general expenses will be all you get out of it—and that will be in the “wrong” direction—save for the
attorneys and salesmen. If you are in Podunk, U.S.A. and your assets are in Ireland—you don’t HAVE
ANYTHING AND NO WAY TO GET IT—BACK! I am in a great state of annoyance to some of our
thoughtful business attachments for this information but I DO NOT ADVISE SUCH ACTIVITIES IN
THIS TIME OF TOTAL CORRUPTION AND CHAOS—YOU MAY “THINK” YOU DEAL IN
PRIVACY—BUT YOU DO NOT!!! In fact, ponder a moment: HOW ARE YOU GOING TO KEEP
IN TOUCH?? ADDRESSES? HOW? WILL THAT NOT BRING THE SEEKERS RIGHT TO
YOUR MAILBOX, TELEPHONE, OR DOOR? THINK!!
I most certainly suggest that no funds from our coffers be allotted to such activities. You have poured
enough unreturned funds into seemingly good activities such as the ones who even sidetracked funds for
the Constitutional Law Center. DO NOT BE SUCKERED BY THAT WHICH LOOKS GOOD—
AND IS NOT.
CULTS AND SECTS
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I am asked to comment on Cults and Sects and why do people follow leaders in these set-up organizations. I can tell you one thing right off: YOU DO NOT NEED AN ORGANIZATION TO SERVE AND
HONOR GOD. THAT IS WHY YOU WILL FIND NO SUCH THING IN THIS SERVICE.
So, why DO people follow the leader???
I think the following article from The Orlando Sentinel, Sat., Dec. 24, 1994 speaks to the issue very well.
CULTS: WHY DO PEOPLE PLAY
FOLLOW THE LEADER?
by Wendy Marston, A&E Monthly
In 1971 comedian Steven Allen received a distressing letter from his son Brian: “I have given up my old
name and all that went with it. My new name is Logic Israel. I do not expect to return to Los Angeles.
This will be my last letter.”
So began Allen’s encounter with the Love Family, the Seattle cult his 24-year-old son had joined.
In Beloved Son: A Story of the Jesus Cults (Bubbs-Merrill, 1982), Allen describes his family’s ordeal in
trying to remain in contact with Brian, who, after years of membership in the Love Family, did finally make
a break. [H: Why do ones INSIST on calling these “Christian” groups or “Jesus Cults”? Because the enemy wants you to believe, that’s why! Allen is “Jewish” and yet if he paid attention
he would see exactly WHO structured this organization—by the naming of his son “Israel”. For
goodness sakes, will you never see?]
The term “cult” has been used to describe groups ranging from Grateful Dead fans to Jehovah’s
Witnesses to Mary Kay cosmetics saleswomen, but what exactly is a cult? [H: Yes indeed, I am also
interested for you NEVER find the MAJOR CULTS being labelled as such, i.e., Anti-Defamation League, World Zionist Organization, American Jewish League, etc.]
“Ideology is irrelevant,” says Richard Ofshe (Jewish), a sociologist who shared the 1979 Pulitzer Prize
for Public Service for helping to expose Synanon, a violent cult that began as a drug-rehabilitation center in
California. “What is important is how power and authority are used in the group. When people’s confidence in themselves is shattered so they accept exploitation, then that’s a cult.” [H: Does that not suit
the definition of ALL SO-CALLED JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS AND PACs? How many people
thinking themselves “Jewish” but are NOT, are sucked into the payoff to Israel and the World
Order Masters? We have a full-page advertisement for funds from American “Jews” from last
week’s leading New York paper, but the ad ran NATIONWIDE AND IN CANADA. If there is
space please run it.[See end of chapter] THIS IS THE BIGGEST “CULT” OF THE OCCULT
OF ALL KNOWN GROUPS EVER IN HISTORY.]
Ofshe has watched cults and the ways they operate for the past 20 years. He stresses that looking for
a specific philosophy is not the way to identify a cult. Instead, determine what method the organization
USES TO CONTROL MEMBERS’ BEHAVIOR! [H: This one should know for he helps set the
guidelines for the major Jewish groups and that means he knows all about controlling behavior!!]
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What usually propels someone to join a cult is the intense insecurity and vulnerability experienced after
a personal upheaval. Thus people who have recently moved, lost a job, left a marriage or started college
are all prime candidates.
The leaders of cults, however, are a VERY DIFFERENT BREED FROM THE MEMBERS.
The ones that immediately spring to mind—Charles Manson, Jim Jones, David Koresh, Sun Myung Moon
[H: ALL SO-CALLED AND TRAINED “JEWS”.]—have become compelling celebrities.
What is it that enables them to control so many people?
The stock answer has been “charisma”, a word that obscures more than it explains: One cult expert
described the typical leader as an effective manipulator capable of operating a complex social system. [H:
INDEED! And that training comes directly from the MIND-CONTROL PROGRAMS AND
PERSONS INVOLVED. JIM JONES WAS TAKEN TO ISRAEL, HE DID NOT DIE AT
JONESTOWN AND KORESH WAS SEEN BEING LIFTED OFF IN ONE OF THE OFFICIAL HELICOPTERS AT THE MT. CARMEL SITE IN WACO.]
A common belief—though false—is that leaders started out with good intentions but were corrupted
by power. [H: Boy, is that ever a true statement—FOR THE WRONG REASONS!] In fact,
Manson was a pimp and a hustler before gathering his “family” in the late ’60s. Jones, although he became
a preacher as a very young man, had already exhibited signs of violent irrationality when faced with any
kind of abandonment. [H: THE express signs and immoral behaviors trained into trainees in such
as the Montauk Project, the Monarch Project and thus and so.]
The leader needs an effective intelligence system to recruit and keep tabs on members. Jones’ spy
network was first-rate. Strangers attending their first People’s Temple meeting would have been interviewed before the sermon and, in many cases, would be shocked to hear Jones revealing their secrets
during his talk. [H: Do you readers and friends NOW SEE WHY I insist on no membership, no
pushing of anything and certainly no “recruiting”? When I hear ones even using the word I
cringe and have to get harsh. We have no group and no recruiting to jobs or anything else. YOU
either are for GOD OF LIGHT or you are not. I certainly have a job and so do YOU although I
realize that some of you think soliciting members for US is somehow your task. NO, NO AND
NO! We serve only the CHRISTED energy of GOD—and for that we NEED NO CLUB (OF
EITHER VARIETY). Ones bringing visitors to a “meeting”, if we are having one, ERR greatly
if they give the impression that these are church-like gatherings. There is nothing about our
meetings which is “church-like” save the message perhaps as would be revealed in a TRUE
Christian atmosphere. There is no donation, no order, no regularity and no membership although ones CONSTANTLY desire to structure this perception. Our KNOWING may well qualify
as a “religion” of some sort—but it is NOT so don’t try to make into same. Note that it is your
enemies who continue in such tactics and mispronouncements to suck you into their trap. If you
feel this way about us—please get thee from us. We have an honorable job to do and good
business to be built—no more. I have a task of sharing the WORD of truth as do many of my
friends—however, YOU WILL ESTABLISH AND DO THE PROJECTS.]
He accomplished this trick with a team of skillful spies who would learn during the interview if any of
the newcomer’s family were still at home. If not, they would break into the house, snoop around and race
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back with details. The new person would be convinced of Jones’ omniscience. Continued use of espionage ensured that anyone who began to question Jones’ authority would be found out and quickly dealt
with. [H: This is THE major reason I speak so rarely about personal events and private incidents—so that YOU DO NOT COME TO BE SUCKERED INTO A MAGIC CULT OF “PSYCHIC” NONSENSE.]
Cults also use brainwashing techniques. One—sleep deprivation—is a tried-and-true way to distort
perception, even to the point of hallucination. [H: And just WHERE would this come from in your
daily activities?] Members aren’t commanded outright to stay awake; rather they’re given assignments—
changing, memorizing dogma, confession—that achieve the same results: postponing sleep. As their physical
state deteriorates, followers fall more firmly under the leader’s hold.
***
I hope that ones of YOU who try to impress ME with your need to stay up all day and night to answer
letters, do writings, do service or anything ELSE—are not! If you are not in the service of my enemy—you
will become so when deprived long enough. This does not infer that ones who serve at night and get the
rest they need during the day are remiss. They simply utilize “different” hours. To believe that YOU are
somehow “beyond the ability of the dark forces to control YOU” are going to be very sadly mistaken.
I would like to leave this particular writing for the staff is very short of hands today and the paper must go
to bed this evening. Thank you and, Dharma, I would like to continue right on, please. Take a break and
get back quickly and we will try to meet the needs of the other workers. Salu.
***
THE COMMITTEE OF 17 ADDRESSES
A1 - WALT ROSTOW
A2 - STEVEN M. WOLF
A3 - WILLIAM T. JONES
A4 - NORMAN MAILER
A5 - WARREN CHRISTOPHER
A6 - SIR JAMES GOLDSMITH
A7 - JACQUES SANTER
A8 - HUBERTUS VON GRUENBERG
A9 - JUAN CARLOS
A10 - ALBERTO FUJIMORE
A11 - EDWARD SHEVARDNADZE
A12 - JOHN MCFARLANE
A13 - JEAN CHRETIEN
A14 - TOMIICHI MURAYAMA
A15 - BARBARA JORDAN
A16 - ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN
A17 - RONN JACKSON
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Another Editor’s note: “ 2x6 “ went to the library and looked up addresses for THE Committee of
17. He couldn’t find anything on A-3 or A-8 or A-12. If anyone else can help us with the missing
addresses, please forward the information to CONTACT for future publication. Here is what he
found:
A-1, Walt Whitman Rostow—born 7 Oct. 1916 in New York.
Currently Prof. of Econs. and History, Univ. of Texas;
Chairman of the Board and CEO, The Austin Project, 1992- .
Published 30 books.
Address: 1 Wildwind Point
Austin, TX 78746
A-2, Stephen M. Wolf—born 7 Aug. 1941.
Has been CEO of five major airlines.
Is currently CEO of United Airlines.
Address: United Airlines, Inc.
1911 Jefferson Highway
Arlington, VA 22002
A-4, Norman Kingsley Mailer—born 31 Jan. 1923. Long Branch, NJ
Directed four movies, published 29 books.
Address(es): c/o Rembar
19 W. 44th Street
New York, NY 10036, or
c/o Random House, Inc.
Authors’ Mail
201 E. 58th Street
New York, NY 10022
A-5, Warren M. Christopher—born 27 Oct. 1925, Scranton, ND.
Member Tri-lateral Commission, Secretary of State
Address: Department of State
2201 C Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20520
Tel: (202)647-4000 Fax: (202) 632-5854
A-6, Sir James Michael Goldsmith—born 26 Feb. 1933, Paris.
Address: Casa La Loma
Costa Cuixmala
Jalisco, Mexico
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A-7, Jacques Santer—born 18 May 1937, Wasserbillig.
Prime Minister of Luxembourg.
Address(es): Hotel De Bourgogne
4 rue De La Congregation
L-2910 Luxembourg (off.), or
69 Rue J.—P. Huberty
1742 Luxembourg (Home)
Tel: 478-1 (off.)
A-9, Juan Carlos I, King of Spain—born 5 Jan 1936, Rome.
Inaugurated King on 22 Nov. 1975.
Address: Palacio De La Zorzuelo
Madrid, Spain
A-10, Alberto Kenyo Fujimori—born 1939, Lima, Peru.
President of Peru 1990- .
Address: Office of the President
Lima, Peru
A-11, Eduard Amvrosivevich Shevardnadze—born 25 Jan. 1928
Georgia (Russia).
Long-time Communist leader/politician.
Chairman Supreme Soviet of Georgia; Acting Minister of Defense.
Pub.: The Future Belongs To Freedom, 1991.
Address: Georgian State Council
Tbilisi, Georgia
A-13, Hon. Joseph Jacques Jean Chretien—born 11 Jan. 1934, Shawinigan, Can.
Long-time Liberal leader/politician, Prime Minister of Canada.
Address: Office of the Prime Minister
Langevih Block
Parliament Building
Ottawa, Ont. K1A 0AZ, Can.
A-14, Tomiichi Murayama—born 3 Mar. 1924
Long-time Socialist leader/politician, Prime Minister of Japan
Address: Office of the Prime Minister
1-6, Nagata-Cho
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
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Tel: (03)3581-2361
A-15, Barbara C. Jordan—born 21 Feb. 1936, Houston, Tex.
Member of 93rd-95th Congress from 18th Dist. Tex.
Host of PBS: TV series “Crisis To Crisis”, 1982.
Elected to African-American Hall of Fame, 1993.
Address: University of Texas
Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs
Austin, TX 78713
A-16, Aleksandr Isayevich Solzhenitsyn-born 11 Dec. 1918, Rostov-On-Don.
Contracted- later cured of cancer. Exile in Siberia 1953-1957.
Expelled from Russia Feb. 1974. About 24 publications.
Address: c/o Harper and Row, Inc.
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022
A-17 Ronn Jackson
Address: % CONTACT
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
***
ISRAEL
[See next page]
ISRAEL
Editor’s note: This advertisement from the New York Times for Wednesday, 12/14/94, is referred to by Commander Hatonn a few pages back in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 12
REC #2 HATONN
MON., DEC. 26, 1994 1:05 P.M. YEAR 8, DAY 132
MON., DEC. 26, 1994
LET’S MOVE RIGHT ALONG, PLEASE.
I find it hard to believe that there is such interest in the ongoing saga of “Bo” Gritz through this place. I am
interested, however, that you readers still like to focus on this man. Well, I suggest you continue to pay
attention for he has much remaining to do in his life and he certainly CAN’T SEEM TO HELP IT IF HE
ALLOWS ONE CALLING HIMSELF HATONN, IN THE COSTUME OF A LIZARD, INTO HIS
PRESENCE. It is NOT ME so why bother with the time-wasting to try and make it into something that
has no value—except for the lessons taught by ones who THINK they can play with the devil and not get
stung—that forked tail is for something!
Why do I bring this up today? Because Bo is in the Salt Lake news again—in the Mormon paper, THE
SALT LAKE TRIBUNE. The Mormons are threatened and it SHOWS!! Let us share:
BO GRITZ BLASTS HIS
FAIR-WEATHER FRIENDS
by Christopher Smith.
[QUOTING:]
Ultraconservative crusader and war hero James “Bo” Gritz says his family has been ostracized by
many friends and followers since breaking with The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. [H: See,
a “label” does not TRUTH make!]
“It is as if a veil has been drawn between us and church representatives,” Gritz writes in a lengthy firstperson account of his decision to leave the church, published in the November issue of his Center For
Action newsletter. [H: Don’t you find it interesting that this would be pulled FROM A PRIVATE
NEWSLETTER OF LIMITED DISTRIBUTION to be used against him in the national PRESS?
Well, it doesn’t to US WHO HAVE BEEN MR. GRITZ’ TARGETS ON RADIO AND IN HIS
PRESS!!]
“Now that I have stirred up a storm by inquiring why the LDS corporate church is acting more like
tax collectors than witnesses for the Lord Jesus Christ, some of our fair-weather friends have
abandoned ship. Better now than when things really begin to buffet.” [H: Good, Bo! Perhaps
we can again work together when the buffeting starts—and you learn the truth of those you
SUPPORT who are against us?? THE MORMON CHURCH IS THE THIRD LARGEST CULT
IN THE WORLD WITH THE FIRST TWO BEING THE “JEWISH MOVEMENT OF ZION80

ISM” (THE MORMONS ALSO CALL THEMSELVES “ZIONISTS”), AND THE CATHOLIC CHURCH SINCE PUTTING THE POLISH JEW ONTO THE PAPAL THRONE. IT
STARTED FAR BACK BEFORE THIS PLACEMENT—BUT THIS WAS THE FULFILLMENT
OF THE LINEAGE PLAN.]
Rocking the religious boat is nothing new to Gritz, who received 28,391 Utah votes during his Populist
Party presidential campaign in 1992. Utah provided a third of his nationwide support.
But Gritz has a habit of rattling Mormondom with comments like this one from a Salt Lake Tribune
interview two years ago: “I don’t personally believe we will be gods, frankly. I don’t know whether
Joseph Smith was a prophet a little bit, a long time, or always or never. It doesn’t make a difference to
me.”
A 1984 convert, Gritz had contended that his salvation depended more on “my position with the deity,
not Salt Lake City.” His growing frustration with what he views as the “corporate” hierarchy of the
Mormon Church resulted in a March 14 letter instructing church leaders to remove his name from membership rolls “until such time as Jesus Christ is restored as the head”. [H: Bad news, Bo, Jesus Christ
was NEVER the head of the Mormon Church. In the Oriental (specifically Japanese) languages
“Mormon” MEANS “Satan”. The Mormon Church was ESTABLISHED as THE American
branch of the Freemasonic-Illumanati Zionist octopus. If you can’t see it with the knowledge
that YOU HAVE, BO, then you are pretty BLIND! This is also why I AM PRESENTED TO
YOU AS A SERPENT—TO ALIENATE YOU FROM GOD AND HIS HOSTS. Believe what
you will but you remain stranded in the wrong troops as long as you allow for the manipulation by
the ADL through ones like George Green et al. who have ALREADY SOLD THEIR SOULS—
TO GUESS WHO!]
“My action is not recommended for any who feel their salvation and status before God is in any way
tied to human authority and man-made structures,” Gritz writes in an open letter to supporters titled Salt
Lake City ‘N Me. “I am not suggesting that any of you revoke your church membership.” [H: Why not,
Bo? I thought you stood for truth at all turns of the pathway. If you do not advocate your own
actions then how can you expect your readers to stand FOR YOU? If demand for tax returns
upon which to base your tithing is WRONG FOR YOU, is it not WRONG FOR ALL?]
Gritz writes that he came to Mormonism after receiving a divine revelation in the Asian jungle during a
failed mission to find missing Vietnam POWs. [H: Now THAT IS interesting! Who do you suppose
gave you that “divine” revelation? No, old friend, it WAS NOT ME!] He, his wife Claudia and two
children were sealed in the St. George Temple in 1985, a rite that according to Mormon doctrine will keep
them together for eternity. [H: And a ritual which CANNOT be taken UNLESS you are a tithing
member of the cult.]
“Some of the temple ritual seemed more than strange, but I found great peace and clarity in my celestial
communication,” writes Gritz, who did not return phone calls from the Tribune. [H: I find that bit even
more interesting—he found “that” communication with celestial beings peaceful and with clarity—while I am with the Hosts of God and he hears me NOT? What’s more is that I am a “blood
relative” to the young man. My hope is that I will witness this young man mature into TRUTH
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where his service can be fulfilled in the service of GOD.]
As his 1992 presidential campaign dawned, Gritz writes, “I was disappointed to find that politics left its
repulsive stain upon those I thought invulnerable.” He resented being denied access to speak at Brigham
Young University although George Bush, Bill Clinton and Ross Perot had been invited. [H: Not to
mention the Mormon LEADER, Brent Scowcroft!] Church officials warned him not to accept invitations to speak in ANY CHURCH FACILITIES, he said.
“Regional representatives, LDS college presidents, stake presidents and other officials reported that I
had been ‘excommunicated’,” writes Gritz. “It was painfully clear that LDS Church officials favored Bush
and would do ‘whatever it takes’ to keep votes from me and the Constitution.”
Gritz contends the Internal Revenue Service has convinced the LDS Church to police its members for
tax protestation.
LDS Church spokesman Don LeFevre says honesty is a requirement to qualify for a church temple
recommend, which implies obedience to the law. [H: Now if that isn’t the largest dose of hogwash
ever presented since the Grinch stole Christmas! Obviously, Mr. LeFevre or Col. Gritz have not
gotten to know, very well, the larger membership of the Mormon Church, especially as relates to
BUSINESS!]
A March meeting with his stake president, Blain Hale of Las Vegas, was the “straw that broke the
camel’s back”, writes Gritz. The former Green Beret claims Hale admonished him for baptizing an Army
intelligence lieutenant in California, since Gritz was practicing his Mormon priesthood ordinance outside his
region. Then Gritz writes that Hale asked if he planned to file a 1040 tax form with the IRS in April.
“It is very clear through Supreme Court decisions that there is to be no mix between church and state,”
writes Gritz, [H: And your million dollar check is in the mail!] who has said he dutifully pays taxes.
“Why, if our government rejects God, are churches accepting roles as government tax collectors?” [H:
VERY GOOD QUESTION!]
[END OF QUOTING]
0UNITED NATIONS—
ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE
(Mormon Church offshoot)
I am not tattling—I state a FACT. If it is uncomfortable—apologies for not speaking UP SOONER!
The ADL is into the subject of American State Militias like super-glue on balsa wood. Why? Would not
the ADL citizens want freedom under the Constitution of your Great Nation? I offer here a well-done
letter by one who obviously needs support and our protection BY PRINTING HER NAME. I have no
notion as to militias, in general, but your Constitution allows for same and just WHY would a foreign cult
be so active AGAINST AMERICAN CITIZENS?
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The letter in point is TO the ADL.
[QUOTING:]
ADL (Anti-Defamation League)
823 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017
Attn: David Strassler
Thomas Halpern
David Rosenberg
James Purcell
I have just read your so called report on American Militias. I would like to ask you one BIG question:
Just who do you think you are, spying on the American people, who are following their total rights given to
them first by God as free Americans, by the Constitution of the United States, and the Constitutions of
each of our individual states?
You talk about anti-this and anti-that. Just who put you in the judge’s seat? By your actions in your
involvement in the murder of 100 men, women and children at Mt. Carmel, and the murder of Randy
Weaver’s wife, son and their dog, it is very clear who is the anti-Christian, and anti-anything that you do
not approve of. Satan, your father, must be very proud of you and your right arm, the “Cult Awareness”
bunch of idiots.
How dare you judge what is a cult? Where did your “wise men” come from; who decides who or
what is a cult, or who is anti-this or anti-that? I can tell you if you do not know...from the pit of hell!
Also, how dare you tell the ATF just what they must do as far as your appendix “ADL MODEL
PARAMILITARY TRAINING STATUTE, AND HOW IT MUST BE PASSED IN ALL OF OUR
STATES? You do not set our laws and you have stepped way beyond anyone’s right to judge free
Americans [H: Ah, but dear ones, THEY DO SET YOUR LAWS!] (and whether you realize it, we are
still free, and NO ONE is going to change that). [H: No, you are not “still free” and therein lies the
FACT.] Oh how ashamed the true, loving Jewish people must be of you and your filth. I have many
Jewish friends and they are nothing like you animals, and I apologize to the animals for using their name to
describe you.
May our Holy God forgive you for what you have done, and are doing. Our Holy God told us “to pray
for our enemies, and those who persecute you, for my name sake, and I will heap coals of fire upon their
heads.” I will be praying for you to realize who is in control of you, and that you will repent and fall on your
faces before Almighty God, before it is too late for you. Have you forgotten people like you, as hateful as
you, and evil as you, did the same thing to the Jewish people as you have done in Idaho, and Waco, Texas
and are now spreading your venom and hate against patriotic American citizens? [H: I apologize for any
bringing in of threats of what God will do—for the very “threats” were written as IF by God in
the books of Jewish instructions called the Holy Bible. READ THOSE BOOKS WITH DISCERNMENT AND GOOD JUDGMENT!]
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With absolutely no respect for you and your organization from hell, I am a free American who objects
to you and for all you stand for.
Delores Kuespert
51530 Juniper Rd.
South Bend, IN 46637
[END OF QUOTING]
Sorry, “pickers”, this is not set up by any of “us” as you of the opposition proclaim. This is an American
screaming out in objection to that which is being foisted off onto you. A 12/11/94 ADL REPORT ON
MILITIAS CAN BE RECEIVED VIA APFN HOTLINE FAX PUB. CALL 702-228-9111—AREA 2,
SPECIAL REPORT 2. AND PLEASE, READERS, SUPPORT THE APFN HOTLINE. FREEDOM IS NOT FREE! ONES STRUGGLE TO GET INFORMATION TO YOU BUT THE
HELP IS SO LITTLE IN SUPPORT THAT IT IS SHOCKING AND APPALLING. I do note
that it is because the true patriots and freedom seekers have done their seeking in the wrong
places and were divided from assets BEFORE the fact—GUESS HOW THAT CAME TO
PASS???.
I have no input about “militias”—my interest and mission deals with other matters of information. But here
is another “good one”. It is an article from SONS/DAUGHTERS OF LIBERTY:
Before offering the article, however, it should be noted that, according to Texe Marrs, Broadcaster &
Editor of FLASHPOINT newsletter, “Bob Dole is a 33rd degree Mason.” Further let it be noted that
Bob Dole was served Public Notice of Treason on Nov. 28th by Charles R. Sprows, Maitland, Florida
(Fax: 407-644-2717).
[QUOTING:]
THE GREATEST BETRAYAL OF ALL
BY THE GOVERNMENT AND WITHIN
It is known from within the ranks of the Military and by Illuminati members that America is clearly
betrayed and must therefore be taken back. Enough information has been given us to hold them accountable for War Crimes and Treason. Internet and computer hackers have made access files available. If you
have been violated by any Judge, IRS, BLM, Police, etc., we ask you to write down all vital information as
best you remember and to gather background information on the violators. Get their names, social security
numbers, official titles, personal history, where they live, take photos of them, find out where their relatives
live, family members, where they bank, clubs and organizations, etc. This information will be asked for
later as they will be held accountable for their War Crimes. Draft up your own forms to fill out and
encourage others to do the same. If you see people being violated in public or along the roads or at
home—photograph the event and then document it with witnesses. Collect maps showing aerial restricted
zones and note these locations. Collect maps of fenced government projects that are not quite what they
seem. Watch key areas along Florida-Georgia, California borders, Canada, and any troop movements,
rail car movements, monitor the FEMA bands and short wave radio bands. Be prepared and learn the
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landscape better than others. Try to locate underground air vents, pipelines, elementary structures that
need investigating, etc.
The Petroleum Club is the entrance to underground shelters, accessed by elevators. All aerial maps
which show landing strips of 5,000 and 7,000 feet are requested to be observed, especially in Florida.
The greatest conspiracy to surrender our country is through the New World Order—Illuminati efforts
supported by the Masonic members in law enforcement and government agents. You have been duped.
On May 1st they celebrate the establishment of the Illuminati—all seeing eye efforts of the new World
Order—look at the back of any dollar bill and read the Novus Ordo Seclorum. When going from 32nd
degree to 33rd degree they cut the crotch out of their mentor’s pants and perform oral sex upon the 33rd
degree Mason while being photographed to know that they have “something” on each other.
These are men in charge of the country. They must be purged from the soil. Their phallic symbol is the
Washington monument representing the male organ. The outlay of Washington D.C. is all Masonic, Kennedy
was killed in an outdoor Masonic temple on the 33rd parallel. Their French Goddess of reason and logic
is the Statue of Liberty, etc. All judges are Masonic members. Know the judges in your areas. Share this
information to other concerned Americans. Sodomites must be purged from the land and soil. Their
escape words are Tubal Cain. This is their code to let one go. Read books by Texe Marrs—Dark
Majesty, The New World Order by Ralph Epperson, The New World Order—The Ancient Society by
William Jasper and many others. All participants are considered direct enemies.
Any government worker who is active during the soon-to-be-imposed Martial Law curfews and
regulations is to be considered an enemy. Be prepared to handle any and all situations. Do not be caught
off guard. Take the battle to them. We can no longer sit idle while they continue to conspire against our
people. The government has become a monster. Become mobile, become a guerilla fighter, function in
small groups, be unpredictable. You do not need orders to act. We are under attack and have betrayed
ourselves as American men if we do nothing. The time is past to wait for more to occur. When it starts it
shall break out Nationwide—non-stop. You have a responsibility to protect what is yours and what is
ours. Take America Back. Too much blood has been shed by our forefathers and now it is our turn.
Become the men that we are supposed to be and JUST SAY NO AND MEAN IT. This is your last
wake-up call.
[END OF QUOTING]
The inference in the last sentences is to violence. I DO NOT SUGGEST YOU MOVE INTO VIOLENCE LEST YOU LOSE YOUR BEST LEADERS!!! Your last wake-up call?? From whom? This
has no “author” but was received at A.P.F.N. Remember that the subjects will always bear a lot of truth to
incite you to foolishness. Remember that your enemy is running OUT OF TIME ALSO! I promise you
that NEVER is violence an answer—it is going to get you killed and nothing more—you must work within
the LAWS to remain alive to gain back your LAWS! There have always been and shall always be those
who incite to lawlessness and violence. The enemy you fight CANNOT STAND THE LIGHT OF DAY
IN TRUTH OF THEIR CONSPIRACIES AND SECRET ORDERS—REVEAL THEM AND THEY
SHALL PERISH BY THAT LIGHT UPON THEM.
There is another small column attached to the above which I would also share:
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[QUOTING:]
WAKE UP, AMERICA
Ever so slowly, Americans are awakening to realize that the MAJOR MEDIA is responsible for hiding
many truths from the public [H: Wow, perhaps this is the most blatant UNDERSTATEMENT OF
THE DAY!]. They have known about government drug dealers for years. Why have they not told the
public the facts? John Swinton, the former Chief of Staff for the New York Times and one of the best
loved newspaper men in the United States made one of the most important and informative statements in
our nation’s history. He was so respected that his colleagues called him “The Dean of his Profession.”
Called on to give a toast before the New York Press Club, he is quoted as saying this about a “free press”
in America: [H: Yes I am aware that CONTACT has run this statement MANY times—it rather
serves as a logo to the team here and if you recognize it, good for you—if not, shame on you.]
“There is not one of you who dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know
beforehand that it would never appear in print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinion
out of the paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar things,
and any of you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on the streets
looking for another job. If I allowed my honest opinions to appear in one issue of my paper,
before twenty-four hours my occupation would be gone. The business of the journalist is to
destroy the truth; to lie outright; to pervert; to vilify; to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to sell
his country and his race for his daily bread; you know it and I know it so what folly in this
toasting an independent press. We are the tools and vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We
are the jumping jacks—they pull the strings—we dance. Our talents, our possibilities and our
lives are all the property of others...WE ARE INTELLECTUAL PROSTITUTES.”
[END OF QUOTING]
PLEASE HELP KEN VARDON AT A.P.F.N.!! THE FAX NETWORKS ARE YOUR ONLY LINK
TO FREEDOM ALONG WITH THE FEW NEWSLETTERS AND PAPERS SUCH AS CONTACT.
THESE ARE BRAVE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE ALREADY GIVEN EVERYTHING THEY
“HAVE”—RIGHT DOWN TO NECKS, TO CONTINUE IN SPITE OF ALL ODDS AGAINST
THEM. FREEDOM, I REMIND YOU—IS NOT FREE JUST AS IT SEEMS TO NO LONGER BE
FOR ALL CITIZENS. SO, WHY MUST SINGULAR CITIZENS STAND PURCHASING YOUR
FREEDOM? PONDER IT.
FORGOTTEN DOCUMENTS
I would like to offer this last tid-bit again, please. Then we will still the keyboard that the rest of the paper
“team” is free to finish before dawn and press time. We have made this pretty much of a “general” topics
paper as different contributors have efforted to have some semblance of “holiday” renewal. God bless you
ALL and may you return to your task, if you have vacationed, with vigor and realization of the task at hand.
[QUOTING:]
“SIGN THAT PARCHMENT”
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In a rare old book, owned by the late A.P. Warrington of the Theosophical Society, is an account of a
speech made by an unknown Patriot at the time of the signing of the Declaration of Independence.
A group of men gathered in the old State House in Philadelphia on July 4, 1776, preparatory to signing
the Declaration. Among them were Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, and John
Adams. It was late in the afternoon and they had not signed the Declaration. These men realized that they
were faced with the death penalty of high treason if the Revolutionary War failed. They talked of death by
scaffolds, axes and the gibbet. Naturally, they were reluctant to sign the document, and their courage
seemed to wane.
Suddenly, a strong voice sounded from the balcony. A man was speaking to the group of men.
“They may stretch our necks on all the gibbets in the land, they may turn every rock into a scaffold,
every tree into a gallows, every home into a grave, and yet the words of that parchment can never die!
They may pour blood on a thousand scaffolds, and yet from every drop of blood that dyes the axe, a new
champion of Freedom will spring into birth! You cannot blot out the words of God written on that parchment there. The works of God may perish, HIS WORDS, NEVER!”
“The words of the Declaration will live in the world long after our bones are dust. To the mechanic in
his workshop they will speak hope, to the slave in the mines, Freedom, but to the coward kings, these
words will speak tones of warning they cannot choose but hear.”
“Sign that parchment! Sign! If in the next moment the gibbet’s rope is about your neck! Sign! By all
your hopes in life or death, as men, as husbands, as fathers, brothers! Or be accursed forever. Sign! Not
only for yourselves but for all ages, for that parchment will be the textbook of Freedom, the Bible of the
rights of men forever.”
“Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise. It is true—your own ears witness it! God proclaims it.
Look at this strange band of exiles and outcasts, suddenly transformed into a people, a handful of men,
weak in arms but mighty in God-like faith. Look at your recent achievements—your Bunker Hill, your
Lexington, and then tell me, if you can, that God has not given America to be free!”
“I beg you to sign that parchment for the sake of these millions whose very breath is now hushed in
intense expectations as they look up to you for the awful words. YOU ARE FREE!”
“Were my soul trembling on the verge of eternity, were this hand freezing to death, were this voice
choking in the last struggle, I would still, with the last gasp of that voice, implore you to remember this
truth—GOD HAS GIVEN AMERICA TO BE FREE!”
The unknown speaker sank exhausted in his chair. The men, fortified with his enthusiasm, rushed
forward. John Hancock was the first to snatch up the quill and pen his name. He had hardly finished
before the quill was grasped by another, and then another, and yet another. Finally, it was done.
They turned to thank the man for his inspiring words, but he was not there, and unfortunately, no one
knew who he was or where to find him.
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The “Unknown Speaker”—SAINT GERMAIN
[END OF QUOTING]
Now readers—attend me well, please. Your plight cannot be greater in scope than that of those men
listening to Germain in that hall on that day. WHAT YOU MUST HAVE IS A DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT WHO HAS STOLEN AND PUT DOWN
YOUR CONSTITUTION. CAN IT BE WORSE THAN THAT DECLARATION AGAINST
ENGLAND (THE SAME ENEMY AS TODAY) IN THOSE DAYS? YOU NEED NOT TRY TO
“SAVE” THE GOVERNMENT—BUILD A NEW GOVERNMENT AND GRASP IT AGAIN
UNTO THE PEOPLE OF YOUR NATION—THE CITIZENS OF THIS GREAT COUNTRY.
YOU DON’T NEED A CRIME-RIDDLED CITY IN ROT AND DECAY OR ANY OF THE
MASONIC TEMPLES BUILT WITHIN THE DISTRICT OF CRIMINALS!! YOU MUST
STAND AND DECLARE YOUR INDEPENDENCE (NOT WAR) AND REBUILD YOUR
STATES IN SOVEREIGNTY UNDER THE RULE OF THE PEOPLE AND AGAIN ALLOW
THE GOVERNMENT TO BE RULED BY THE LAWS OF YOUR CONSTITUTION. YOU
WILL FIND YOUR TRAITORS AND TREASONISTS IMMEDIATELY!! THEY WILL COME
FROM THE WOODWORK OF THE “OLD” TO FIGHT YOU INSTEAD OF SUPPORT YOU—
OH INDEED, YOU WILL IMMEDIATELY UNCOVER YOUR ENEMIES! I WOULD ASK
COL. GRITZ TO RECONSIDER HIS ASSOCIATION WITH ME—FOR HE CLAIMS TO
DESIRE FREEDOM FOR HIS NATION—AND A LOCATION OF HIS “GOD” OF CHRIST.
I AM OF THE HOSTS—CHRIST IS MY COMMANDER—IS THAT NOT ENOUGH FOR
HIM? IT IS TIME FOR EVERY CITIZEN YEARNING TO BE FREE AND TO PROSPER IN
THIS ONCE GREAT NATION—TO RECOGNIZE GOD AND HIS MESSENGERS, AND
TO RECLAIM HIS INDEPENDENCE FROM THE BEAST HORDES AND REESTABLISH
HIS CONSTITUTION AS HE TAKES BACK HIS SOVEREIGNTY FROM THE THIEVES
OF SATAN!!!
May you embark on the journey BACK TO GOD and in so-doing GOD SHALL SAIL WITH YOU!
HE WILL NOT SUPPORT GREED, AND HALF-RECOGNIZED MONGERS OF FURTHER DISREPUTE. DECLARE YOUR INDEPENDENCE AND RE-BUILD ON OTHER SOIL UNTAINTED
BY THE EVIL EMPIRE—AND RECLAIM THE CHOSEN BEAUTIFUL LAMP OF FREEDOM
THAT IS AMERICA!
YOU NEED NOT EVEN REWRITE THE DOCUMENT—THE ORIGINAL WILL SERVE
BEAUTIFULLY—JUST INCLUDE THE NEW NAMES OF THE OFFENDING PARTIES
APPROPRIATELY—AND SIGN THAT DOCUMENT—IN GOD’S SERVICE—SIGN THAT
DOCUMENT AND ESTABLISH A GOVERNMENT AGAIN UNDER THE LAWS OF THIS
LAND!!
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CHAPTER 13
REC #1 HATONN
TUE., DEC. 27, 1994 9:02 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 133
TUE., DEC. 27, 1994
NO REST FOR THE WEARY?
Get yourselves rid of parasites and disease and you won’t be weary! Is that not a better solution than
sitting around moping and feeling self pity? I REPEAT: GET RID OF THE PARASITES IN THE BODY
AND YOU WILL GET RID OF THE WORST KNOWN DISEASES CAUSED BY SAME AND
THAT INCLUDES CANCERS AND AIDS. GET RID OF THE PARASITES IN YOUR COMMUNITIES AND NATION (AND WORLD) AND YOU WILL HAVE A HEALTHY WORLD IN FREEDOM!
As to the body, yes indeed, our little team is putting together the things of Nature that will clear out the little
flukes and squigglies of the body—and go right through your pets as well, please. We try to never offer
you that which is not backed up by remedy at the lowest cost ANYWHERE.
As to your parasites on society—you can do a better job of clearing them out when YOU FEEL PHYSICALLY GOOD AND STRONG! You have to start your cleansing procedures with a Declaration of
Independence FROM THE PARASITES and then scrub them out, off and from within. Who is the enemy
parasite? ANYONE WHO LIVES OFF YOU AND YOUR FELLOWMAN. THAT MEANS ATTORNEYS, JUDGES, POLITICIANS AND BANKERS, FOR STARTERS. THERE ARE OTHERS
BUT THEY ARE AT PRESENT CAPTURED AS THE “HOLE CARD” FOR THE PARASITES—
THE WELFARE SUCKERS.
You have long ago stopped using “welfare” as charity for the underprivileged. You have locked-in an
already deprived group of people into a life of non-production except for the overproduction of children
which fall to you to attend as well.
Do I abhor using the system for your own purposes if you have need? Of course NOT—how else does
a citizen get anything at all back from your investment through force? If you qualify—go get help!! If you
are of an age to get collection of Social Security—get it while you can. Every bit helps in this passage and
it will all be gone sooner or later as you are marching to the edge of the pit of bankruptcy procedures. You
are already bankrupt as a nation since 1933 at best. Your nation is morally and financially BANKRUPT.
You need all the help you can muster, gather, beg or borrow. If YOU cannot survive—the nation cannot
survive! You who hold your wealth instead of helping get the people and nation squared away are going to
lose it as the parasites suck every drop, one way or another, from you. It simply is the way it is. Remember that when the Federal Reserve System folds, as is expected, it is not JUST your notes [“dollars”] in
hand that are valueless or devalued—it is EVERYTHING you have involved with the BANKS as bank
programs or accounts. Orange County, California is only a “sign” of what is coming. Even Mexico
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allowed the devaluation of the peso to float instead of taking the 6 billion dollars offered to help shore it up.
Why? Because they said they couldn’t afford any more “debt” to the World Bankers and remain in any
semblance of sovereignty. Man seems to remain mesmerized by the clowns in power. My goodness, a
friend just wrote from New Zealand and from the time the government started talking about more increase
in interest rates, the level was at 8% or so and within only days it rose to 11% plus. It is time to wake up
and smell the toast BURNING!
I have also said, however, that YOU will demand that the power brokers worsen the situation. All they
have to do is pull down that which is a regular paycheck to the lesser parasites and there will be outrageous
demand to make up those funds ANY WAY THE GOVERNMENT CAN DO SO—LIKE MAKE
MORE DEBT FOR YOU ALREADY DRAINED CITIZENS TO PAY COMPOUND INTEREST
ON LATER. THEN, AFTER DEMANDING THAT THE SITUATION BE MADE WORSE—YOU
WILL DEMAND THAT TROOPS BE BROUGHT INTO THE AREA TO MAINTAIN ORDER—
THE PROGRAM NEVER CHANGES.
BACK TO THE HOME FRONT
I wonder how many of you have now witnessed the presentation on television about computer hackers
who have drained off billions of dollars from companies and BANKS? Since the funds have been gained
by fraud in so many cases—the banks, people, etc., who are the victims—are reluctant to tell anyone,
especially the press. This is getting to be the going business venture, friends. I find it interesting. I hope
you do also. I hear that this has been going on for a long period of time—I certainly hope so because it
would seem a shame to have a “new” method of equalization taking place. I wonder if this might be the
reason the Federal Reserve mother bank is in trouble right now? I have a rather distorted picture of your
lives, I suppose, but it seems to me quite amusing that the people have found some way to grab back a bit
from the parasites. I do not condone crime in any fashion—but equality of man is a pleasant concept.
Where I get into trouble with the parasites is that I truly advocate leaving the debts owing to the BANKS
and Bankers who did you in in the first place. Why would you continue to pay extortion and protection to
the CRIMINALS? YOU have no debt—you have been robbed by the Elite thugs of the planet.
My dears, the Federal Reserve is going to have to belly up one of these days. Why? So all that debt that
has been owing will be to the WORLD BANK and the International Bank of Settlements in Switzerland!
It is simple arithmetic—you don’t even need a course in calculus.
However, you as a nation are going to have to “declare” your bankruptcy AND your “independence”
before all your protection is sent overseas and the Communist Fascists get their United Nations boots on
your necks. It is already too late to keep them from stomping you—but you might be able to recover from
the beating.
THE ‘NEW ROTHSCHILDS’
In the flow of generations of parasites you will find the flukes getting far more powerful as they replace the
“general” players with new and stronger criminals. Do the nice little Jewish people who continue to protect
the BIG BAD JEWS suffer somehow “better” than the other citizens going into depression and bankruptcy? Good grief NO! They are the first to be sacrificed to indicate a lack of “association” with a race
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or creed. You don’t understand the tactics of the tricksters, do you?
I am going to offer a report from the Business section of U.S. News & World Report (an Elite product),
March 14, 1988. This kind of an article is for a dual purpose, 1) so you the unthinking citizens will think
you are getting news, and 2) to make SURE you know the power and incredible strength of the ever
growing network of Puppet-MASTERS.
[QUOTING:]
CANADA’S REICHMANN CLAN IS POWERFUL,
PRIVATE—AND ON THE MOVE
Names to follow:
Albert Reichmann: Eldest brother, 59, runs the empire with Paul and oversees development.
Paul Reichmann: At 57, he is the family’s chief strategist, planner and deal maker.
Ralph Reichmann: The youngest at 54, he runs family’s original building-supply business.
[H: There are pictures and a graph or two that I would appreciate being duplicated here. THESE
are major, major players in total World takeover. I suggest you all return to study the PROTOCOLS OF ZION to understand WHAT is taking place here. Run down the lists of “to do”(s) and
see how far they have come in their game of charades.]
In Canada, wealth has several classifications: Rich, superrich and Reichmann. If not the world’s
wealthiest family, it comes awfully close, with a net worth approaching $10 billion, double that in assets.
And the clan is extending its global reach. Yet though the three Reichmann brothers are the Earth’s biggest
real-estate developers and have erected such U.S. landmarks as Wall Street’s World Financial Center,
few Americans know their name.
The flagship firm, Olympia & York, garners somewhat more recognition. In three decades, brothers
Albert, Paul and Ralph have turned their Toronto-based company from a tile-importing concern into an
energy, timber, property and financial-services empire of unparalleled scope (see chart). Emigrants from
Nazi Vienna who weathered the war in Tangier, the Reichmanns are known to admiring Canadians as the
“new Rothschilds”. They control over 50 million square feet of office space in North America and are
Manhattan’s largest commercial landlord.
Recently, the intensely private family has been stepping more into the limelight. Barely dented by Black
Monday’s stock-market collapse, it is helping bankroll Canadian tycoon Robert Campeau’s controversial
bid for Federated Department Stores and owns a big chunk of his company. The family also has made a
play for one fifth of the shares of Santa Fe Southern Pacific Corporation, the Chicago railroad whose $10
billion holdings include land, energy and forest products. And just last week, Reichmann-owned Gulf
Canada Resources made a $360 million bid for Asamera, a Canadian oil concern.
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In its first major move outside North America, Olympia & York recently broke ground on the company’s
most dynamic undertaking ever: Canary Wharf, a sprawling, $6 billion office-cum-retail complex on London’s
languishing East End docksides. “It’s the kind of opportunity that happens once in a lifetime,” explains
Paul Reichmann, the family’s chief strategist. More than just another contract, the brothers envision creating the locus for a third business center whose state-of-the-art facilities will prod the central and West End
financial districts into modernizing. Notes brother Paul, “The manner in which we carry out this project will
leave a permanent mark on one of the world’s greatest cities.”
MODEST MOGULS
[H: If you believe this you will believe anything!]
Reichmann watchers stand in awe of such grand gambles—almost all of which have paid off. The
brothers’ flair for securing innovative and inexpensive sources of funding is so renowned, people dub them
“the Wayne Gretzkys of finance”, [H: I bet!] after the Edmonton Oilers’ famed hockey star. Says
Toronto money manager Ira Gluskin: “The Reichmanns are risk takers on an epic scale—and the most
powerful family in Canada by a mile.” [H: So—it comes down to the fact that they actually take NO
risks at all, do they?]
Unlike that nation’s more flamboyant billionaires, however, the Reichmanns prize their low profile and
rarely socialize. “They’re a national presence without being an omnipresence,” observes Vancouver attorney Keith Mitchell. “You won’t find them doing a book like Lee Iaccoa or Donald Trump.” Quite the
contrary, Paul Reichmann once startled Toronto’s zoning commissioner by showing up to ask permission
to site a shoeshine stand in the shopping area of First Canadian Place—a 72-story skyscraper that houses
the Toronto Stock Exchange as well as Olympia & York’s headquarters. His reason: He had promised the
concession to an elderly acquaintance and felt obliged to personally deliver on his word.
Despite their self-effacement, the Reichmanns have not entirely escaped censure. Members of the
Canadian Parliament blasted them for receiving a $400 million tax break when they purchased Gulf Canada.
Critics fault the family for having an excessive concentration of wealth and power. And Toronto Life
magazine drew a libel suit for a 40,000-word story in November on the Reichmanns’ early history and
personal lives.
Still, the Reichmanns’ Old World probity—their word and a handshake are usually enough to consummate even complicated transactions—commands immense respect. [H: What kind of Masonic-Illuminati handshake do you suppose they have?] So does their austere, devout lifestyle that centers on
Toronto’s Orthodox Jewish community, where, as leading benefactors, they are regarded as almost a royal
family. The brothers live close to each other in modest houses in the upper-middle-class borough of North
York, within walking distance of their synagogue.
Employees get time off for all Jewish religious observances as well as for other holidays. One Chinese
executive at the company bragged that he celebrated three New Year’s Days each year. And Olympia &
York stops all construction before sundown Fridays, when the Jewish Sabbath begins. Still, the Reichmanns
finish all their projects on time and often below the projected cost—an important consideration when
hundreds of millions of dollars in interim financing are tied up. [H: A very good and valuable point to
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always remember—it used to be that way in America with all the people. Where has your vigor
gone? That’s right, you have been sucked dry—first you are courted, favored and then sucked
dry.]
What really sets the Reichmanns apart as businessmen, though, is their long-range vision and daring.
“The right time to go into any field is when the market’s perception is that the time is wrong,” says Paul
Reichmann. “That’s when you get the good buys.” [H: You see—they work on the basis of their own
planning—YOU could do the same if you ever got the key to the puzzle. Of course they get
OTHER breaks you won’t yet get—but you might well be surprised. These people have to
maintain also!] The brothers’ first major coup occurred in 1964 when they bought 600 acres of land
near Toronto from developer William Zeckendorf, as he teetered on the financial brink. Within six months,
the brothers had recouped their $25 million investment by selling off a few parcels; they have continued to
build on the Flemington Park land ever since. Twelve years later, when New York City’s long-running
fiscal crisis kept property values depressed, the Reichmanns purchased the Uris office buildings for $320
million. Today, the towers are worth more than 10 times their original price.
Speculative megaprojects that have turned into gold mines include First Canadian Place in Toronto
and Manhattan’s World Financial Center—the biggest development in New York since Rockefeller Center went up in the 1930s. The Reichmanns’ $3 billion acquisition in 1985 of Gulf Canada from Chevron at
a time when oil prices began to fall has confounded skeptics who scoffed at the high price. After a recent
restructuring of the energy concern into three separate companies, the family has more than doubled its
investment. And they are proceeding to develop Gulf Canada’s Beaufort Sea find, with reserves which
could exceed $5 billion.
Pinning down the bulk of the Reichmanns’ fortunes, however, requires some educated guesswork.
Estimates of their direct real-estate holdings range from $11 billion to $15 billion. At the end of 1987, their
securities portfolio had a value of around $5 billion, including dominant shares in Abitibi-Price, the world’s
largest manufacturer of newsprint. Subtracting for debt, the Reichmanns’ net worth probably tops $8
billion.
BIGGER AND BOLDER
That figure could be on the rise. The Reichmanns have decided to keep diversifying beyond real
estate, since they are limited in how many projects they can personally supervise without losing the complete hands-on control for which they are famous. Heretofore, no matter the size of an undertaking, either
Paul or Albert supervised the details—from choice of architects to what doorknobs to use. Managers can
be found to keep tabs on other business ventures, but the brothers remain reluctant to turn to outsiders
when it comes to development: One member of the next generation, Albert’s son Phillip, is in charge of
handling retail space, while two other scions are being groomed at outside affiliates.
Despite the family’s decision to dial down on office construction, Olympia & York currently is operating at full throttle. Twenty-two projects are under way, the largest—and riskiest—being the 71-acre
Canary Wharf project that includes four major groupings of edifices around a series of landscaped courtyards, parks and plazas. Its out-of-the-way location, plus fallout from the stock-market crash on Lon93

don’s burgeoning investment community, could deter tenants. Still, the Reichmanns, with only two buildings pre-leased, seem undaunted. Convinced of London’s resurgence and importance as a financial capital, the brothers have committed more than $2 billion for the first phase of seven structures. “And we
intend to complete all 24 buildings in five to seven years,” adds Paul Reichmann.
[H: How could this be? Easy—it is part and parcel of THE PLAN. When America (which
includes Canada, good friends) falls into their hands—worker pay will plummet and the “cheap
labor” sought in third-world countries will be in YOUR DOORYARD! This is purely simple
calculations—get ready and when the sword falls and the living bodies are controlled—the masses
will work for slave-wages and the bastards who designed it all—WILL HAVE IT ALL.]
Such grandiose plans and the stepped-up pace of acquisitions may seem like obsessive empire building—a notion the Reichmanns deny. “People think of us as overworked and driving hard,” allows the softspoken Paul Reichmann. “Not true. We take it quite easy. We’re not searching for these things, but
irresistible opportunities keep coming our way.”
By Jack Egan with Eva Pomice in New York.
[H: In the same article addendum is another interesting writeup about:]
CAVALCADE OF BILLIONAIRES/
OTHER NORTHERN LIGHTS—
The U.S. may dominate their economy and culture, but when it comes to fantastically rich families,
Canadians more than hold their own. America’s neighbor to the north boasts more billionaires per capita
than any country outside the Middle East, Switzerland, Hong Kong and Singapore [H: All named places
are under the FULL control of the Elite “Kings”.], according to a Forbes [H: another Elite fluke
operation] magazine tally last year. And the wealth is more concentrated: Just nine clans reportedly
control about half of the shares of the 300 companies that make up the Toronto Stock Exchange index.
Despite their fortunes and flamboyance, however, Canada’s supermonied minions remain virtual unknowns
in this nation. [H: Good business to remain unknown!! When you learn that trick, you may make
it, citizens. You will never find the facts nor the most important companies on the stock exchange
or the REAL people who head them—the visible parties are the COVER people and attentiongetters while the really important Elite go about their business thieving from all the rest of you.]
One exception is the fractured but fabled Bronfman clan, in toto the only rival to the Reichmanns. One
branch of cousins—split between Charles and sister Phyllis of Montreal and U.S. citizen Edgar, who
resides in New York—controls the Seagram Company, Ltd., the liquor-distilling giant that owns one
quarter of Du Pont. Another group of relatives, headed by cousins Peter and Edward, oversees a completely separate, highly leveraged pyramid of real-estate and natural-resource assets folded into two conglomerates, Edper and Brascan. Together, the Bronfmans’ net worth reaches $8 billion.
One in 4 Canadians reads a newspaper owned by media mogul Kenneth Roy Thomson, who counts
the flagship Toronto Globe and Mail, 34 other Canadian dailies and 12 weeklies among his 400 publications. Son of the legendary Lord Thomson of Fleet, who received one of Britain’s last hereditary peer94

ages, Kenneth has expanded into retailing with the purchase of the 350-year-old Hudson’s Bay Company,
which has proved a money loser. Other family interests are in oil, transportation and real estate. Thomson’s
net worth hovers around $6 billion. [H: Can you believe those figures? Of course NOT. To hold all
those assets—there would have to be more than the shown net worth. Also, when you are shown
a “loser”, it is NOT. More value can be gained by the losers absorbing the taxes than could be
made by a “successful” operation in almost ALL instances. And—a good bankruptcy strategically placed can wipe out owed taxes!]
What started a century ago as the Weston family bread business has blossomed into one of Canada’s
biggest food processors and the country’s leading grocery chain, Loblaw Companies, Ltd. These enterprises have made Toronto’s Galen Weston a billionaire. Brother Garry lives in Great Britain, where the
family’s English holdings—among them Twinings Tea and gourmet grocers Fortnum & Mason—have also
pushed him over the billion-dollar mark.
New Brunswick’s mammoth refinery, the biggest in Canada, would never inspire dramas such as “Dynasty”. But it, along with one quarter of the province’s forests and most of its media outlets, have made
Kenneth Colin Irving, 88, both a multibillionaire and the region’s most important employer. His businesses
account for 25 percent of New Brunswick’s gross production. The autocratic Irving, largest landholder in
Canada’s Maritime Provinces, also owns 3,000 gas stations, the country’s hugest shipyard, and fleets of
barges and trucks. Some speculate he may be Canada’s richest individual. But a recent tabulation in
Canada’s Financial Post Moneywise Magazine placed his current worth at under $1 billion.
[END OF QUOTING]
Are the above mentioned people Evil? Oh readers, stop it. They are down-the-line members of a society
that cannot even define itself. They are the ones who would offer “Communism” without contributing to
the ones who “need” and would not allow taking from selves to give to others outside their clique. I am not
here to JUDGE. I find it obvious that these MEN KNOW HOW TO MANIPULATE WHAT IS, ARE
WILLING TO RISK, AND ARE SIMPLY SHREWD, CLEVER OPERATORS. THEY PROBABLY
WORK WITHIN THE LAWS OF THE LAND AND HAVE TURNED THOSE LAWS TO THEIR
OWN BENEFIT. IF THE LAWS DON’T FIT THEY BUY POLITICIANS WHO MAKE NEW
ONES TO FIT THE CIRCUMSTANCE AT A PERSONAL LEVEL.
The Rothschilds and Rockefellers BECAME INCREDIBLY WEALTHY by always fitting into
“Grandfathered” clauses of LAWS PASSED AFTER THEY WERE GAINING MASSIVELY AND
OTHERS WERE SHUT OFF IN ACTIONS AS BEING “AGAINST THE (NEW) LAWS”. If your
actions are within the LAWS OF THE LAND and can pass within the LAWS OF GOD—you should do
as well. It most certainly is not wrong to prosper—God gives you minds through which you CAN prosper. The evil comes from the conspiracies of those who make laws to benefit themselves to prevent you
from flourishing while they gain it all. True “capitalism” that allows prospering in exchange for product or
services is good. It is the abuse of this standard which is the destructive element.
INTEREST RATES
Let us look at what is happening with interest rates (usury). How destructive can it become? Totally! Let
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us just consider the desire to raise the interest rates to prime borrowers—can you just imagine the amount
of money made JUST FROM THE $6 BILLION LOAN TO MEXICO? HOW ABOUT TO ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, WHEN THAT BORROWING GETS UNDER WAY? You see,
while you go UNDER—the Elite simply raise their rate of return and get you into deeper and deadlier
circumstances while you have no choices or alternatives save to use their product—money! Orange
County and the rest of your nation hasn’t even begun the “borrowing” to bail out from this derivatives
mess! It’s called “sell your souls” and those of your fellow citizens.
But you might ask, won’t this destroy a lot of banks, etc., as well? Only the desired ones and, like the
Savings & Loan debacle, the government troops move in and the high-level thugs in the institutions will get
higher roles and more pay to stay while the government sorts. It happened in EVERY situation in the S&L
circumstances. Then the end result is a NECESSITY to borrow from the Government Federal Reserve
(which isn’t) and which in actuality means the World Bankers—and they cash in on your dying breaths and
will hold the foreclosure “getcha” over your heads forever—even following bankruptcy as the debts will
only be postponed until the counties, people, etc., get to making money again—then, they collect from the
new as well as go back and demand the old. No, citizens, YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO DISCHARGE THOSE DEBTS TOTALLY AND START FROM SCRATCH WITH YOUR OWN GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE—FOLLOWING A FORMAL DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE—IN OTHER WORDS—TAKE BACK YOUR GOVERNMENTS—AND MOVE
OUTSIDE THE CRIMINAL CENTER CALLED WASHINGTON D.C. The replacement of a lug nut
or two will not repair or save the destroyed tire or wheel. The Rush Limbaughs of the media are just paid
gatherers also—Mr. Limbaugh was paid over $8 million dollars by the Republicans to make a show and
tell of this past election. Now if you want the funny-man Limbaugh entangled in your lives—go right ahead
and support him for, disaster of disasters, he is talking about the Presidency! You had better pay attention.
The press and media ARE STILL UNDER FULL CONTROL OF THE ONE WORLDERS—SO WHAT
DOES THAT MAKE HIM? BEWARE! Laugh with him, yes, but pay attention to the TRUTH of what
he projects. He is a Bush/Reagan touter—and they both are pretty bad dudes. Reagan was right to his
ears, as is Bush, in Monarch Project, Skull and Bones and thus and so. You are only exchanging one set
of One Worlders for another which may or may not be worse. However, it will through these channels that
these two major factions of criminals will be begin to kill off each other in order to gain THE plum. You are
stuck with the transition—good or bad—so please, get informed and stay clean and clear so that you can
live to evolve from the destruction abounding. It certainly CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED.
In love and in LIGHT I take leave. Thank you.
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CHAPTER 14
REC #1 HATONN
WED., DEC. 28, 1994 1:37 P.M. YEAR 8, DAY 134
WED., DEC. 28, 1994
ALERT!
You are “there”, chelas. Night before last you had “meteorites” which moved across the night sky and
appeared to be the size of railway boxcars, at least. No, they were not meteorites! How can you tell? For
one thing the color was sufficient to possibly be if the meteorite would be of mercury or other heavy metal
makeup but there was no “substance” at all—only energy. How can you tell? Because of the “sparking
showers” IN FRONT OF THE MOVING “OBJECT”. IN THE ATMOSPHERE the trail and “sparks”
would be orange-red in any instance as the particulate would reflect and glow from friction heat. THIS
WAS NOT ANYTHING LIKE THAT. This is a testing of the HAARP program linked in with the already
operative ELF grid. They are also tested in the daylight but are not often noticed.
Now what can happen with these cute balls of energy? Oh, you can pinpoint earthquakes exactly, like the
one at Parkfield, Calif. (San Andreas Fault) with no pre- or after-shocks, or the one in Eureka, Calif. of
5.6 magnitude AND YOU CAN PICK UP MORE ENERGY OVER OCEANS AND BLAST A QUAKE
OF NEARLY 8 IN JAPAN. These energy “balls” have been visible EVERY night in various locations
since the weekend before Christmas with increasing size and strength with each upgrading. These are both
terminalized, tracked and guided by the laser satellites called the “Death Ray Devices”.
Why Japan? Because the Japanese “Big Boys” are not playing according to the rules of the Elite Banksters.
By the way, these energy forms are not ALL originating from the U.S.A.!!! You have been invaded and it
is NOT by space-aliens.
What am “I” going to do?? NOT A THING—it is not “my” “toy”. How long are you going to sleep?
From the idiotic audience display at the Donahue show yesterday with guests from various state militias—
I would guess the masses take whatever is thrown at them. The ones willing to prepare for emergencies
will be fine—a bit radiated but fine. If you have your body frequency up to a level to meet the assault—you
will be in good shape through the testing period. The “Death Ray” lasers are structured to probe “matter”
and that means even at a cellular level. To get the point across I shall offer some writings which are being
presented NOW to allow you to “sort of” be allowed to know that such “might be coming along sometime,
somewhere”. No, it’s here NOW and in use NOW. The war is against you-the-people and THAT is why
it is so hard to define the “enemy”. The Elite Secret Government will announce that the Space-Based
Laser is “nearly” ready to fly. Forget it, it is flying and IT WORKS VERY WELL INDEED. All those nice
“off-shore” scientists from such as Montauk have been busy little kids. Moreover, the other beam devices
have softened the populace up to the point of total oblivion.
HOW DO THE FEDS
DISGUISE THESE DEVICES?
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What is being publicized today? Right today it is plastic bullets which fragment on impact with flesh. Well,
they also offer non-lethal (so-called) criminal diversion tools such as flashbulbs that BLIND, bean-bag
guns, sticky goo shot by goo-guns, nets, foams and other sticky material which is supposed to snag an
attacker.
The Wall Street Journal offered: “Military researchers define nonlethality a tad more broadly than would
a municipal cop. Last November, for example, Lawrence Livermore physicist Edward Teller (father of the
hydrogen bomb) argued that tiny NUCLEAR WEAPONS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED PART OF
THE NATION’S NON-LETHAL ARSENAL.”
They also reported that the use of a government high-powered electromagnetic device against a single
fleeing automobile “might stop EVERY car in one or two blocks and also stop every heart pacemaker as
well.” It is interesting to note that the device will also broil the driver of the vehicle. “The technology could
be a bit hard on the driver and other drivers in the vicinity,” says Donna J. Marts, an engineering specialist
at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. “You know, like that poor little potato you put in a microwave
oven.”
The 3-23-94 issue of the Washington Post reported that “The Pentagon and the Justice Department
(Remember Reno?!) have agreed to share state-of-the-art military technology with civilian law enforcement agencies, including the United Nations peace keepers. “The plan aims to capitalize on a growing
confluence of interest between the departments: With the Pentagon increasingly preoccupied by unconventional, post-Cold-War [H: U.N. World Army] missions, such as peacekeeping.... Justice Department officials see an opportunity to apply the fruits of Pentagon research [H: KGB RESEARCH] to
AMERICAN URBAN BATTLEFIELDS.”
It is a fact, readers, that the separation of military and local police authority has now been totally abandoned. You are already experiencing high levels of focused electromagnetic wave psycho-military and
high-tech weapons of that nature. This includes electromagnetic pulse devices which will simulate and
stimulate (cause) lightning strikes. High powered generators are available to destroy electronic circuits;
electromagnetic devices that can disable an automobile or truck engine, and holographic projections to
deceive an attacker.
You of the Western U.S. had one night, not long ago, of massively wide-spread power outages—which
also included alternative energy producing devices such as diesel generators. It is there ready—and they
are using these technologies. At this moment much of the high atmosphere and electromagnetic nullifiers is
being tested—BUT IT IS ALL THERE AND ALL IN PLACE.
One device offers a broad array of non-lethal weapons including low-frequency infrasound generators
powerful enough to trigger nausea or diarrhea in everyone in its path. This one doesn’t kill; it just makes
you wish it did.
There is also a device which pulses electromagnetic radiation and they have biological agents that eat
crops.
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Now, for you sleeping citizens of the good old U.S.A. with your Chevrolets, I suggest you pay attention
right here: To help promote the U.N. global dictatorship, Soviet KGB scientists have recently been working at various U.S. advanced weapons facilities, such as Lawrence Livermore and Los Alamos
Laboratories as well as at Sandia (AT&T owned). These are NOT outer-space spaced-out aliens,
my friends. You may well finally begin to wish for the outer-space aliens to show up—especially
us nice tall ones who look like your nordic races and not like little parasitic gray dogs-in-themanger. Do we have some “little people”? Yes, and most of them are robotic in various degrees
of thought capability. This is not of what I speak. You better watch out for those cute little glass-eyed
scaly lizards that Gritz—along with half the U.F.O. Community—seems to know so well. Most of the
projections of their presence or abduction capabilities are totally false—but the integrated brotherhood of
little adopted DNA-spliced beings are all around you. They will, of course, show up first from the sky.
However—watch out again—you have incredible holographic projection equipment and it is already tested
and ready to produce armies or whatever will suppress you-the-people.
This information is not secret as such; it was all discussed at a conference on same. In fact, among the
subjects covered at the conference were “Radio-Frequency Weapons, High Power Microwave Technology, Acoustic Technology (used to transmit subliminal voices into a victim’s head) Voice Synthesis, and
Application of extreme LOW FREQUENCY electromagnetic fields to non-lethal weapons. How
can you check this out? Well, the Program Manager for the “non-lethal” weapons or “psychotronic”
defense is from Los Alamos National Laboratory so you can probably write for his “agenda”.
ALIEN ABDUCTIONS
Now for your confirmation of my lack of false statements I would offer you readers this next: “The Federal
Government has acquired enough high-tech psychotronic devices to zap the minds of targeted victims and
if necessary even create the APPEARANCE OF UFO ABDUCTIONS AS AN EXPERIMENTAL
METHOD TO CONCEAL A PROGRAM OF INJECTING TINY COMPUTER TRACKING-CHIPS
INTO TARGETED SUBJECTS. Many of the non-lethal weapons projects, in which Col. John Alexander
is involved, have the TECHNICAL CAPABILITY TO CREATE THE EFFECTS OF ARTIFICIAL
UFO ABDUCTIONS, VIA HOLOGRAPHY AND ELECTROMAGNETIC MIND CONTROL
TECHNIQUES.” And NO, I don’t know what this is going to do to Budd Hopkins’ ongoing programs of
deception.
BUT WHO IS THIS ALEXANDER?
Oh, just one of the “good old boys” who first became known publicly through his December, 1980
MILITARY REVIEW article entitled: The New MENTAL BATTLEFIELD. That article clearly described
the LETHAL NATURE of many of the so-called “NON-LETHAL” weapons that are NOW being targeted AGAINST you nice American civilians. Alexander stated:
“Psychotronics may be described as the interaction of mind and matter. The possibility for employment as weaponry has been explored. To be more specific, there are weapons systems that operate on the
power of the mind and whose LETHAL CAPACITY HAS ALREADY BEEN DEMONSTRATED.”
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In describing Soviet development of psychotronic weapons, Alexander said: “The ability to... cause death
can be transmitted over distance, thus inducing illness or death for no apparent reason.” These “weapons
would be able to induce illness or death at little or no risk to the operator. The psychotronic weapon would
be silent and difficult to detect.” Alexander then discussed the Soviet use of extremely low frequency
(ELF) electromagnetic weapons against humans in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow. I further suggest you
look into a book by Alexander and Janet Morris along with Richard Groller, titled THE WARRIOR’S
EDGE. That particular book is not a comedy, readers; it discusses and describes the mind-zapping
effects inside the United States that have been created by the Soviet “Tesla Magnifying ELF Woodpecker”
transmitters. Indeed, Tesla went to the Russians when the Americans turned away from him. The facts
were that the Parasites had already taken over the running of the U.S. and it appeared to be a way to wake
up his brothers remaining in the U.S. Didn’t work, did it? Alexander has a long-standing association with
Al Gore, Jr. (US Vice-President) and did, in fact, demonstrate this technology to goodly Mr. Gore.
SECRET REVOLUTIONARY
TECHNOLOGIES
Alexander let the secrets slip when he revealed the “secret revolutionary technologies” that are, in fact,
now being UTILIZED by both the U.S. AND Russian governments: “...areas of great potential include
superconductivity, genetic engineering, macroscopic weather engineering and Psychotronics.”
Describing the horror created by Soviet psychotronic weapons, “designed to psychically influence others”,
Alexander stated: “Nikolai Kokolov, an ex-KGB agent, reported a case in which the spinal column of a
human subject was fractured psychotronically from a distance.” Alexander also described the effects of
“entraining the brainwaves of two or more individuals”. He stated: “The brain-wave oscillations of electronic potentials may act as a harmonic oscillator.”
Check out some of this, readers, in NEXUS magazine, Oct-Nov, 1993 (“Psychic Warfare & Non-Lethal
Weapons”).
That magazine reports that Col. Alexander is involved in more than twenty separate projects at the Los
Alamos Laboratories. And that is only ONE lab. Alexander has worked very closely with a Dr. C.B.
Scott Jones who has also served as head of the ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION from where financing was in major part made available.
Cute little Janet Morris, like her namesake Janet Reno, describes so-called “non-lethal electromagnetic
technologies” which are now IN USE IN AREAS WHERE ADVENTURISM, INSURGENCY, ETHNIC VIOLENCE, TERRORISM AND DOMESTIC CRIME are present. You know, places like
WACO!! where you just lob in a bit of “non-lethal” gas and burn up the place and then claim the insiders
committed suicide while KORESH WAS LIFTED OFF IN A HELICOPTER AT THE BACK ENTRANCE. WHY DO YOU THINK THE PRESS AND MEDIA WERE KEPT AT SUCH A DISTANCE? AND STILL THE “EVACUATION” ESCAPE WAS WITNESSED AND ACTUALLY
PHOTOGRAPHED!
It is so “general” in nature now that several non-military-associated companies are working on these hightech weapons, namely the VLF acoustic beam weapons, and are also looking into methods of projecting
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high frequency acoustic bullets.
Very Low Frequency (VLF) sound (20-35 Hz), or low-frequency radio-frequency modulation can cause
severe nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pains of great magnitude. Some of the VLF sound generators in
certain frequency ranges WILL CAUSE DISRUPTION OF HUMAN ORGANS ACTIVITY and at
high power levels can and will reduce masonry to rubble. THESE ARE THE FREQUENCIES USED
MOST FREQUENTLY TO CREATE ARTIFICIAL EARTHQUAKES AND ARE BEING USED
TODAY.
APPROPRIATE TIMING
Always be alert when one of “their” papers presents something like the following to you. The report will
tell you that such and such is NEARLY READY and thus and so. No, it’s ready, you are being prepared
by the lies while they cover their assets and disregard anything happening in the moment.
However, instead of discussing this because it has been around so long and we have already thoroughly
discussed it—we will just offer the article from THE NEW YORK TIMES, “SCIENCE TIMES”, Tuesday, December 6, 1994.
[QUOTING:]
FROM FANTASY TO FACT:
SPACE-BASED LASER
NEARLY READY TO FLY
The Death Ray that Refused to Die: By William J. Broad
The Alpha laser, after 15 years and $1 billion in research, is nearly ready to be tested in space as a
weapon for destroying enemy missiles. [H: What??? I thought the war was OVER!] It has been fired
in tests at a sprawling site in California 11 times, [H: UmmmHummm] and the energy intensity of the
concentrated light at its core routinely reaches levels that are several times the heat at the surface of the sun.
The laser is now being tied to a system of big mirrors meant to focus and direct its beam so it could hit
enemy missiles. [H: Surely they can’t be talking about alien invaders, can they? I can hardly wait
for the idiots to try that one!]
It’s back. Adored by military contractors and lambasted by civilian skeptics, fired into the political
stratosphere by President Ronald Reagan and dragged back to earth by the Clinton Administration, “Star
Wars” is prominent again as the newly empowered Republicans begin to push for deployment of a national
system of antimissile defense and gird for ideological warfare with Democrats on the topic of placing arms
in the heavens.
Surprisingly, this turn in the nation’s 35-year, love-hate relationship with antimissile research finds the
technology less speculative than before. For the first time, it is mature enough that one class of advanced
weapons could be put into space relatively quickly [H: Sure was.], a fact that is likely to electrify this
round of the antimissile debate.
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FROM PHANTASY TO FACT: SPACE-BASED
LASER NEARLY READY TO FLY
The weapon is the chemical laser, which gets its energy from the combustion of fuels similar to those in
rocket engines. Though much of its energy is lost as heat, significant amounts can be extracted by mirrors
and resonant chambers, emerging as a concentrated beam of light that in theory can flash across space to
zap speeding missiles thousands of miles away.
In particular, the new maturity centers on a chemical laser known as Alpha, which the Federal Government has quietly been developing for more than 15 years at a cost of about $1 billion, IN A
SECLUDED VALLEY NEAR SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO, CALIF. [H: Yes, Remember our
writings, very near the San Onofre nuclear power plant!] The sprawling test site for Alpha includes
a 50-ft. high-tech chamber that mimics the vacuum of space.
Angelo M. Codevilla, a senior research fellow at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University in
California and a former staffer on the Senate Intelligence Committee who helped get Alpha started in
1978, said the device was all but ready for deployment in orbit to defend the United States.
“Like it or hate it, this is real,” said Mr. Codevilla, who would like to see a dozen or so laser battle
stations circling the earth. “It’s not theoretical. It’s not some scientist fantasizing about X-ray lasers.”
But critics deride the whole idea, saying a fleet of Alpha-type weapons in orbit would violate the
Antiballistic Missile Treaty, which was signed in 1972 by the United States and the Soviet Union and bars
the deployment of antimissile arms in space. The treaty allows the orbital testing of research lasers as long
as they are too weak to shoot down long-range missiles. But critics say Alpha, even as a research tool, is
so powerful it would fail this legal test and violate the treaty, thus probably touching off a political storm if
testing were to advance into space.
[H: Better stop and discuss this for a minute. Now who would be the target? It has to be
someone or somethings which are “physical” in projection—so, it is NOT for the Intergalactic
Command Fleet for it is well KNOWN among those circles that WE ARE MOSTLY INVISIBLE
AND CAN BE INVISIBLE OR NON-PHYSICAL ON AN INSTANT’S NOTICE. We have
devices which can monitor such beams and things from launch site. So, it is for the land-locked
entities, humans and manufactured CRAFT. Well, the Cosmospheres are physical and so are
your little “stealth stars”. I would guess, however, that this very well may mean that some of the
Russians are NOT ON THE SIDE OF THE BOLSHEVIKS IN THE U.S.A. AND PARTS WEST!
BY THE WAY—GOD WINS!]
And full blown battle stations, critics assert, are dubious since they would fail to protect the United
States COMPLETELY.
“It’s either too much or not enough,” said John E. Pike, who is in charge of space policy for the
Federation of American Scientists, a private group based in Washington. Ground-based interceptors are
better for knocking out short-range missiles, he said, and space lasers, at best, would be leaky shields
against a concerted attack by long-range missiles.
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“Imperfect defenses are worthless,” Mr. Pike added, because the destructiveness of a single nuclear
blast is so great.
Right or wrong, good or bad, Alpha is unique in the antimissile world by virtue of its staying power and
steady evolution. It got started before the 1983 “Star Wars” speech in which President Reagan called for
work on a way of rendering enemy missiles “impotent and obsolete”, and it survived the program’s subsequent ups and downs.
In 1993, the Clinton Administration declared Star Wars dead, in a move that was largely symbolic.
Some programs were cut back, but the antimissile research is still being funded at about $3 billion a year,
bringing its total cost for the decade to about $35 billion.
[H: Let me point out another thing right here—you see, Clinton LIED TO YOU—AGAIN. I also
want you to REMEMBER that when a thing is stated and then when OFFICIALLY DENIED—
you KNOW things are really bad. Now that denials are being flung around about the North
Korean incident (U.S. military helicopter downed 3 miles inside North Korean territory)—JUST
WHO DO YOU THINK IS BEING TRUTHFUL?? You now have THE liar on record WITH an
OFFICIAL DENIAL OF ACTIVITIES. How bad do you think the U.S. actions really WERE???
You can be sure it is not tiddle-de-winks being played over there.]
Alpha and allied programs, their budgets now tight, got enough money to keep evolving and growing
through the rise and fall of a host of futuristic alternatives for space armaments like X-ray lasers,
neutron particle beams and space-based kinetic kill vehicles. In short, Alpha is the death ray that
refused to die. [H: Now you know that the other “kill” technologies didn’t die either.]
“This program has survived lots and lots of turmoil because it has a very high potential payoff,” said
Daniel R. Wildt, an advanced systems manager at TRW Inc., Alpha’s main contractor, in an interview.
The principal allure of chemical lasers is that they require no electricity, drawing their power instead
from simple chemical reactions. Alpha’s lasing action is produced by the combustion of hydrogen and
fluorine, a toxic, corrosive, yellowish gas that is the most reactive of the elements. To avoid handling
problems, the fluorine is made instants before combustion in a precursor reaction of nitrogen trifluoride,
deuterium and helium.
Alpha got a slow start as Congress fought over its fate and allowed only limited funding for design
studies. Mr. Reagan’s 1983 speech opened the budgetary floodgates, and contractors broke ground for
the Alpha test site in 1984.
The first full-scale ground tests of the lightweight laser began under tight security in December 1987,
when gas was released into the combustion chamber but not ignited. An accident delayed the first firing
until April 1989. The explosive zap came after a tense two-day countdown that required synchronization
among a maze of fuel tanks, pipes, pumps, valves and switches, similar in some respects to a SpaceShuttle countdown.
[H: THIS IS YOUR COUNTRY, CITIZENS; HOW MANY OF YOU KNOW ALLABOUT THIS?
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WELL, LET ME WARN YOU—YOU HAVE SO MANY UNITED NATIONS TROOPS AND
SOVIET KGB ELEMENTS AND AGENTS, WORKERS AND SCIENTISTS FROM THE
BOLSHEVIK (ZIONIST JEWISH ELEMENT OF THE RUSSIAS) IN YOUR NATION THAT
THIS CAN ONLY BE BAD NEWS FOR YOU CITIZENS WHO SIMPLY WANT PEACE. THE
ENEMY NOW LIVES WITHIN YOUR BORDERS SO WHEN THE WARS ARE FOUGHT—
THEY WILL BE FOUGHT WITHIN YOUR BORDERS. IT IS THE ELITE SECRET GOVERNMENT, IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE LITTLE ALIENS, OF ALL TYPES, WHO ARE
YOUR ENEMY AND THE ENEMY OF THE ONES AGAINST WHOM THAT ELEMENT
SEEKS SECRECY AND DEFENSE. IT IS TIME TO WAKE UP, AMERICANS—THESE
TOYS ARE BEING USED AS WE WRITE AND YOU ARE GOING TO GET CAUGHT IN
THE MIDDLE OF THIS CONFRONTATION BETWEEN POWERFUL PLAYERS. NEVER
MIND SPACE-CADETS—THESE ARE THE OLD BOYS OF SOLID PHYSICAL EXPRESSION!]
The laser’s beam of concentrated light is designed to produce 2.2 million watts of energy, making it the
nation’s most powerful military laser, experts outside the Government say. Officially, the power of the
beam is secret, with contractors saying only that it is hot enough to melt metal and that the energy intensity
at the core of the laser is several times that of the surface of the sun.
To date, Alpha has been fired 11 times, most recently in August. [H: WRONG—TRY NIGHT
BEFORE LAST!]
The main challenge with Alpha was to turn chemical-laser technology that had been proven on the
ground into a device light enough to be launched into space. Thus, the laser is largely aluminum.
Among the laser’s heavier components were its mirrors, which had ponderous systems of cooling
water to prevent extreme heat from shattering them. One item developed over the past few years and
tested during the August firing were coatings that make mirrors so reflective they need no cooling.
“What that means is immense weight savings,” said Mr. Wildt. “It’s a breakthrough.” Lots of uncooled
mirrors are now planned for Alpha and its affiliated systems.
Currently, the laser is being linked to a system of mirrors known as LAMP, for Large Advanced Mirror
Program. Its biggest circular mirror is 13-feet in diameter and the LAMP apparatus is housed in a separate vacuum chamber at the San Juan Capistrano site. LAMP is to take the raw Alpha beam and simulate
how it could be focused and directed across space to hit enemy missiles.
Dr. Grant A. Hosack, who is in charge of laser programs at TRW, said budget cuts would delay the
first firing of the integrated system until 1997. And retrenchments forced the cancellation of plans to keep
firing and testing Alpha in the interim.
“We’ve had to cut back on manpower, too,” Dr. Hosack said. “We’ve got a lot of blood and guts in
this. When we see the cuts so deep, it really hurts.”
TRW officials said that if money were no impediment about five years would be needed to prepare a
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laser weapon for deployment in space. Power levels would have to rise to about 5 million to 10 million
watts, private experts say. In theory, given the optic breakthrough as weight reductions, it would take one
or two large rockets to loft a laser battle station into orbit.
Operating at a wavelength of 2.7 microns, which is in the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum
and invisible to the human eye, an Alpha-type weapon would be effective only in space and would be able
to penetrate into the Earth’s atmosphere no deeper than five or six miles above the ground.
“We can’t start fires,” said Dr. Hosack. “We kill the missiles as soon as they penetrate the cloud tops.”
Promising to speed this kind of work is the resurgence of the Republicans, who have vigorously
backed Star Wars from the start. Moreover, the Republican “Contract With America”, a manifesto developed by Representative Newt Gingrich of Georgia and signed by more than 300 Republican House candidates before the election landslide in November, explicitly CALLS FOR THE RAPID DEPLOYMENT
OF ANTIMISSILE ARMS. [H: What do you suppose they know that you are not allowed to
know—while they also prepare incarceration centers FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE.??]
The National Security Restoration Act, one of the contract’s ten proposals, says the Defense Department should “develop for deployment at the earliest possible date a cost-effective, operational anti-ballistic
missile defense system to protect the U.S. against ballistic missile threats.” Republicans have pledged to
bring the bills up for a vote in the first 100 days of the new Congress, which starts in January.
The contract does not specify whether the defense should be based on the ground or in space, but
analysts note that the Republicans have always tended to back space-based systems. And Star Wars
advocates argue that only a space-based system would be “cost effective”, as called for in the contract.
“There’s not enough money in the budget for anything else.” said Frank J. Gaffney Jr., a Pentagon
official in the Reagan Administration who now directs the Center for Security Policy, a private Washington
group.
Experts say a dozen or so space-based laser battle stations might cost $50 billion or more.
Critics contend such huge expenditures are proliferating. Mr. Codevilla said, “It’s best to defend
ourselves as the technology allows. As de Gaulle used to say, ‘The future lasts a long time.’”
Both foes and friends of space-lasers agree that such weapons run afoul of the Antiballistic Missile
Treaty. Boosters of the treaty say it is a bulwark against a renewal of the nuclear arms race and should be
preserved at all costs, while its distractors say it has outlived its usefulness.
“If I’m right,” said Mr. Gaffney, the former Pentagon official, “we’ve got a problem that’s not going to
be resolved by arms-control agreements. We need to defend ourselves.”
[END OF QUOTING]
MAY GOD OF LIGHT BE WITH YOU—AND MAY YOU COME TO DESERVE THAT ALLOW105

ANCE! THE WAR HAS BEGUN!
I would ask you people who have shared with us, and written recently, be patient for a return. I am indeed
grateful for one gift to my scribe which solves MANY problems. A group gathered together and got a
beautiful new keyboard for Dharma. We needed two—and the other was already present. Each has
different presentation and each uses a different position. We have to begin to use a keyboard on the basis
of several days on one and several days on another to change “wear” position for Dharma’s hands and
wrists. This is beautiful! We can rotate the boards and allow the healing. We have managed incredibly
well when considering the thousands of hours spent typing. We are TRULY GRATEFUL. We can start
the rotation immediately so bear with us while the typing is adjusted to strange positioning and unfamiliar
hand placement. I know that you ones are thoughtful but this was wonderful of each of you who were this
thoughtful for MY NEEDS. I will be greatly inconvenienced if we have reason to stop our work and allow
for healing. The problems are getting worse with full cramping of the hands—this will fix it—bless you.
With other gifts which were offered, we can get any additional hook-up materials necessary. We already
use alternative power source but the local planning commission is again legally trying to remove the fuel
tank. Once on their list—never off it!
In appreciation and in appreciation on behalf of Dharma and E.J., I thank you beautiful and thoughtful
compatriots. This will allow us to go on a few miles further. I am humbly grateful.
May we close this and take respite. Salu.
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CHAPTER 15
REC #1 HATONN
THU., DEC. 29, 1994 9:31 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 135
THU., DEC. 29, 1994
PARASITES AND PETS
I am going to speak about something I witness taking place all over the readers’ territories. Since we
began to write about parasites within the bodies and how to cleanse selves and pets of them—we have a
strange phenomenon taking place—especially among families with small children and babies.
What is happening is that beautiful and faithfully loyal pets are being relegated to separation from the family
and children. They are being banished to the cold outdoors while the babes are now forced to NOT have
the sharing of the most wondrous growth lessons of childhood—the faithful loyalty of pets and friends.
What do you THINK you are doing? You think you are saving the child from parasites? No, you are
taking your own inability to cope with TRUTH upon the hapless animals—usually dogs and cats. It is as
easy or easier to rid the animals of parasites than anything because they have been recognized as being
present for centuries. Now that you can rid selves of the parasites without so much as inconvenience—
what are you really doing? You are showing your lack of humane compassion.
Mostly it is mothers who ACTUALLY do not wish to attend the pets, vacuum hair, brush and clean the
pets and thus and so. Believe me, the problem of possible parasites IS NOT THE PROBLEM—IT IS
SIMPLY AN EXCUSE FOR RIDDING SELVES OF THE ANNOYANCE OF PETS.
IT IS BETTER FOR A CHILD TO HAVE THE PARASITES WITHIN HIS BODY THAN TO BE
DEPRIVED OF THE LOVING COMPANIONSHIP OF PETS. YOU WHO ARE REACTING IN
THIS MANNER MUST STOP, PLEASE, AND THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE DOING. GETTING RID OF PETS OR SENDING FORTH INTO THE LONELINESS OF AN OUTSIDE PEN,
OR WORSE, IS SOUL WRENCHING. GOD SENT THESE BELOVED FRIENDS FOR YOUR
PLEASURE AND COMPANIONSHIP. WHEN YOU TREAT THEM IN A MANNER OF CRUELTY—YOU ARE TEACHING YOUR CHILDREN TO BE CRUEL AND UNLOVING!! PONDER IT AND CAREFULLY MAKE RECONSIDERATIONS.
MISINTERPRETATIONS
Arguments continue to flow in with objections, especially during the holiday seasons, about Biblical accuracies. There are great objections to anyone stating that a given term may be incorrect. I do not argue—
there is no merit in argument. I would, however, offer a thought from this day’s news:
With the newly appointed Agriculture Secretary, Glickman, taking over the head of the nation’s (U.S.)
agricultural programs, what was said by the news people? “The new young Turks are taking over and will
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be faced with radical...” How do you think THAT statement will be deciphered from ancient writings 2000
years from now? It will be TRANSLATED as “Turkish young persons took over the United States
Agricultural programs”, AT THE VERY LEAST! JUST AS IN THE DAYS OF WRITING IN THE SOCALLED ERA OF “JESUS”—”VIRGIN” MEANT “YOUNG WOMAN” AND NOTHING MORE!
I just ask that you look at possibilities BEFORE raising questions which in turn make you appear silly and
thoughtless.
I also noted a segment on Ruth Westheimer (the nice little Jewish Zionist sex-master who is NOT a doctor
as she simply holds a “doctorate”—and I am not sure in what, other than possibly insanity and death
suggestions) and her doll houses with which she plays to balance her past. This tiny little gray alien has
done more to demoralize the nation with sexual foolishness than any other one party around—if that is a
good recognition in any sense of something which must be private and intimate to be of value at all. She
and her pushers declare themselves to be THE authority? Of what? She pushes sodomy but suggests a
cleansing enema prior to such acts. She suggested to a 20-year-old mother of six babies who was too
tired to give her husband DAILY OR MORE OFTEN, sex to, guess what—GO FORTH AND SPEND
TIME IN A MOTEL WITHOUT THE CHILDREN AND “REKINDLE” THE “SPARKS”. She told
the mother that she was LUCKY to have such an attentive husband! How is this going to appear 2000
years from now in the annals of history? What legacy are you leaving the children? You take away their
pets because of parasites and give this kind of woman honors, peace prizes, and the award of the clans of
phallic worshipers! THIS WOMAN ADVOCATES THE VERY ACTS WHICH ARE KNOWN TO
SPREAD THE MOST DEADLY DISEASES—AND CALLS ONE WHO OBJECTS—A BIGOT
AND ANTI-SEMITE.
You see, you don’t even know what the terms really mean. What will the term anti-Semite mean in year
4000? It isn’t even accurate in year 2000!! Do you see how the lies take over? AND YOU DEMAND
THAT THEY BE ACCEPTED.
No, there is no argument from here on any of these perceptions—I offer the facts and that is my task—you
do whatever you wish, believe whomever you wish and do that which you will. However, until you can
begin to open your eyes to what is being done unto you—you will not have freedom and the state of your
nation and living morals will rot and decay while you finally recognize the plight of your enslavement. You
had better start thinking about these things and be wary of ones making great inroads in media stardom—
with the controlled press and media—there is a reason one can get away with what, for instance, Rush
Limbaugh can manage. To replace one criminal with a flag-waving criminal is no upgrading of your government—it simply delays the cleansing and reclamation. Aren’t you weary of being made the fool?
PRESS CODES OF ETHICS
It once was that the leading papers had some sort of a code which disallowed outright lies. The “tabloids”
were the ones blamed for “yellow” or false tales. No longer, friends, the lies are presented over and over
again—OUTRIGHT LIES AND FALSE STORIES—run right on the Pat Robertson Associated Press.
Worse, the LAW (Judicial System) aids and abets the lies. There are attorneys who should be disbarred
and jailed who are simply smiled at for their cute antics. God bless Gerry Spence for his attempt to make
humans out of a few trial lawyers. These will be the ones who serve God and Country, and YOU some108

day, when rebuilding the judicial system into something worthy of the label. I would suggest that as you
add lawyers to your staff of CLC you get a list of ones who have attended Spence’s TLC courses. I would
start today, as a matter of FACT.
While we are on the subject of media lies, attorney lies and such (usually presented one to the other), I
want to repeat something here:
CONTACT IS NOT AN ANTI-GOVERNMENT PAPER AS STATED RECENTLY THROUGH THE
ASSOCIATED PRESS AND GEORGE ABBOTT, ATTORNEY! CONTACT IS A PRO-GOVERNMENT INFORMATION RESOURCE—IT IS ONLY AGAINST THE SECRET CORRUPT TREASONOUS GOVERNMENT PEOPLE WHO HAVE THIEVED FREEDOM AND “YOUR” GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE. THERE IS A VERY, VERY BIG DIFFERENCE! This is, of course, the
same attorney who said he tried to have 12-1/2 foot ceilings in his offices to “accommodate the tall aliens”.
Why would he do that? It appears he has need of such accommodations. Mr. Green is a close friend of
this man and Green said that he receives from such aliens—therefore, it would appear that someone is
hoodwinking the public. I am accused of representing myself as THE MESSIAH by this man and it is run
in the international press. NEVER have I so much as suggested such a thing and Mrs. Green claims to
write for THAT Messiah of whom we assume Mr. Abbott is speaking, and MR. GREEN claims to speak
for and receive from “Hatonn”. We must assume that these are simply different entities from any we
recognize for they certainly do not fit our descriptions. By the way, George Green and George (Gyeorgos
[Greek]) Hatonn and George Abbott are NOT the same being—so I marvel at the lack of discernment.
Could it be the gold these attorneys still seek to obtain? The GOLD was ordered by the court to be
returned to the gifter—IN TEXAS with no attachment at all to either Green or the “Institute”—or more
especially, the Ekkers. What is this? A drive to influence the JUDGES in Nevada? Will lies hold up? Who
knows—they certainly will if not countered.
The more recent publication of lies (today) even states that a suit has been filed by John Schroepfer against
the Institute—along with his wife Eleanor. Sorry about that, Abbott, but this lie is going to bite you. John
is in divorce, the assets are TIED UP BY LEGAL ORDER and JOHN DEMANDS HIS ASSETS BE
HELD AND PROTECTED. One step too many often is the end of such game playing. Mr. Horton (“the
Constitutional Attorney” by Wisconsin Report legend) is tied to these statements. This man sits on the
BOARD of a committee to restore the Constitution and allows for this kind of lying procedure? You are
in trouble, America. Whoever are the energies referred to by these men are not of ME or MY COMPATRIOTS. Mr. Fort, who Abbott also claims as a “sue-or” came to Tehachapi and placed any funds
because of, by and through GEORGE GREEN who was founder, program originator, claimed multimillionaire investor expert, major developer, Intelligence community alumni, Securities authority, Corporation
authority and on and on. He still advertises himself in this manner on national radio. He took $350,000 in
gold coins intended for the Institute and buried them in his back yard in Nevada—after taking them there
secretly. Would it not be more reasonable for Mr. Fort to sue Mr. Green for return of any funds loaned to
Mr. Green’s company program? Mr. Schroepfer has, in addition to other things, said that Mr. Green
called a meeting to get the funds OUT of the Institute—TO PLACE THEM WITH GREEN PERSONALLY
IN A NEW DEVELOPMENT VENTURE! Could this KNOWLEDGE be a reason Mr. Schroepfer
was locked away in an Alzheimer Center “Prison”, denied visitors and held for over a year? Is this not
interesting? Now you tell US how this equates to any of the printings being released through Abbott and
the “court reporter for the local legal sheet” and the articles appearing in nationwide papers. If Mr. Fort
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has funds due and owing, why is he suing Ekkers, who have nothing and have managed to save a damaged
Institute—with the damage coming from the very founder, director and officer of that Institute—while Mr.
Green has not only taken these gold assets AND in court says he is worth several millions of dollars
otherwise. Mr. Fort came and participated because of Mr. Green and MR. GREEN IS THE ONE
WITH THE FUNDS. IS THERE POSSIBLY SOMETHING WRONG HERE? I WOULD GUESS
SO! Mr. Abbott has said that he depends on THIS CASE and one which is ongoing with some Italian
involvement FOR HIS RETIREMENT. This should be really comforting to HIS CLIENTS FOR WHOM
HE HAS ALREADY GLEANED THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS.
The publication also refers to the Institute, Ekkers or somebody, owning a “farm”. This is to purposely
present FALSE information and assumption. There is no group here and the Institute nor the Ekkers own
anything—much the less a “farm”. There is a research farm which has almost no livestock save a few
chickens for eggs—and that corporation borrowed research funds. I think that this is gross misrepresentation which further damages innocent parties. I believe it is time to cause these false speakers to PRESENT
DOCUMENTS WHICH THEY HAVE THUS FAR EVADED PRODUCING—STARTING WITH A
DOCUMENTED ESCROW IN AN ACCOUNT OF OVER $40,000 PAID TO MR. FORT FROM
THE INSTITUTE—TO MR. ABBOTT. OR, HAS THAT AMOUNT BEEN ABSORBED BY SUCH
LEGAL COSTS AS PRESENTED IN FALSE INFORMATION SUCH AS THE LATEST LIES
SHOWING UP IN THE NATIONAL PRESS?? HALF THAT AMOUNT WAS DEMANDED AND
PAID BY THE INSTITUTE TO MR. ABBOTT THE DAY BEFORE HE LEFT FOR ITALY ON A
TRIP. HE CLAIMS HE DID NOT CASH THE CHECKS BUT THEY ARE ENDORSED AND
CASHED BY HIM. These things don’t seem to be mentioned in Mr. Abbott’s public announcements.
Defamation is also claimed? Is TRUTH defamation?? Or is that a typical parasitic attack to obscure
FACTS? I think we all know, don’t we?
I’m sorry, readers, I realize that you are bored with this garbage—but if you do not dispute the lies at every
opportunity you are going to go down because this is exactly what the enemy wants you to do—either give
up or shut up. These people obviously want the funds taken by Mr. Green for themselves in payments for
legal services AS PROMISED BY MR. GREEN. THEY HAVE DONE NOTHING TO NEGATE
THIS ASSUMPTION SAVE PUBLISH MORE GARBAGE AND PRESENT IT ONE-SIDED TO
THE COURT. I WONDER WHY OUR ATTORNEYS DON’T DO MORE TO OBJECT TO THIS
TRASH?? ARE THEY SO FEARFUL OF A BAD SYSTEM AS TO NOT OFFICIALLY COUNTER?
CAN NOT INSTITUTE ATTORNEYS GATHER TOGETHER AND GET THESE CASES SETTLED
IN RIGHT ORDER SO THEY TOO CAN GET PAID RIGHTFULLY? AT THE VERY LEAST, RETURN OF LEGAL FEES TO COUNTER OUTRIGHT LIES AND FALSE SUITS SHOULD BE
FORTHCOMING. You will either DEMAND justice and bring the spotlight of attention onto the corruption OR YOU WILL NEVER HAVE JUSTICE, only further deterioration of the system as a whole.
America now has the worst judicial system IN THE ENTIRE WORLD!!! You petition for God’s help in
your plight while you allow the very laws of God to be totally usurped in such manner over and over again
while continuing to say, “We have the best judicial system in the world”! NO, you have the WORST and
MOST CORRUPT!
Let us break this here so as not to tire the scribe too much.
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CHAPTER 16
REC #2 HATONN
THU., DEC. 29, 1994 11:53 A.M. YEAR 8, DAY 135
THU., DEC. 29, 1994
JUDGES OR CRIMINALS?
Again I defer to the wisdom and research of Eustace Mullins. I do not in any way suggest that the Judges
of Nevada, or those involved in the cases above-mentioned, are either corrupt or do other than trying to
make good decisions. The facts are that these judges involved in the local cases (above) are given LIES
upon which to base decisions, so what else can they do than to rule on false evidence?? Further, there
seems no way to get truth TO THE JUDGES.
These cases in point were set up to be jury trials and that was a DEMAND widely advertised by Mr.
Green. Then the day prior to trial they dropped the demand so the hearing was before the judge with no
jury—PER THEIR NEW DEMAND. Then, when the judge ruled to return the funds TO THE GIFTER,
there came the cry of “false hearing” and “no jury fair trial” and on and on ad nauseam. The case resides
now with no legal stay of execution of the court order but still no rightful action as the Supreme Court sits
with a side-appeal. What is this?? How can cases continue to be dangled on LIES? Well, it isn’t new,
unfortunately—it has become the rule of the day.
I would reprint a document by Eustace Mullins called JUDGES OR CRIMINALS? It deals with Washington D.C. but it has become the typical format of injustice. When a patriot can rot away or be executed
for reason of defense or patriotism speech while criminals are turned out onto the streets without even a
slap on the hand and the courts and government continue with no regulation as to Law or Constitution
reference—you are in TROUBLE.
[QUOTING:]
JUDGES OR CRIMINALS?
by Eustace Mullins
[H: This is a reprint with full permission of the author first offered in August, 1994.]
Although many patriots have been given short shrift in American courts, few of them realize just how
many of the misfits on the federal bench are thieves, drunkards, or mentally ill. A carefully researched
book by Joseph Goulden, THE BENCHWARMERS, (Waybright and Talley, NYC, 1974) reveals some
amazing inside stories on the ability of judges to warp and destroy American Christian civilization. For
instance, we all know of the havoc created among the nation’s criminal control systems by “bleeding heart”
judges, who immediately turn rapists, killers and other thugs loose to prey upon the unarmed citizens, while
handing out a thirty-five-year sentence to Howard Hunt on the charge that he knew about a burglary in
which nothing was stolen.
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Amazingly enough, Goulden traces the creation of this Thug’s Paradise in America to two judges on
the District of Columbia Appeals Court in Washington. [H: Hold in your hearts the knowledge that
this was 20 years ago (almost a quarter of a century. How much further have they entrapped you
by this date, 2 days short of 1995?] They are two Jews, Judge David Bazelon and Judge Charles
Fahey. Like many Jews, Bazelon underwent extensive psychoanalysis, and he adopted this as the solution
to all problems. Born in a Jewish ghetto in Chicago, he became a tax lawyer and contributed heavily to the
Democratic Party. A close friend of Sen. Paul Douglas, he was appointed to the Appeals Court by Harry
Truman, and American justice hasn’t been the same since.
Bazelon soon revealed his belief that criminals should not be punished, but that they should be returned
to society, where, with psychiatric “help” they would immediately become useful citizens. District attorneys found it almost impossible to get Judge Bazelon to send a robber, a rapist or a killer to jail. Judge
Bazelon also dismissed many carefully prepared cases on the grounds that the criminals’ “rights” had in
some technical manner been infringed upon.
Another Jew on the D.C. Appeals bench, Judge Charles Fahey, enthusiastically adopted Bazelon’s
theories about “mental health” and soon they were freeing dangerous criminals on the flimsiest technicalities. The result was that Washington became the most dangerous city in America to walk in after dark. As
the years went by, and Bazelon continued his “mental health” campaign, Washington became almost as
dangerous by day, as the criminals realized that with a patron saint of thugs like Bazelon, they did not have
to commit their crimes under the cover of darkness. It was the Supreme Court which really turned
Washington into a black capital, with the infamous decree outlawing contracts with racial covenants. The
result was that the Whites had to flee to the suburbs, as Jewish speculators blockbusted one area after
another.
Goulden’s [H: This is a good example for stating, right now, that “Jewish” is not what it
appears to be because the author of that book, Goulden, is also a person of “Hebrew” lineage
and thus thinks himself to be a “jew”. Do you see how ones within the very network are CAUGHT
IN THE TRAP LAID FORTH BY THE DECEIVERS?] book tells the story of how Abe Marovitz
became a federal judge in Chicago. Colonel Jake Arvey, the Jewish political boss of Chicago, took Abe,
who was then a sergeant, to the officers’ club in Manila during World War II. The other officers promptly
threw Abe out. After the war, Abe became the mouthpiece for the top hoods in the Chicago area, including triggermen of the Al Capone gang. Jake asked him how he could make it up to him for the unfortunate
episode in Manila, and Abe answered: “Make me a Federal judge.”
Marovitz tells the story on himself that when a routine investigation was made concerning his appointment, a chum called him up and said: “Judge, the Gees have been around askin’ questions. I didn’t tell
them nuttin’.” Another Chicago judge, William Campbell, amassed a twenty million dollar fortune in real
estate while on the bench, although his only income was his judge’s salary, beginning at $8,000 and rising
to $22,500. Campbell became a federal judge as a result of his friendship with Bishop Shiel of Chicago,
who was such a fanatical Zionist that most area Catholics called him “Rabbi” Shiel. He spent much of his
time at Jewish functions, dedicating a new synagogue or raising money for the United Jewish Appeal. As
a result, he became Col. Jake Arvey’s right-hand man in political wheeling and dealing. Judge Campbell
fitted into the picture, hence the twenty million dollars in real estate that he was allowed to amass.
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Goulden has some interesting background on the “Hero of the Watergate Trials”, the “firm, courageous” Judge Sirica. Goulden reveals that Sirica was a law school dropout who operated a newsstand for
a year at 9th and D Streets in Washington. An article in the Washingtonian magazine called him unfit for
the bench and cited “his careless legal errors, his short temper, his inattentiveness to court proceedings, his
misguided view of the purpose of judicial power, his lack of compassion for his fellow human beings.”
These qualities came to the nation’s attention during the Watergate Trials, in which Sirica apparently was
used as a tool to prepare the way for Nelson Rockefeller’s assumption of the Presidency, as it was
impossible for Rockefeller to ever be elected, as after he took the wife of the employee of the Rockefeller
Foundation, had a child by her, and finally married her, the victim of his ruthless passions bearing the
curious name of “Happy”.
After reading Goulden’s book one begins to understand why free-born American citizens have to cringe
and grovel before the Supermen on the bench, nearly all of whom have been personally approved for their
offices by the Anti-Defamation League for their support of Zionism. A Christian approaches these wielders
of power as a slave approaches King Herod, for the guarantees of the Constitution mean nothing to the
arrogant “benchwarmers”, many of whom, as Goulden tells us, are deranged alcoholics on the take. The
corruption of the judiciary is not as widely known as the corruption of the Executive and the Legislative
branches of government, but the sad fact is the delicate system of checks and balances set up by the
Founding Fathers to AVOID TYRANNY has been CORRUPTED by the Jew.
[END OF QUOTING]
CAN THE ABOVE BE TRUTH?
Well, if ANY of you have had encounters within the judicial system I cannot imagine that you didn’t notice
interesting activities—not the least of which is the incredible periods of time it takes to do anything—while
the fees mount by compounding amounts. To simply “end” a case is never in point—it is the continuing of
a case until all parties are totally stripped bare that is uppermost for the system. It is a dominant joke—but
one, like in the “funny” politicians—WHICH IS ACTUALLY DEVASTATING AND NOT AT ALL
“FUNNY”.
You will note that even in the outstandingly public case of one O.J. Simpson, the crime is all but forgotten.
The facts are that no other “suspects” are even being considered—when it is impossible that O.J. could
have done both murders—if, in fact, he was even remotely involved. Millions and millions of dollars have
already been exchanged—and you are no closer to a “case” than the day of the kosherized murders. The
FACTS no longer have any meaning or connection to that which is ongoing.
We can even go back and speak of the local cases as presented through George Abbott regarding our own
KNOWN factual information. In reference to his LIES, it is KNOWN and documented that he has been
disciplined by the Bar Association AND Judges for behavior damaging his clients—through the overabundant use of alcohol—the man is a known and recognized alcoholic. Is this good or bad for him? Well, I
would suppose he can claim he was not in good mind control when he wrote these things which are not
true. However, the fact is that one of his claims to FAME is his ability as a JOURNALIST (recognized) to
use the press for his purposes. He brags about this asset! So just WHO is deceived and made the fool?
The public—YOU-THE-PEOPLE. You who will have seen “only” the A.P. release will note a remarkable
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omission of Mr. Abbott’s name from the national press—while it was fully mentioned and he was NAMED
by the original writer of the story in Nevada. THIS IS MANIPULATION IN ITS WORST, BUT TYPICAL, FORM. To believe that Mr. Fort has $40,000 sitting in Mr. Abbott’s bank account is somehow a
bit doubtful perhaps? Is THIS defamation and is CONTACT (the only place where this will be printed),
with only some 1300 subscribers, a REAL THREAT to these honored attorneys in this instance?
We offer only TRUTH—the Associated Press is now set up as a printer of TOTALLY FALSE INFORMATION. WHICH SHOULD BE MORE RESPONSIBLE—THE ONE WHO SERVES THE INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC OR A “NOTHING” PAPER WHO REACHES ONLY A HANDFUL OF
SUBSCRIBERS?? I am truly impressed that these people in opposition are such detailed readers of
CONTACT—THOUGH NONE OF THEM ARE SUBSCRIBERS! THAT SHOULD TELL TRUTH
MORE THAN ANY OTHER FACT. In addition they take information from their own “compiled lies”,
non-related depositions of various non-related cases, and print them as if they somehow prove THEIR
case. How can this be? One or a dozen lies do not a single truth make. To use a lie to prove a lie only
compounds the lie and MAKES THE JUDGES APPEAR THE FOOLS. These judges in this instance
ARE NOT THE FOOLS—BUT THEY ARE THE ONES WHO END UP APPEARING THE FOOLS.
EVEN THE ADJUSTED LAWS OF THE LAND DO NOT SHELTER THIS KIND OF NON-JUSTICE. Instead of protecting such as George Abbott, one would think the attorneys themselves would
drum such ridiculous clowns from their midst. These kinds of actions by “their own” are ludicrous—is
there no honor left at all??
Do we blame everything on being “Jews”? NO! This particular man is constantly bragging about his
association with major politicians and his positions in major political committees, etc. In so many instances, the very self-named “Jews” get a bad rap which is about as bad as you can get under all circumstances.
HONORS!!
In reference to the last statement above I will use an excellent example of exactly what I mean:
[QUOTING:]
THE GROSSACK ORGANIZATION
PRODUCERS OF:
CONSTITUTIONAL BUSINESS WITH DAVID GROSSACK
62 Central Avenue
Hull, Massachusetts 02045
United States of America
Tel: (617) 925-5253
FAX: (617) 925-3906
Mr. Ken Vardon
APFN
3230 E. Flamingo Rd., #352
Las Vegas, NV 89121
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Dear Ken:
Enclosed you will find a number of items of interest:
1. Releases concerning my forthcoming Shortwave Program.
2. Essay on Citizen’s Arrest (why not fax it);
3. Brochures on my new newsletter plus order forms, please fax, I could use publicity to get
this going and would appreciate help.
Your mailing is way off on Zionism!
The Zionist movement is deeply divided. It includes about one half socialist and internationalists, but
the other half is deeply religious people, many conservatives and ordinary Jews without power, such as
myself. [H: How I honor this man. He recognizes the problem but has no idea as to even “what”
to call himself. You see what has happened—the VERY PEOPLE SUCKED INTO THE FRAY
do not know differences and remain the worst of the abused and are first sacrificed on the liar’s
altars.]
Zionism is not a power grab involving the CFR, UN or Federal Reserve Bank.
Such allegations are false and malicious. Although a tiny number of wealthy liberals might be active in
Zionist affairs as well as internationalist causes to further an agenda separate from the Zionist movement,
i.e. commercial interests or liberal causes.
Attacking Zionism as a globalist conspiracy only defames innocent people and detracts from defending
the U.S. Constitution from its real enemies in Washington.
Faithfully,
David C. Grossack
[END OF QUOTING]
If Mr. Grossack would be kind enough to tell us exactly WHAT TO CALL THESE PRETENDERS WE
WOULD BE SO VERY HAPPY TO PUBLISH IT TO THE FOUR WINDS!! I do not know to what
information Mr. Grossack may be referring as we are NOT APFN and the FAX came directly from Sons/
Daughters of Liberty to this desk.
I also honor the APFN/KLV motto: “I am only a messenger. For me a soul is a soul and every soul is
my harbor. APFN is a forum!! You are the answer... Thank you for sharing. Let my home be my
kingdom.”
Now I would like to offer a bit of Mr. David C. Grossack’s (Esquire; a title of nobility) writing. There is a
statement to use the material but there is also a Common Law Copyright with all rights reserved so it will
be very brief.
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It reads in only a brief part:
[QUOTING:]
CITIZEN’S ARREST
Not long ago (no date given) the politically correct Boston Globe noticed a “shocking” new trend. It
seems as if some citizens of Massachusetts were so fed up with crime that they have begun to intervene in
petty street crime afflicting the streets of our cities. Thieves and pickpockets in Massachusetts should
exercise caution in where and how they ply their craft as the chances that vigilantes will pummel them and
drag them to the nearest peace officer are definitely on an upswing. While the Globe is shocked at this
healthy trend, students of the law should note that both a statutory and common law basis for a certain
degree of “vigilante behavior” is well founded. Indeed, in an era of lawlessness it is important that readers
be advised as to their lawful right to protect their communities, loved ones and themselves by making lawful
citizens’ arrests. The purpose of this essay is to simply explain the law and the historical context of the
citizen’s arrest.
First, what is an arrest?
We can thank Black’s Law Dictionary for a good definition: “The apprehending or detaining of a
person in order to be forthcoming to answer an alleged or suspected crime.” See Ex Parte Sherwood, (29
Tex. App. 334, 15 S.W. 812).
Historically, in Anglo Saxon law in medieval England citizen’s arrests were an important part of community law enforcement. Sheriffs encouraged and relied upon active participation by able bodied persons
in the towns and villages of their jurisprudence. From this legacy originated the concept of the posse
comitatus which is a part of the United States legal tradition as well as the English. In medieval England,
the right of private persons to make arrests was virtually identical to the right of a sheriff and constable to
do so. (See Inbau and Thompson, Criminal Procedure, The Foundation Press, Mineola, NY 1974.
[END OF QUOTING]
I ask that if you want the remainder of this document you contact Mr. Grossack personally as I do not wish
to take liberties with his document. It is excellent and only a couple of pages in length. I have no further
comment other than to suggest that YOU-THE-PEOPLE have more power and authority than you might
suspect. Col. Bo Gritz was able to STOP the horrendous bloodbath about to continue in Idaho in the
Weaver case by assuming HIS AUTHORITY AS A CITIZEN WITH RIGHTS OF CITIZEN ARREST.
You must not overlook what tools you DO HAVE REMAINING to you. JUST DO NOT BREAK THE
LAWS IN YOUR EAGERNESS TO SERVE “YOUR WAY”.
ANOTHER “SAMPLE” LETTER TO THE
GOVERNOR OF ARKANSAS
RE: RICHARD WAYNE SNELL
Dec. 28, 1994
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To: Governor Jim Guy Tucker
State Capitol Building
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
I am submitting this letter to you and many others throughout the nation. I am contacting you concerning a Mr. Richard Wayne Snell. The issues in this letter must be addressed, lest you become party to a
murder of an innocent man.
1. It appears that this man may well have been set up, by our world renown President, Mr. Bill Clinton.
The corruption surrounding Clinton’s terms as Governor of your State is slowly coming to light. If Mr.
Snell can shed any true light on this, this alone must be sufficient to warrant a stay of execution.
2. If as it has been told, Mr. Snell was backed into a corner by a loose cannon Officer of the Law, then he
had and has every right to defend himself.
3. I stand for the death penalty, however there appear to be many mitigating circumstances surrounding this
case not to mention the cover ups that are starting to come to light.
4. I submit that this entire matter should be thoroughly reviewed by people totally un-connected to the case
and un-connected to anyone in the State or people in the White House. We still have honest people in Law
enforcement, if they are allowed to do their job, the right way, without pressure from above.
5. I submit that there are drugs that may be administered, that will exact the truth, without any question, if
this option is approved by Mr. Snell, then all surrounding the case should be asked to undergo the same
treatment. This may be somewhat out of the ordinary, however, so is this case and the surrounding players.
6. I do not know you, nor you I. I have no idea whether or not you are Democrat, Republican, Independent, white, black, or whatever else you might care to think. Nor does it matter one single bit. What
matters at this time, is that at this moment you hold a life in the palm of your hand.
You may allow it to be taken and aid in the covering up of information, and murder of a perhaps
innocent man, or you may stay it and order a full independent investigation. The choice is yours and it is not
an easy one, for on one hand you have people across the United States, looking at this case now, and on
the other hand you undoubtedly have people above you pushing to have it done with.
I can offer little to ease your position, outside of the following:
A. If you must err, do so on the side of the right side.
B. Once a life is taken it cannot be returned, just as a bullet once launched will not return.
C. If you do not stay this and later evidence unfolds which proves that Mr. Snell has been set up, and you
were told of this, then you become a party to a murder. I would have to testify that I had informed you of
the possibilities in this case at the very least.
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D. Evidence has a nasty habit of turning up that proves the truth to any reasonable man, though those who
do the deeds think it gone. I have seen it many times and I am certain that I will see it again.
Mr. Tucker, I would hope and pray that you have the decency to do what is right in this case and at
least order a stay of execution, pending a full review of all charges, allegations and personnel involved.
A copy of this letter is going forward to the Head of the FBI, perhaps someone of quality there will
have the courage necessary to launch an immediate investigation of this entire affair, as it does deal with the
“President” now.
Sincerely,
Z.D.
Lahaina, HI
CC: Governor Tucker: Voice 501-682-2345, FAX 501-682-1382
Louis Freeh, FBI, FAX 202-324-6856
ALL AMERICAN PATRIOTS, VIA FAX AND INTERNET
ALL ELECTED CONGRESS PERSONNEL
[END OF QUOTING]
I have an additional observation and request. Find Mr. Rush Limbaugh’s mailing information and SWAMP
HIM WITH THESE LETTERS—LET US WIN THIS ROUND—A MAN’S LIFE IS IN THE BALANCE!
Rush Limbaugh
c/o: Unitel Studios
515 W. 57th St.
New York, NY 10019R
(800) 282-2882
(900) 844-RUSH
If law and Constitutional ORDER are to be restored to your nation and to your citizens—YOU ARE
GOING TO HAVE TO DO IT AND IT CAN STILL BE DONE WITH THE PEN AND THE BALLOT—BUT YOU MUST TAKE CONTROL!
Dharma, I believe we will simply have to isolate ourselves so that we can get the next information to the
readers. The many interruptions take precedence because of the urgent nature of such as Mr. Snell.
However, you are down to the wire with happenings which have long been predicted, photographed and
are validly documented.
For instance, on March 24, 1990 more than 28 million viewers witnessed a documentary regarding the
AREA 51 activities along with biogenetic laboratories located just outside of Dulce, New Mexico (about
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95 miles northwest of Los Alamos). This is not just suggestion—this is proof of involvement with the
Mystery Diseases in New Mexico within the past two years! It is also related to the now becoming
common, flesh eating bacteria/virus. Readers can deny no longer the truth and when considering the lies—
the mind-control programs MUST be faced.
Readers, it is absolutely necessary for the safety of Norio F. Hayakawa who WAS the Director, Civilian
Intelligence Network, to get this man into security. We are going to publish some of his work in the hopes
that the blanket of KNOWLEDGE will offer some protection for him. He will know, in addition to
information we will share, about the incidents in Switzerland with Billy Meier for there will be association
through Nippon Television. This man is in grave danger.
Thank you for your attention. Salu
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